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Abstract
Buried heat sources can be investigated by examining thermal infrared images and comparing
these with the results of theoretical models which predict the thermal anomaly a given heat
source may generate. Key factors influencing surface temperature include the geometry and
temperature of the heat source, the surface meteorological environment, and the thermal
conductivity and anisotropy of the rock.
In general, a geothermal heat flux ofgreater than 2010 of solar insolation is required to produce
a detectable thermal anomaly in a thermal infrared image. A heat source of, for example, 2-
300K greater than the average surface temperature must be at depth shallower than 50m for
the detection of the anomaly in a thermal infrared image, for typical terrestrial conditions.
Atmospheric factors are of critical importance. While the mean atmospheric temperature has
little significance, the convection film coefficient is a dominant factor, and can act to swamp
the thermal signature entirely.
Given a steady state heat source that produces a detectable thermal anomaly, it is possible to
loosely constrain the physical properties of the heat source and surrounding rock, using the
surface thermal anomaly as a basis. The success of this technique is highly dependent on the
degree to which the physical properties of the host rock are known. Important parameters
include the surface thermal properties and thermal conductivity of the rock.
Modelling of transient thermal situations was carried out, to assess the effect of time
dependant thermal fluxes. One-dimensional finite element models can be readily and accurately
applied to the investigation of diurnal heat flow, as with thermal inertia models. Diurnal
thermal models of environments on Earth, the Moon and Man were carried out using finite
elements and found to be consistent with published measurements. The heat flow from an
injection of hot lava into a near surface lava tube was considered. While this approach was
useful for study, and long term monitoring in inhospitable areas, it was found to have little
hazard warning utility, IS the time taken for the thermal energy to propagate to the surface in
dry rock (several months) is very long..
The resolution of the thermal infrared imaging system is an important factor. Presently
available satellite based systems such as Landsat (resolution of 120m) are inadequate for
detailed study of geothermal anomalies. Airborne systems, such as TIMS (variable resolution
of 3-6m) are much more useful for discriminating small buried heat sources. Planned
improvements in the resolution of satellite based systems will broaden the potential for
application of the techniques developed in this thesis. It is important to note, however, that
adequate spatial resolution is a necessary but not sufficient condition for successful application
of these techniques.
The finite element method is a useful technique for investigations of geothermal processes.
The principle advantages over older finite difference or analytical approaches are the speed,
ease of use, flexibility in the model geometry, and precision. The limitations to the application
of such numerical models to real world processes lie in the uncertainties of the physical
parameters of real world systems, and not with any uncertainties in the modelling process.
xii
Chapter 1: Introduction
This thesis asks the question: What can we learn about buried geological heat
sources from examining their effect on surface temperature. To address this
question, this thesis uses two technologies that have not been previously brought
together, Thermal Infrared Remote Sensing (TIRS) and Thermal Finite Element
Modelling (TFEM). Thermal Infrared Remote Sensing provides a capacity to detect
and measure surface temperature patterns, and Thermal Finite Element Modelling
provides a tool to model the geologic heat flow which may cause such patterns,
without requiring custom software to be developed.
The principle question can be conveniently divided into three separate
problems:
1. Under what circumstances will a geothermal heat source produce a detectable
temperature change at the surface?
2. Given a known surface temperature distribution derived from a thermal infrared
image, can the properties of the geothermal heat source be constrained by
modelling the Predicted surface temperature distribution and comparing it with
the known surface temperature distribution?
3. Can the heat source be clearly discriminated from surrounding surface clutter?
1
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The Image Resolution: The TIMS image has a surface resolution of approximately
Sin, sufficient not only to identify the heat source, but to acquire information about
its' shape and structure. The Landsat TM image has a resolution of 120m, thus each
pixel samples a surface area almost 600 times larger than a TIMS pixel. Even if a
source as strong as the lava tube were to be present in a Landsat TM image of a
uniform surface, the limitations of the sensor resolution may render it undetectable.
The Nature of the Surface: The surface material in the TIMS image is almost
completely uniform, unvegetated, dark coloured pahoehoe lava flow surface. There
is little significant spectral, structural or topographic variation across the surface,
and this is evident in the parts of the image not affected by the geothermal heat
source where little temperature variation is present. This is because all the factors
controlling the surface thermal response to non-geological effects like solar
radiation and convective cooling are similar across the image.
In contrast, the Landsat Thematic Mapper Band 6 (TM6) image of Mallow
Town shows a great deal of variation. All the visible structure in the Landsat TM6
image can be correlated with variations in the surface. The bright areas correspond
with freshly cropped fields, where stubble grass and bare earth are several degrees
warmer than adjacent grassy fields, even though both are subjected to essentially the
same meteorological conditions. The cropped fields have absorbed much more solar
heat during the day than the grassy field, and are less capable of losing that heat by
radiation and convection to the surrounding atmosphere. Even if a thermal source
similar to the lava tube in the TIMS image were present in the Landsat TM image,
and even if it had sufficient spatial extent to overcome image resolution effects, it
may not be readily discriminated from a large, closely cropped field or hot urban
surfaces.
Thus, from a consideration of the two contrasting images, the principle
problems facing detection of geothermal heat sources using TIRS can be described
qualitatively. What remains to be answered is where exactly the boundary between
the obvious and the invisible lies, between the extremes of the images on the left
and right of Figure 1.1. Quantitative analysis to define the limits of detectability of
a given anomaly is not straightforward and wiD require numerical and mathematical
modelling. Quantifying the factors that affect the surface thermal signature and
3
detectability of a buried geothermal heat source is the principle objective of this
thesis.
4
1.1 OUTLINE OF THESIS
This work can be conveniently subdivided into three main sections: Chapters 2 to S
review existing work in the field, and summarises the underlying theory of the
techniques used in the study. Chapters 6, 7 and 8 describe a series of theoretical
models ofgeological thermal processes, not applied to specific real world examples.
These chapters lay an essential foundation for the subsequent application of these
finite element models to specific case studies.
Chapters 9 to 12 describe various applications of the theoretical models to
real world problems, and how the results may be helpful in interpreting thermal
infrared images. A series ofcase studies are examined, to reflect as wide a variety of
physical environments as possible. Chapter 13 concludes the thesis.
Chapter 2 reviews the theoretical background of thermal infrared remote
sensing and methods for extracting radiant temperatures, measuring sub-pixel
thermal anomalies and performing atmospheric correction. Previous work on
applications of thermal infrared remote sensing to geological problems such as
volcanic thermal sources and thermal inertia are also reviewed here.
Chapter 3 introduces the principal thermophysical properties of geological
materials, and the factors affecting them are discussed and reviewed. The chapter
then examines in more detail the physical processes outlined in 1.3 The Physical
System, geological heat transfer and surface thermal processes. These topics are,
where possible, discussed quantitatively and their governing equations described.
Chapter 4 moves on to discuss more detailed mathematical and numerical
models of the overall system. Previous analytic and numerical models of geologic
processes are also discussed, and the mathematics of the finite element method are
introduced.
Chapter S describes the finite element analysis software, Ansys., which is
used for this study. The procedure for constructing a finite element model using
Ansys is briefly described, as are the various adaptations required to accommodate
radiative and convective heat transfer, transient processes and phase changes.
s
Chapter 6 describes two models for a simple physical system, a near surface
lava tube. The first, the Alpha model, uses a simplified upPer boundary condition,
and the second, The Bravo Model, fully utilises the convective and radiative
analysis capacities ofAnsys to describe the upPer boundary condition. Many sets of
models are solved for different values of the variable parameters and the results of
the Alpha and Bravo Models are comPared, to assess the advantages of the more
complex model, and to quantify the relative importance of the various Parameters.
All these individual runs are steady state, that is, they assume an unchanging, stable
environment.
Chapter 7 examines time varying problems. The heating of the rock
surrounding a freshly refilled lava tube is modelled. A second model considers the
effect of diurnal heating and cooling on the surface temperature for different
materials, and demonstrates that thermal inertia modelling can be conducted using
the finite element method.
Chapter 8 investigates models of systems whose component materials
undergo a phase change in the temPerature range of the model. A cooling,
crystallising lava tube is considered as one example. A second example considers
the melting of ice in pore spaces in permafrost (cryolithosphere).
Chapter 9 examines the warm springs system of Mallow, and considers the
usefulness of finite element modelling, and mathematical modelling in general, in
assisting the detection of such low temPer&ture spring systems in the thermal
infrared.
Chapter 10 considers an almost ideal case study, an active lava tube. Here, a
geothermal heat source is clearly visible in a set of high quality thermal infrared
images, and a detailed information can be extracted from the images about the
surface temperature distribution and thermal budget of the lava tubes. Using an
enhanced version of the Bravo model, the depth and size of the lava tube, and the
physical proPerties of the surrounding basalt can be constrained.
Chapter 11 discusses the application of the technique to lunar geology. A
number of different Problems are considered, including the extent to which a buried
heat source may be detectable using thermal infrared imaging systems, whether an
evacuated lava tube could be detected by means of thermal inertia, and the thermal
stability of ice in the lunar regolith. Existing thermal infrared datasets are discussed
6
in light of these models, and means of extracting further information from them in
light of numerical modelling is also considered.
Chapter 12 considers applications in Martian Geology. Finite element
models of cryolithosphere melting due to endogenetic heat are described, and their
consequences for the existence and detection of hydrothermal biomes are
considered.
Finally, Chapter 13 discusses the implications of all this material and
summarises the principle findings. Directions for potentially useful future work are
also outlined.
7
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magnitude of 103 Wm-2 to geothennal fluxes with magnitudes of approximately 10-2
Wm-2. The principle factor affecting surface temperature is solar radiation, with an
incident flux of 1342 Wm-2 at the top of the atmosphere (Oke 1978). During
interaction with the atmosphere, some of this radiation is scattered by various
processes such as Mie Scattering, Rayleigh Scattering and Non-Selective
Scattering. Some of the radiation is absorbed by atmospheric molecules (principally
C~ and Water Vapour). Between 500A. and 95% of the radiation incident at the top
ofthe atmosphere reaches the surface.
At the surface a certain fraction of the incident radiation is reflected. The
ratio of incident to reflected radiation is called the albedo. The remainder of the
radiation is absorbed by the surface.
The energy flow at the surface can be described by a heat balance equation.
1.1
(Cracknell and
Xue 1996)
Where:
Q Heat change Per unit surface area (Wm-2)
R. Radiative energy absorbed by the material (Wm-2)
R.... Radiative energy emitted by the material (Wm-2)
LE Latent Heat Flux (Wm-2)
H Sensible Heat Flux (Wm-2)
E.. Geothennal Heat Flux (Wm-2)
Heat will be lost from the surface to the atmosphere by latent heat transfer
(evaporative cooling) and sensible heat transfer (wind-chiU).
Heat is also transferred between the surface and the underlying geology.
Background geothermal heat flow contributes only marsinally to the surface energy
balance. Heat is also conducted away from the surface into subsurface layers
(during the day) and stored, to flow back up at night to the surface. Heat flow in
subsurface layers by conduction is governed by Fouriers' Law ofHeat Conduction:
9
dE dT
-=KA-
dt dx
Where:
K Thermal conductivity of the material (Wm-IK-I)
A Cross Sectional Area (mi
dEldt Energy transfer as a function oftime (1s-l)
dT/dx Temperature gradient (Krn-I)
1.2
(Halliday et aI 1996)
For high temperature gradients heat transfer may also occur by convection.
The balance of all these fluxes at the surface and near surface gives an energy
change at the surface per unit time, which affects the surface temperature.
The surface will emit radiation as a function of its temperature. The surface
temperature and surface emissivity controls the amount of radiation emitted. For a
greybody:
1.3
(Halliday et at 1996)
Where:
R.- Net heat transfer between the surface element and the space node (Wm-i
8 Emissivity
(J Stefan-Boltzmann Constant (S.669xl0-SWm-2K-t)
T. Surface temperature (K)
This radiation will again undergo scattering and absorption in its passage up
through the atmosphere. The satellite sensor detects this radiation (together with
reflected radiation and radiation scattered from other sources) and quantifies it as a
digital number. The sensors spatial resolution, spectral resolution and sensitivity will
affect the recorded digital number value.
The overall physical system is quite complex, and its various components
are described in more detail in Chapter 3: The Physical Model.
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1.3 THERMAL INFRARED REMOTE SENSING
A thermal infrared image is in effect an indirect measure of the temperature of a
body. Objects emit radiation as a function of their temperature and emissivity, and
at temperatures encountered in most planetary environments the peak of this
emitted radiation will lie in the region of the electromagnetic spectrum known as the
thermal infrared. Thus a thermal infrared image of a surface can be used to derive a
temperature map of the surface. The details of this process are discussed further and
in detail in Chapter 2: Thermal Infrared Remote Sensing.
The first thermal infrared remote sensing ever conducted was carried out by
Lord Rosse, from Birr Castle, Co. Otfaly, Ireland, in 1868. Lord Rosse made the
first measurement of radiated heat from the moon.
Imaging remote sensing systems had to wait for the development of modern
electronic and coolant systems. The first thermal infrared studies ofvolcanic regions
were conducted by aircraft in Iceland in the 1960s (Friedman et al 1969). The first
satellite infrared observation of a volcanic hot spot took place in 1966, using the
Nimbus n High Resolution Infrared Radiometer and was of Surtsey, Iceland
(Williams and Friedman 1970).
Thermal infrared remote sensing began to reach an operational level with the
launch of the Heat Capacity Mapping Mission (HCMM), which explored the utility
of using day-night thermal image pairs to map surface properties. Landsat 4 and 5,
with a thermal infrared channel 6 on the Thematic Mapper instrument ('TM6' for
short), made high-resolution (120m) satellite thermal infrared images available for
the first time. Low-resolution data (1.1 Ian) images also became widely available at
this time from the Advanced Very High-Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)
instrument, aboard polar orbiting weather satellites. As satellite thermal imaging
systems evolved, so did airborne systems, for example, the 6 channel Thermal
Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (TIMS) operated by the U.S. Department of
Energy (DoE).
Meanwhile, thermal infrared imaging systems have found application in
planetary exploration. Thermal imaging systems have been flown to the Moon
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aboard Apollo 17 and Clementine, and to Mars, aboard the Viking and Phobos
orbiters, and the Mars Global Surveyor.
At the present time Landsat TM remains the highest resolution satellite
based thermal infrared imaging system commercially available. Data from airborne
platforms are available at much higher resolution, but only for limited areas. The
Advanced Spectroscopic Thermal Emission Radiometer (ASTER) instrument,
launched in December 1999 aboard the much delayed EOS AMI Terra platform
will improve availability somewhat by providing data in 6 thermal channels at 90m
resolution.
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1.4 FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING
The Finite Element Method (FEM) is a numerical technique for solving complex
physical problems in continuous media by breaking up the domain into small,
discrete finite parts. This idea is very old, and is conceptually similar to the ancient
Greek method for calculating Pi by inscribing a polygon of many sides into a circle.
The more sides the polygon has the closer an approximation to a circle it becomes.
In its modem fonn as an engineering method for structural analysis, it was
first described by Hrenikoff (1941) who subdivided planer objects into collections
of bars and beams. The method continued to evolve in the 1940's and 1950's. The
term 'Finite Element' was first used to describe the method by Clough in 1960. The
mathematics of the finite element method are briefly reviewed in Chapter 5: An
Introduction to Thermal Motkl/ing Using Ansys and in Appendix F. The textbooks
Zienkiewicz (1971), Zienkiewicz (1985) or Reddy (1993) may serve as a starting
point in the extensive literature ofthe finite element method.
The increasing availability of computers from the 1960's onwards made
available the processing power required by the finite element method and it soon
found widespread application in the aerospace industry. Initially, programs solving
finite element problems had to be custom written for each application, but by the
1980's, generic software became available which allowed solution of various
problems using the finite element method without the need for extensive custom
written code or detailed theoretical knowledge of the method. By the 1990's, the
software bad evolved to a stage where numerical models could be rapidly
constructed and solved on computer using the finite element method essentially as a
'black box'. Only a general familiarity with its principles is required to generate
useful results rather than a detailed grounding in the mathematics. It is one of these
finite element analysis software packages, Ansys, which is used for the work in this
thesis, and it is described in more detail in Chapter 5: An Introduction to Thermal
Motklling Using Ansys
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WHAT IS A MODEL?
This thesis makes extensive use of various kinds of model, and it is worth pausing
to consider the meaning of the term. According to the Oxford English Dictionary
(OED) a model is:
nA simplified or idealised description or conceptions of a particular
system, situation, or process (often in mathematical terms: so mathematical model)
that is putforward as a basisfor calculations, predictions orfinther investigationn
(Simpson and Weiner 1989)
It is telling that the OED also contains two pages of definitions for various
other meanings of the word model. Even in strictly scientific usage, there are many
different varieties ofmodel and modelling techniques.
An analogue model is a physical experiment to simulate an actual process,
for example, using hot wax to simulate flowing lava or using an electrical circuit to
model a mechanical process.
A physical model is a descriPtion of a system and its constituent processes.
Before proceeding to numerically model a system, one must first have a concise
physical model of the system. A physical model may also include quantitative
information, such as the material properties ofcomponents in the system or physical
laws governing their behaviour, for example, Fourier's Law of Heat Conduction
would be part of the physical model for geothermal heat flow.
Mathematical models go slightly further than physical models and attempt to
describe the system in purely mathematical terms, u a set of interconnected
governing equations. All the models in this thesis are fundamentally mathematical in
nature.
AnalYtic models go further still, and attempt to solve these equations to
generate useful results. For simple systems this is a relatively straight forward
matter of solving the equations, but as systems become more complex, it may
become necessary to include more and more approximations to an analYtic model so
that the equations remain soluble. Complex analytic models often include
'constants' whose values vary from case to case, and are not easily derivable. These
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'constants' can often only be quantified by empirical measurements of a real
physical system and models based on such tenns are called Empirical Models. Many
of the 'models' for Sensible Heat Transfer at the earth's surface are empirical in
nature.
When systems become too complex or large for analytic models to be of
use, one must turn to numerical modelling techniques. The core idea of numerical
modelling is that, instead of trying to describe a system as one large complex
equation, one describes the system as many small, simple equations. This is a far
more straightforward approach, but not without its own difficulties. Unless one
wishes to deal with systems on an atomic scale, it is necessary to break down large
systems into a number of arbitrary, discrete, components (or elements), the
behaviour of which can be described by a simple equation or set of equations. This
process of discretisation of a continuous system into discrete units itself introduces
uncertainties, but these can be minimised by designing the model carefully.
Two broad types of numerical model are referred to in this thesis. The bulk
of geological thermal modelling, which has been published to date, uses the Finite
Difference method. This thesis considers a more complex method, the Finite
Element Method, and considers its usefulness in the geological context. The details
of these methods and previous published applications are reviewed in Chapter 4:
Mathematical Models
To avoid confusion, the catch all term 'model' should usually be
grammatically chaperoned by a pronoun. The word 'model' is generally only used in
isolation in this thesis to refer to a specific finite element model of given geometry.
The process of solving a single model for a given set of variable parameters is
referred to as a run, and a number of related runs with varying parameters is
referred to as a series.
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Chapter 2: Thermal Infrared Remote
Sensing
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a background in the principles and
applications of geological Thermal Infrared Remote Sensing, and to introduce and
review relevant background material that is utilised later in the text. Individual
techniques, such as radiant temperature calculation are described as required as
background for subsequent chapters. Sensor systems referred to or used in the work
are described separately in Appendix D: Description ofInstruments.
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2.1 THEORY OF THERMAL INFRARED REMOTE
SENSING
BLACKBODY RADIATION
Thermal Infrared remote sensing is made possible because all object emit radiation
as a function oftheir temperature. This emission obeys Planck's radiation formula:
2.1
(plank 1901)
Where
~ Spectral Radiance (Wm-21J.Dl-1)
&1 Emissivity ofthe surface at wavelength A.
h Planck's constant (6.626xl0 -34 Js)
C Speed oflight in vacuum (2.99792xIO I ms -I)
A. Wavelength (m)
k Boltzmarms' constant (1.38054xIO -34 J K-1 )
T Temperature (K)
CONVERSION OF DIGITAL NUMBERS TO RADIANT TEMPERATURES
Thermal infrared imaging systems do not measure surface temperature directly. Like
imaging systems in other bands, they measure received radiance at the sensor and
convert this into a Digital Number (ON).
Corrections for sensor distance can be omitted as:
2.2
Where:
R.. Radiance measured by the instrument (Wm-21J.Dl-1)
It- Radiance emitted per unit area (Wm-21J.Dl-1)
~ Distance to emitter squared (m1
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A Area ofEmitter == «IFOV)(x»2
IFOV Instantaneous Field of View (radians)
2.3
When the expression 2.3 is substituted into equation 2.2 the range x
between the sensor and the source cancels, leaving only the instrument field ofview
(IFOV). This is a fixed property and thus is usually already accounted for in the
calculation of radiance to digital number conversions for the instrument.
In theory, spectral radiance can be calculated from temperature by inversion
of equation 2.1 and then the result can be converted into a digital number by means
of a lookup table derived from the sensor gain and offset. In practise, this is not as
straightforward as it sounds. Sensors are not sensitive to a single wavelength only
but have a response function (e.g. Appendix D: Figure D2).
Equation 2.1 should be integrated across the sensor response curve to give
the observed radiance value:
Ra. == ..Jw(A) Mi.(T,A.)dA.
I'II(A.) dA.
Where:
'II Instrument response function
Ml Spectral Radiance emitted by object (Wm-21J.11l-1)
A. Wavelength (m)
Ra. Observed Total Radiance (Wm-21J.11l-1)
2.4
(Jentoft-Nilson and Alley
1996)
These equations cannot be inverted explicitly (Jentoft-Ndson and Alley
1996). Numerical approximations of the calculation are inaccurate, and explicitly
integrating equation 2.4 for each pixel is very time consuming.
In practise, this procedure is done in reverse. For a source at a given
tem~ the resultant DN is calculated (assuming that the source is a
blackbody) and a lookup table is generated, giving radiant temperatures and
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corresponding digital numbers (Appendix D: Figure 02 is generated from such a
lookup table). Thus when wishing to extract radiant temperatures or generate
radiant temperature maps, the pixel values can be converted directly into radiant
temperature with little difficulty, provided that the lookup table is available for the
instrument.
In some cases, the ON-Temperature curve can be readily approximated by
an equation, for example, for Landsat TM6:
R..a = [209.831+(O.834*0N)]-[(DN)2*O.OOI33]
(Malaret et al 1985)
Where
ON Digital Number
R..a Observed Total Radiance (Wm-2J.U1l-1)
2.5
SUBPIXEL RADIANCE CALCULATION
The radiant temperature observed by an imaging system is an area weighted average
of the radiant temperatures of the different surfaces within the target pixel. The
sensor cannot resolve objects smaller than its resolution, but will amalgamate them
into a single return value for a pixel. For a thermal anomaly smaller than the sensor
resolution to be detectable in a remote sensing image the increase in average pixel
temperature must be sufficient to increase the measured digital number by an
amount greater than sensor noise.
For data with multiple thermal bands it is possible to quantify subpixel
thermal anomalies. Using Dozier's method (Dozier 1981) it is possible to calculate
the size and temperature of a subpixel thermal anomaly given the sensor spectral
response curve and the background surface temperature. For a given spectral band:
2.6
(Dozier 1981)
Where:
RA(t.J The observed radiance in Band A (Wm-2J.U1l-1)
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PThe expected radiance in band A from a full pixel ofbackground
temperature (Wm-2J.UD-l)
The expected radiance in band A from a full pixel ofanomalous
temperature (Wm-2J.UD-1)
Proportion ofPixel occupied by the Thermal Anomaly
Since the radiance is often a complex function of the temperature and
spectral channel response (see equation 2.1) equation 2.6 cannot always be easily
solved simultaneously for multiple spectral bands to give solutions for P, lb and
t.... In theory at least three spectral bands are required to allow solution of the
equation without 'guessing' any of the variables. In practice, even with multiband
data such as TIMS, it is often easier to approach the problem in reverse, by
calculation of the expected radiance in a given band from a pixel of given
background temperature, anomaly size and anomaly temperature. This generates a
lookup table giving values for the observed radiance and corresponding anomaly
characteristics. However this approach presents further difficulties. Such an array
for 16 bit TIMS radiance range over 6 bands would occupy (32767·2)' bytes of
memory (approximately 8xl~ bytes, enough to filI1.3xl~CD-ROMS).
This problem could be circumvented using a greatly abbreviated lookup
table to give approximate values, and then using an iterative algorithm to give a
more precise result.
MINIMUM DETECTABLE ANOMALY
To calculate the minimum anomaly size and temperature that will be detectable for a
given system, equation 2.6 can be rearranged to calculate the subpixel anomaly
which will increase the received Digital Number by ODe.
1+ DN.[R.(t.»)= DN.[(l-P) R.(lb)+R.(t..)] 2.7
(Rothery et al 1995)
Where:
DNJx]
R.(te)
The digital number returned by radiance X in channel A
The observed radiance in Band A (Wm-2J.UD-1)
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pThe expected radiance in band A from a full pixel ofbackground
temperature (Wm-2J.UD-1)
The expected radiance in band A from a full pixel ofanomalous
temperature (Wm-2J.UD-1)
Proportion ofPixel occupied by the Thermal Anomaly
Note that data from multiple channels will still be required to quantify the size and
temperature ofthe thermal anomaly. This technique can be useful for determining if
a geothermal source of a given size will be detectable in a given imaging system,
particularly when the anomaly size is less than or equal to the sensor resolution.
ATMOSPHERIC CORRECTION
Measured radiance, either by airborne or satellite sensor system, can be affected
significantly by atmospheric factors, which can either increase or decrease the
received radiance. Principle atmospheric processes affecting the passage of radiation
are Rayleigh scattering, Mie scattering, non-selective scattering, atmospheric
absorption and atmospheric emission. For airborne surveys absorption and emission
by near surface water vapour and aerosol scattering are the principle sources of
atmospheric noise. Satellite and extreme high altitude surveys must also consider
atmospheric ozone and carbon dioxide absorption effects. Satellite surveys are the
most sensitive to atmospheric effects, due to the greater atmospheric thickness
between target and sensor. For satellite sensors atmospheric effects tend to be more
uniform, whereas airborne systems are subject to 'limb darkening' due to longer
path lengths at the edge ofthe image swath.
The radiance reaching the sensor is in fact the sum of two components, the
target radiance and the path radiance. The path radiance can be defined as the sum
of the emitted radiation from the atmosphere along the path viewed by the sensor:
2.8
(Schott 1982)
Where:
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R,..
h
Pl(A,T(z»
(J
t(z)
t(z-h)
Path radiance (Wm-2J1111-1)
Height of sensor (m)
Planck function (ofwavelength and temperature)
Stefan-Boltzmann constant (S.669x1O-awm-2K~
Atmospheric temperature at height z (K)
Atmospheric transmissivity of the segment of atmosphere between
the radiating element ofatmosphere and the sensor.
Methods for the correction of atmospheric factors fall into two general
categories, numerical techniques such as LOWTRAN7 and analytic techniques,
such as the Split Wmdow technique.
Numerical Techniques
Numerical techniques use complex models of the atmosphere to calculate the path
radiance, absorption and scattering of light, and generate correction factors.
Techniques vary, but the most popular system, LOWTRAN7 (Kneizys 1987) uses a
multilayer atmospheric model to calculate these terms on a layer by layer basis.
These techniques, while computationally not very intensive, generally require
comprehensive meteorological~ usually in the form of an airsonde profile of
temperature, pressure and humidity.
Atmospheric correction of TIMS data using LOWTRAN7 is problematical,
and in tests at Kilauea (Warner and Levandowski 1992) LOWTRAN7 correction
often simply inverts limb darkening effects over sea surfaces, while over land
surfaces it creates very little improvement over uncorrected data.
Analytic techniques
The split window technique is useful where data exists for multiple infra red
channels. The surface temperature is derived using the expression:
2.9
(Schott 1982)
Where:
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t, Surface Temperature (K)
tl, t2 Observed radiant temperature in two instrument channels (K)
CI,C2,C3 Derived constants.
The constants C1,C2,C3can be derived in a number of ways. Ifground truth
is available for two locations and atmospheric effects are assumed to be uniform for
the whole scene, the constants can be calculated by simple substitution. The
constants can also be derived empirically from known 'standard atmospheres'.
The split window method has limitations, it requires a known surface
emissivity close to unity, a flat uniform surface and a stable atmosphere, with
relatively low aerosol and water vapour contents. It was developed primary for
determining accurate sea surface temperatures (SST) and is thus of reduced
accuracy over land, due to emissivity variations (aivri 1997). Application of the
Split Window technique to TIMS data was moderately successful in tests
(Matsunaga, et at 1992) where ground truth is available.
Warner and Levandowski (1992) describe another analytical technique for
atmospheric correction. For an image swath containing a sea surface, it can be
assumed that the sea surface is at constant temperature and emissivity. Thus, limb
darkening effects can be readily quantified from a sea surface image swath. They
then proceeded to make the same assumption for vegetated surface on land to
facilitate correction of terrestrial TIMS images. The method was found to be
somewhat more accurate and robust than other techniques.
Even with comprehensive radiosonde ~ atmospheric correction
techniques are problematic. Testing of various techniques (KaUuri and Dubayah
1995) with AVHRR data showed mixed results, often with the 'corrected' data
being less accurate than uncorrected data. Similarly, studies of Landsat TM data
(Goetz et at 1995) found that Landsat 5 band 6 systematicaUy overestimated the
surface temperature by approximately 3.3°C. They attributed the problem to drifting
of the parameters of the DN-Radiance conversion, but similar difficulties have been
found in other studies. Studies of atmospheric correction of HCMM data (Schott
1982) noted that empirical correction techniques gave results within 1. 1°C of the
correct surface kinetic temperature whereas atmospheric propagation models such
as LOWTRAN7 gave errors ofup to rc.
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2.2 GEOLOGICAL THERMAL INFRARED REMOTE
SENSING
Use of thermal infrared imaging of emitted radiation for geological purposes can be
subdivided into two categories, Remote Sensing of volcanic thermal sources and
studies ofThermal Inertia.
REMOTE SENSING OF VOLCANIC THERMAL SOURCES
A great deal ofwork has been done on using remote sensing techniques in the study
of volcanology. Principally this is due to the fact that many active volcanoes are
difficult to study on the ground, both due to the hazardous environment, remote
location and irregular timing of eruption. It is often not possible for researchers to
get to an erupting volcano, or safe to work when they arrive. Remote Sensing
provides relatively low cost data on active volcanoes irrespective of location.
Early Studies
Thermal infrared systems have been used for the detection of volcanic heat sources
for over 30 years. Some of the earliest airborne infrared studies were carried out
over Iceland (Friedman et al 1969). Night-time and twilight thermal infrared images
were acquired at Surtsey, Reykjanes, Krisuvik, Helda, M~ Askja and
Vatnajokull. These surveys revealed complex thermal anomalies, many previously
unknown and clearly due to the volcanic activity.
The first satellite infrared observation of a volcanic hot spot wu an
observation of the eruptions of Surtsey in 1966, by the Nimbus II High resolution
Infrared Radiometer, (WtlIiams and Friedman 1970).
HCMM and Endogenetic Heat Sources
Attempts were made to use the Heat Capacity Mapping Mission instrument
(launched in 1978, see below) for the study of geothermal sources. These attempts
met with little~ probably due to the relatively low resolution of the system
(Short and Stuart 1982), although an image taken one month after the eruption of
Mount St. Helens did show a strong post-eruptive thermal anomaly.
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Thermal Infrared Studies ofMt. St. Helens.
Some of the earliest work conducted using thermal infrared imaging to study
volcanic activity was carried out at Mt. St. Helens. Thermal infrared surveys were
undertaken as early as 1966 (Moxham 1970) and identified regions of geothermally
elevated temperature, as did later surveys in the 1970's (Friedman and Frank 1978).
An extensive set of surveys was carried out in 1980, prior to the May 18th
eruption (Kieffer et aI 1982). These surv~ using a wide variety of instruments,
identified multiple thermal anomalies and elevated heat fluxes both at the main
crater and at associated fissures. Thermal anomalies of up to sOGe and total power
outputs of up to 3MW were observed prior to May 18th eruption. Two clusters of
thermal anomalies, which were identified on May 16th, occurred on surfaces that
subsequently failed in the May 18th landslide. However:
"There was no major change in the pattem ofthermal emission from Mount
St. Helens during the lost 50'" prior to tlte 1IIQjor ~ruption that would have
signalled its immediate occwrence. "
(Kieffer, et aJ 1982).
Thermal Infrared Studies ofMt. Etna.
Thermal infrared studies have been carried out of Mt. Etna volcano, in Sicily. An
analysis of four night-time NOAA polar orbiter scenes acquired between October
1981 and January 1982 by Bonneville et II (1984) revealed some possible
anomalies. After processing for atmospheric and elevation effects they noted a small
thermal anomaly at the peak, and a major 6-re anomaly on the north flank of the
volcano in the region of the 17th March 1983 eruption. This anomaly was too large
to be accounted for by remnant heat from the surface lava flow, and was thought to
indicate an underlying magma body.
Subsequent study by the same team (Bonneville and Kerr, 1987) using
more complex processing techniques and a larger dataset, DOted similar anomalies
OIl the south and north east flank of the volcano prior to the 28th March 1983
eruption, which occurred in the vicinity of the southern anomaly. Bonneville and
Kerr concluded that the anomaly was due to convective heat transfer from ..
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underlying magma body. Precise correlation of the eruption and the anomaly is
difficult due to the low resolution of the data. Further work (Bonneville and Gouze
1992) detected similar anomalies, prior to the 9th December 1991 eruption, which
again occurred in the region of the observed anomaly. This suggests a potential for
thermal infrared imaging, even of relatively low resolution, to detect buried heat
sources and serve as a predictive tool, but with limitations. In their own words:
"... these anomalies cannot readily be distinguished from others which are
not directly related to actual volcanic activity. "
(Bonneville and Kerr, 1987)
Other studies of Mt. Etna have been carried out using Landsat TM datasets
to study the thennaI budget of the June 1984 lava flow (Pieri et aJ 1990). Studies
carried out using AVHRR data (e.g. Harris et al 1997) estimated the active lava
area, thermal flux, effusion rates and total flow volume.
High resolution studies of Mt. Etna and Stromboli have been carried out
using the Airborne VisiblelInfrared Spectrometer (AVIRIS) system (Oppenheimer
et all993). Multiple hot spots due to active lava were detected, but as AVIRIS is a
short wave infrared system it was not useful for the detection of subsurface
anomalies.
Other Volcano Monitoring.
Techniques ofvolcano monitoring using relatively low resolution systems have been
developed (e.g. Harris et oJ 1997). The systems utilise relatively low-resolution
satellite systems such as Landsat TM and the Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer (AVHRR). Harris et al made use of AVHRR images to detect volcanic
activity and monitor lava flow temperatures, areas and effusion rates at Krafla,
Cerro Negro, Fogo, Erebus., Lascar and Mt. Etna (Harris et al 1997). The utility of
the AVHRR system for the detection ofactive lavas of l00<tC with surface areas of
sreater than 60m2 has been clearly demonstrated (Mousinis-Mark et aJ 19(4)
Landsat TM and AVHRR data have also been used to constrain the post
1974 activity of the Erta' Ale volcano, in Ethiopia, which has not been effectively
monitored on the 8fOUtld since that time (Oppenhiemer and Rothery 1997). Using
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satellite data, they were able to compile a history of volcanic activity, lava effiJsion
rates and lava lake levels through the time period 1974-1996.
TIMS Studies.
Studies of active volcanism and lava flows have been carried out using the TIMS
instrument (Thermal Infrared Mapping Spectrometer).
Using a TIMS dataset acquired on the morning of October 1st 1988 over
the Kupaianaha flow field, Kilauea volcano, Hawaii, the principle lava tubes feeding
the main flow were identified by linear lOGe thermal anomalies (Realmuto et aI
1992). Variations in the intensity of the thermal anomaly could be associated with
the changes in the depth of the lava tube in the 3-8m range. Smaller thermal
anomalies in the 3-5 °e range were identified associated with lava emplaced up to
10 months prior to image acquisition. Extensive thermal anomalies were also noted
in the seawater at the point oflava entry.
Emissivity studies using the same data set successfully delineate older,
inactive, lava tube systems by means of surface emissivity contrast due to mineral
alteration by fumarolic sulphates. Different lava flows could also be delineated and
assigned relative ages by variations in the emissivity spectra. TIMS data has also
been used to discriminate and map Aa and S and P type Pahoehoe surfaces.
(Rowland, 1992).
An extensive TIMS field campaign was conducted over the volcanoes of the
Kamchatka peninsula in the summer of 1995 (Pieri et aI 1997). A total of 29
volcanoes were imaged in the study, and multiple geothermal anomalies associated
with the volcanics were identified.
Geothermal Systems
Thermal infra red systems "ve also been used to study and monitor geothermal
systems associated with volcanics. Studies of geothermal fields in Japan (Sekioka
1985) using helicopter bome imaging systems have yielded heat flow estimates.
Work in New Zealand, (Deroin et aJ 1995) used Landsat TM to study the
distribution of geothermal systems. Deroin et aJ (1995) successfully detected many
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of the larger geothermal systems in the region, but were limited by the low
resolution of the imaging system.
Conclusions
In summary, work on volcano monitoring using thermal infrared techniques has
been chiefly effective in the detection and monitoring of active lavas. Volcano
monitoring programmes using AVHRR and GOES data are in operational use to
monitor otherwise inaccessible or rarely visited volcanoes. The 1998 Galapagos
eruption was first detected by this means. The information which can be gleaned
from such monitoring is limited by the low resolution of the data to the detection of
active volcanism only.
Thermal anomalies precursory to eruptions have been detected on several
occasions, most probably due to magma driven groundwater circulation. Direct
application of thermal infrared data to eruPtion prediction has proved problematic,
and on no occasion has thermal infrared data proved to be as useful as other
techniques for early warning of impending eruption. Detection of precursory
thermal anomalies has been restricted by the need for high-resolution data, usually
from airborne platforms such as TIMS. This is both costly and cumbersome, as an
aircraft may not be available on short notice. Satellite data are not usually of
sufficient resolution to give conclusive information for such studies.
There is potential for future improvement. The ASTER instrument,
scheduled to fly aboard the EOS AM-I platform in early 2000, is a muhi-spectral
instrument which, in addition to visible and short wave infrared data, will supply
data on 6 thermal bands at a resolution of9Om. This will begin to narrow the cost-
resolution gap and provide a potentially vast dataset for thermal studies of
volcanology.
THERMAL INERTIA MAPPING
All surface geological materials are subjectedto diurna1 heating and cooling due to
solar thermal forcing. The extent to which different materials heat and cool is
controlled by their thermal inertia. The thermal inertia is defined as:
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1= ..JpkC
Where:
I Thermal Inertia (Jm-2s-1f1{-1)
p Density (kgm-3)
k Thermal Conductivity (Wm-1K-1)
C Specific Heat Capacity (Jkg-1K-1)
2.10
(Cracknell and Xue 1997)
The thermal inertia can be thus derived from measured physical proPerties
or can also be measured directly from measurements of the surface temperature at
different points in the diurnal cycle:
2.11
(Cracknell and Xue 1997)
Where:
T_ Maximum Surface Temperature (K)
T.. Minimum Surface Temperature (K)
J Maximum heat flux at the surface (Wm-'
CD Phase angle of the Earths rotation (7.292xl0'rads-1)
Thermal inertia and thermal inertia modelling are discussed in more detail in
Chapter 4: Mathematicol Models.
Early Work
Pohn et aI (1970) carried out thermal inertia studies ofa region in Oman using low-
resolution (81an) data from the N"tmbus m and VI weather satellites. They were
able to readily distinguish multiple different mapped geological units, and were able
in some cases to correct the existing (somewhat sketchy) geological maps by means
of successfully identifying high thermal inertia regions and correlating them with
probable quartzite belts. Later thermal inertia models were developed to take
account of various atmospheric and meteorological effects on the surface
temperature (Price 1977, Kahle 1977).
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The Heat Capacity Mapping Mission
The main advances in thermal inertia mapping were made due to studies of the
results of the Heat Capacity Mapping Mission (HCMM). The HCMM was launched
on April 26th 1978 into a high inclination (97.6j polar sun synchronous orbit, with
local overflight times of 02.30 and 13.30 at northern mid-latitudes (NASA 1978).
HCMM was a single experiment platform designed to study day-night temperature
changes. Its onboard sensor operated on 2 band~ Near infrared 0.5-1.1 Jim and
Thermal Infta Red 10.5-12.5Jim. Sensor resolution was 600m. The project
produced maps ofApparent Thermal Inertia (ATI), defined as
ATI=NC(1-«)lSt
Where:
N Scaling factor, to bring result into 1-255 range. N=I000.
C Normalising factor for latitude and solar declination.
a Albedo, measured by the NIR channel.
at Temperature difference between day and night images (K)
2.12
(NASA 1978)
HCMM data was successfully utilised in a number of publications to
produce thermal inertia maps that showed strong correlation with known surficial
geology in arid regions (e.g. Schieldge et aJ 1980). Thermal inertia maps were
found to be of use in discriminating different lithologies with similar reflectivity but
dissimilar thermal properties (Abrams et a/1984). Studies undertaken using HCMM
data for Sardinia (Cassinis et aJ 1984) identified that apparent thermal inertia data
was very sensitive to lithological and tectonic boundaries, probably due to alteration
and soil moisture along contacts. They also noted difficulty in discriminating rocks
with apparent thermal inertia contrast of <30-35%, although in the HCMM
anthology Short and Stuart (1982) noted that Thermal Inertia maps were capable of
discriminating thermal inertia contrast of 10-15%, even in regions ofpoor exposure.
HCMM data was also widely applied for mapping soil moisture and soil type
(Pratt and EDyett 1979), measuring plant canopy~ sea surface
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temperatures and studies of urban heat islands. Its geological utility was however,
limited to arid regions with low evaporation due to the large influence ofdifficult to
calculate evaporation effects. Quantitatively accurate surface thermal properties
could not be readily extracted from the using the HCMM data, meteorological data
and assumed surface properties (Price 1982).
Post HCMM Thermal Inertia Studies.
Nash (1988) identified a buried caliche horizon in the Mojave desert due to the
temperature difference in a NSOO1 image (Airborne Landsat TM Simulator).
Xue and Cracknell (1992, 1993 and 1996) have carried out more recent
work on thermal inertia using AVHRR data. While of lower resolution than the
HCMM data, Xue and Cracknell have applied more sophisticated meteorological
processing and developed a system of extracting thermal inertia data from AVHRR
images using the phase angle of the diumal temperature change. Thu~ Xue and
Cracknells' method requires only the time of day of the maximum surface
temperature in addition to the image to produce a second order approximation of
the thermal inertia in areas with widely variable surface cover and soil moisture.
This was necessary, u AVHRR does not provide data at maximum and minimum
surface temperatures u is required by traditional thermal inertia mapping
techniques. However, operational applications of thermal inertia techniques for
monitoring of other properties such u soil moisture and vegetation are still very
much in developmental stages.
Planetary Applications
Extensive work bas been carried out in creating thermal inertia maps based on the
Vtking IRTM dataset. (e.g. Kieffer et aI 1977). These models generally use less
complex atmospheric boundary conditions and greatly simplified solar insolation,
and produce estimates of thermal inertia ranging from 4O-6OOWm-2sec-lI2 K-1,
consistent with particulate materials in the upper l-IOem of the soil (Xue and
Cracknell 1996).
These estimates may be too high due to atmospheric dust~ and more recent
models (Haberle and Jakosky 1992) give values up to 26% smaller, consistent with
• tenfold decrease in grain size. In all cases mapping of thermal inertia showed •
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strong correlation between thermal inertia and surficial geological units (Spudis and
Greeley 1976). Thermal inertia studies have also been carried out using thermal
cooling in the shadow ofPhobos instead of the diurnal cooling cycle (Betts 1994).
Thermal infrared studies ofMars are discussed further in Chapter 11:Mars.
Thermal inertia mapping has also been applied to Phobos (Ksanfornality et al
1989), but has not as yet been applied extensively to other planetary bodies due to
lack of suitable data.
Conclusions
Thermal inertia mapping techniques have found little operational use. In geological
applications, it was limited to relatively arid areas with little or no vegetative cover
and low soil moisture, as soil moisture effects dominate the thermal inertia signal.
Thermal inertia proved to be useful in these regions for identifying lithological
contrasts beneath thin (em scale) layers of surficial material.
The expense of acquiring Day-Night image pairs of suitable resolution and
the complex processing required has restricted the wider application of thermal
inertia. The potential applications in soil moisture mapping have been overtaken,
while still in developmental stages, by more effective techniques using active
microwave remote sensing. Similarly, multi- and hyper-specbal imaging have
superseded the use of thermal inertia for geologic mapping. Only in planetary
environments such as Mars, with no evaporative effects and highly limited datasets,
has thermal inertia mapping remained useful, providing data on surface properties
and grain sizes unavailable from any other source.
OTHER APPLICATIONS OF THERMAL INFRARED IMAGERY
Coal Mine Fires
Thermal anomalies due to coal mine fires have been noted on thermal infrared
images. In Landsat TM images of the Jharia coalfield, in Bihar state, India, thermal
anomalies of 2-5 DN were detected (Saraf et aI 1995). These were correlated with
sballow coal fires. Estimations of fire depth were carried out based on the known
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outcrop, dip and strike of the coal seam. Upwards of 45 fires were detected in this
manner, at depths ofup to 30m.
Landfill
Some studies have been carried out to utilise thermal infrared images of landfill to
differentiate between solid waste and waste sections where methane generation was
ongoing (Zilioli et aI 1992). They observed a 1.2 K thermal contrast between inert
waste and waste undergoing methanisation, which they interpret as being due to
heat generation, rather than thermal inertia contrast, as it remained constant
throughout the diurnal cycle.
Seismoactivity Surveys.
Thermal changes in groundwater have been noted as precursory to seismic activity
for many years. Little work has been done in the detection of such changes using
thermal infrared remote sensing. One study examined a set ofapproximately 10,()()()
AVHRR images of the region to the east of the Caspian sea (Tronin 1996) and
detected regional thermal anomalies, tens of hundreds of kilometres in size, along
structural lineaments and hydrothermal spring lines. Tronin found a statistically
significant correlation between thermal anomaly frequency and size and subsequent
seismicity. The arid, dry clear conditions of the study area present almost ideal
conditions for the detection of subsurface geothermal anomalies, and Tronin
conjectured that the scale of such anomalies could only be explained by enhanced
hydrothermal circulation.
Mineralogic Mapping
During the day, the reflected thermal infrared radiation signal dominates over any
emitted signal. Daytime thermal infrared images are thus a measure of the infrared
reflective spectra of materials. Such techniques have been successfuUy and widely
applied for mapping lithology in arid climates (Kahle and Goetz 1983, Hook et at
1994) and for mapping fresh lava flows (Crisp et aI 1990). Such techniques, while
useful and interesting, rely on reflected radiation rather than emitted radiation and
as such are beyond the scope ofthis review.
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Chapter 3: The Physical Model
The physical system considered in this thesis spans 150 million kilometers and
several scientific disciplines. The extreme limits of the system range from the
mammoth energies at the heart of the sun, where the vast majority of the energy
fluxes at the earth's surface originate, to the depths of the earth, from which the
geothennal sources draw their energy. The exotic environments where the energy
comes from are of little direct interest to this work. The physical system being
considered here is effectively the borderland between these two energy domains,
solar and geothennal. Below a few metres depth, solar energy is a largely irrelevant
issue, only affecting average temperatures over long time periods. A few meters
above the ""h',~, all but the most dramatic expressions of geothermal heat
(e.g. explosive volcanism) have little effect on the atmospheres' temperature. The
most complex part of this vast physical system, the turbulent frontier between the
geothermal and solar realms, is the element that we are most familiar with in our
day to day experience, the earth's surface. It is important that we understand the
processes going on in this region before proceeding to discuss how to numerically
model the system.
The physical system and some of its key equations were briefly introduced in
Chapter 1: IntrodMction. This chapter will consider, component by component, the
two parts of the physical system, above and below the surface. Section 3.1
discusses Geological Heat Transfer, and the thermophysical properties ofgeological
materials, and how they affect the transport and storage of heat. Section 3.2
discusses Surface Thennal Processes, such u heat transfer to and from the
atmosphere, and radiative heat transfer processes active at the earth surface. These
topics are, where possible, discussed quantitatively, and the equations describing
their behavior are introduced at this stage. The assembly of these quantitative,
mathematical descriptions of physical components into cohesive mathematical
models of the complete physical system is discussed in Chapter 4: Mathematical
Models.
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3.1 GEOLOGICAL THERMAL PROCESSES
The extent to which heat permeates geological material and is stored by them is
controlled by three primary physical properties: Density, Thermal Conductivity and
Specific Heat Capacity. A number of secondary material properties are also
commonly considered, chiefly thermal inertia and diffusivity. Typical values for
thermophysical properties of geological materials are given in A.ppendix C:
Properties ofSelectedMaterials.
Property Symbol S.1. Unit Other Unit Conversion Factor
Density p kgm-3 Gem-3 1000
Specific Heat Capacity C Jk.g-1K-1
Thermal Conductivity k Wm-1 K-1 Cal cm-1sec-1 K-1 41.86
Thermal Diffusivity 1C m2s-1
Thermal Inertia I Jm-2s-I'1{-1 Cal cm-2s-I'1{-1 41.86xl<Y
Table 3.1 Thermal Properties and their S.1. Units.
DENSITY
The density ofa material is defined as the mass per unit volume of the material. The
density of a sample of material can be readily measured by a variety of weU-
established techniques. Note that the porosity and permeability of a material may
affect the measured density, depending on the measurement technique used. The
density of most materials is temperature depend~ as the materials will expand
when heated. For geological materials, the thermal expansion coefficients are
relatively low. In the case of basalt, the linear thermal expansion at 1200K is
approximately 0.5-0.6% (Touioukian et al 1989) and so this effect is negligible and
need not be considered in this study. In this work, the densities of geological
materials will be assumed to be constants as a function oftemperature.
SPECIFIC HEAT CAPACITY
The specific heat capacity of. material (C) is defined as the amount of energy
required to raise the temperature of 1kg of the material by 1K.
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The specific heat capacity of material can be temperature dependant. For
example Touloukian et aI (1989) give expressions to describe the temperature
dependence ofthermal conductivity ofbasalt:
C,=IIOOWm-2K-1 For T>IOIOK
C,=1211-(1.12XIO~rr) For T~IOI0K
Where
C, Specific Heat Capacity at Constant Pressure
3.1
For some materials, the specific heat capacity can also be pressure
dependent, however, references in the literature generally discuss changes due to
very high pressures as might be encountered in the deep crust. Variations in the
pressure ranges encountered in this study are negligible. The specific heat capacity
used in this study, unless explicitly stated otherwise, is the specific heat capacity at
constant pressure (C,).
THERMAL CONDUCTMTY
The thermal conductivity of a material is defined as the heat flux across aIm thick
layer ofmaterial per degree Kelvin (or Celsius) of temperature difference across the
layer, per square metre of material, per second. The thermal conductivity of a
material may be affected by a number of factors, for geological materials, the
principle factor being the size and extent of internal fractures and pores, and the
nature and pressure ofany vapour or fluid phase within them.
Thermal Conductivity ofPorous media
The thermal conductivity of material can be significantly influenced by pores and
fractures and by fluid or vapour within the pores. Gas pressure variations can be
significant if the dominant pore size is smaller than the mean free path for the gas
(Woodside and Messmer, 1961b). This is not usually a factor in terrestrial
environments, but in environments such as Mars, (mean free path -10m) it can play
a significant role (see below).
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The effect of pores on the thermal conductivity of a material is described by
Maxwell's formula for a homogeneous matrix with randomly distributed spherical
inclusions:
k = kW2( l-+lka.+(1+Ulk.l
[(2.....)tc--+(1")kp.]
1892)
Where:
k Thermal conductivity ofthe bulk rock (Wm-1K-1)
k.- Thermal conductivity of the gas filled vesicles (Wm-1K-1)
tc- Thermal conductivity of the solid rock (Wm-1 K-1)
• Vesicularity of rock
3.2
(Maxwell,
This formula gives effective maximum values. For a more detailed
discussion of the intricacies of thermal conductivity in basalt, the reader is referred
to Hoorai (1991).
KesztheIyi (1994) discusses the effects of porosity on the thermal
conductivity of basalt, and notes that radiative and convective heat transfer across
pores in basalt is negligible at most temperatures.
Gas Pressure and Thennal Conductivity
Where the material in the pore spaces is a gas, the gas pressure can have a
significant effect on the thermal properties ofthe rock. The physics of this effect are
such that it is of little relevance in terrestrial studies. The gas Pressure does have
major effects on the calculation of thermal properties of the surface of Mars, where
the atmospheric pressure dependence leads directly to a reduction in thermal inertia
IS a function ofelevation (Keiffer 1977).
The kinetic theory ofgases gives an expression for the thermal conductivity
ofagas:
3.3
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(Mandl 1991)
Where:
Ie, Thermal conductivity ofa gas (Wm-IK-I)
A Constant
p Density (kgm-3)
Cv Specific heat capacity ofthe gas at constant pressure (Jkg-IK-I)
v Mean molecular velocity (IDS-I)
~ Mean free path (m)
The thermal conductivity ofa gas is normally independent of pressure as the
density is in proportion to the pressure and the mean free path is in inverse
proportion to the pressure, thus effect on the component variables cancel. However,
when the gas is in a confined space, this arrangement breaks down because the
maximum possible mean free path is the mean pore space diameter (Woodside and
Messmer 1961a).
The mean free path decreases as a function of pressure. Once the mean free
path is less than the pore size, further increases have no effect on the thermal
conductivity of a gas filled porous medium. When the mean free path equals or
exceeds the mean pore size, gas in pore spaces begins to have an increasingly
dominant effect on heat transfer in porous media.
For a vapour in • pore space of diameter d, the effective thermal
conductivity is:
k,=~vqdl(l;+d)] 3.4
(Woodside arnd Messmer,
1961a)
Where:
kc Effective thermal conductivity ofa gas (Wm-IK-I)
A Constant
p Density (kgm-3)
Cv Specific heat capacity oftbe gas at constant volume ()kg-IK-I)
v Mean molecular velocity (ms-I)
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<; Mean Free Path (m)
d Mean pore space diameter (m)
This value for the thermal conductivity of the included vapour can then be
combined with the values for the surrounding rock by a variety of means, dependent
on the shape and connectivity of the pore space (for example, equation 3.2). For
further discussion of this effect the reader is referred to (Woodside and Messmer,
1961a).
Temperature Dependent Thermal Conductivity
The thermal conductivity of the rock and pore fluid are often in themselves
temperature dependent. The temperature dependent thermal conductivity of gases
are relatively weD understood, and can be derived from the gas laws:
k,.=t1,.(Cpgas+5R./4M,> 3.5
(M~ 1991)
Where:
"... Viscosity ofgas (kgs-1m-1)
Cp Specific Heat Capacity ofgas at constant pressure ()kg-I K-1)
R. Molar gas Constant (8.314 Jrnor1K-1)
M, Mean Atomic Mass of the gas
Many geological materials are also known to have temperature dependent
thermal conductivity but the principle sourcebook on the matter states:
"Except for a limited 1IIImber of cases it has not been possible to
recommend temperature dependant property values tiMe to the extreme scatter in
the data and the lack ofadequate specimen characterisation"
(Touloukian et ~ 1989).
However, Keszthelyi (1994) gives the equation:
kt..=O.427+(7721t)+-(8.72x10411;
Where:
k-. Thermal conductivity ofBasalt (Wm-1K-1)
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3.6
t Temperature (K)
As an empirical fit to the laboratory data from TouIoukian et at (1989)~ ~
in the absence ofalternative formulatio~ this equation will be used in this thesis.
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Figure 3.1 shows tile tempeJatare depe"dence ad thermal conductivity dcpaKleKe rI basalt.
(After TouIoutiaD d II 1989 and Kazthdyi 1994).
Measurement
A wide variety of methods exist for the measurement of thermal conductivity of
materials, some ofwhich contain a oomericaI model implicit to the stated resuIt~ for
exampIe~ ifused to calculate heat loss from a heated probe embedded in the material
to be measured. Measurements are often ver; specific to a given particular sample,
Touioukian et at (1989) for~ cites Sass and Munroe (1974) who gives 72
values for the thermal conductivity of basalt from the Colombia River Plateau,
ranging from 1.1-2.4 Wm-1K-1.
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THERMAL INERTIA
Thermal inertia is a measure of how quicldy the temperature of • surface wiD
respond to changes in the surface heat balance. It is defined as:
1= ""pkC
1996)
Where:
I Thermal Inertia (Jm-2s-1I2K-1)
p Density (kgDi3)
It Thermal Conductivity (Wm-1K-1)
C Specific Heat Capacity (Jkg-1K-1)
3.7
(Cracknell and Xue
Thermal Inertia can also be derived directly &om measurements of the surface
temperature ICI'OSS • diurnal cycle:
3.8
(Cracknell and Xue
1996)
Where:
I ThermalIDertia (Jm-2s-1'1{-I)
t.. Maximum diurnal surface temperature \C or K)
... Minimum diumaI surface temperatures \C or K)
J Maximum heat flux at the surface (Wm-~
CD Phase angle ofEarth rotation (7.292xl0-s)
The study of thermal inertia for remote sensing is • large field in itself and
bas already been discussed briefly in Chapter 2: Themtal Infrared Rntote Sensing.
Thermal inertia can be strongly affected by the porosity of the materials, for
example, the thermal inertia of basalt shows a strong inverse linear dependence 011
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its porosity (Zimbelman 1986), because an increase in porosity act to reduce all
three ofthe factors affecting thermal inertia.
THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY
Thermal diffusivity is a derived property describing the rate at which a temperature
change propagates through a medium. It is defined as:
~k/pC,
Where:
K4 Thermal Diffusivity ofthe rock (m2s-1)
k Thermal Conductivity (Wm-lK-1)
p Density (kg m-3)
C, Constant pressure specific heat (Jkg-lK-1)
3.9
(Halliday et "1996)
LATENT HEAT OF PHASE CHANGE
The latent heat ofa phase change is defined as the amount of heat that is absorbed
(or released) per kilogram of material when • phase change 0CQl1'S. h is often
referred to IS the Latent Heat of Crystallisation (for solid-liquid phase changes) or
the latent beat of vapourisation (for liquid vapourisation). It is of importance in
phase change processes. The latent heat of crystallisation of basalt is quoted
variously as 400kJkg-l (Kesthelyi 1994), 334±41illg-l (peck 1978), and 209kJkg-l
(Hoskuldsson and Sparks 1997).
ENTHALPY
The Enthalpy ofa material is calculated from the specific beat capacity, density and
temperature by the expression:
1995)
Where:
8.=1 pCdT
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3.10
(Heald Johnson and Roth
He Enthalpy ofthe material (Jrn-3)
p Density (kgm-3)
C Specific Heat Capacity (Jkg-1K-1)
Enthalpy is utilised in Ansys phase change modeling (See Chapter 5: An
lntrodllction to Thermal Modeling Using Amys and Chapter 8 Phase Change
Models) as a measure of thermal energy density, in place of density and specific
heat capacity. Note that it is not an absolute property, but an energy change per unit
temperature change across a given temperature range. Thus for calculation of
enthalpy the enthalpy at arbitrary temperature below that expected in any model is
arbitrarily set at zero, and enthalpy values generated from there.
Enthalpy ofBasalt
The melting point ofbasalt is approximately 1343K (at one atmosphere). The latent
heat ofcrystallisation ofbasalt is approximately 400kJkg-1 (KesztheIyi 1995). Given
these values and the expressions for the density and specific beat capacity of basalt
cited abo~ the enthalpy ofbasalt can be calculated as a function of temperature, u
shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2 shows the adbaIpy for IOIid baaIt. a fiIIIctDI fA biipti....e. EJdbaIpy dfeds fA
exsoIution fA dissoIwd a-s.~ formatioIl de. are not iDcIudcd in this _ ....
Enthlapy ofWater Ice
Consider the melting point of ice to be 273. 15K, and the latent heat of fusion to be
0.335mJkg-l, and temperature dependant properties of ice from Raznjevic (1976),
the enthalpy of water ice and water icelrock mixes can be calculated, IS shown in
Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3 shows the enthalpy cane mwater, rock and water/rock mixes for varying porosity. The
rock values UICd 1ft for t.aIt
The thermal properties of materials, specifically geological materials, are quite
variable as can be seen from the table in Appendix C: Thermal Properties of
Selected Materials, and even within • specific rock type properties can vary
significantly. Fortunately the thermal properties are relatively easy to measure and
where possible it is advisable to sample the rocks and measure the thermal
properties directly.
CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
Heat transfer by thermal conduction can be described quantitatively by Fouriers
Law:
3.11
(Halliday et aI, 1996)
Where:
t Thermal conductivity of the material (Wm-IK-I)
A Cross Sectional Area (mi
dQ/dt Heat Transferred u. fuDction oftime (JS·I)
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dT/dx Tentperature gradient (Km-l)
All mathematical models ofgeological beat transfer are fundamentally based
on this equation. Mathematical models are described in detail in Chapter 4: The
Mathematical ModeL
CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
Convection is a much more effective heat transfer mechanism than conduction. In
the context of this thesis, it ocwrs in two enviro~ above the earth's surface,
and in pore spaces and fissures within the rock. There are two distinct modes of
convection, forced and free convection. Forced convection ocwrs where heat is
transferred into a fluid which is being forced across a surface by external means, for
example, air pumped by a fan cooling a computer processor. Free convection
occurs when heating of a fluid initiates convection currents without external
assistance. In cases of geological fluid heat transfer, free convection is the relevant
case.
Free convection occurs when the dimensionless Rayleigh runber exceeds a
critical value (Rae) for the fluid. The value Rae is dependent on the geometry of the
problem. The Rayleigh (Ra) runber is the product of the dimensionless Orashof
(Or) and PrandtI (Pr) numbers:
Ra=Gr.Pr 3.12
(<;engel, 1997)
The Orashof runber is a dimeosionIess raunber that expresses the ratio of the
buoyancy forces and the viscous forces acting OIl a fluid:
Gr= gJ\ATV/v'l
Where:
Or OrashofNumber
g Acceleration due to gravity (9.81ms-1)
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3.13
(<;engel, 1997)
p Coefficient ofvolume expansion (K-I)
AT Tempelature difference (K)
V Volume (~3)
3 Characteristic len~ dependant on the geometry ofthe problem (m)
v Kinematic Viscosity ofthe fluid (m2s- l )
The Prandtl (Pr) Number is a dimensionless number that expresses the ratio of the
molecular diffusivity of momentum and the molecular diffusivity of heat for the
fluid:
3.14
(<;eng~ 1997)
Where:
Pr Prandtl number
~ Dynamic viscosity of the fluid (kgni1s-l )
X Specific heat ratio (c,JC,)
Cv Specific heat at constant tempetatore (JIcg-1CI )
C, Constant pressure specific heat (JIcg-1CI )
The quantity of beat transferred by free convection from a surface is
expressed by a heat transfer coefficient h from Newtons Law ofcooling:
3.15
(Halliday et II 1996)
Where:
H Heat Transfer ICroSS the surface (Wm-~
A Surface Area (m~
T1-T2 Temperature difference (K)
h Heat transfer coefficient (Wm-1{-I)
For free convection the heat transfer coefficient h is expressed as a ..
dimensional heat transfer coeffi~ the Nussult (Nu) number, defmed as:
Nu = II&X= CRa- 3.16
(<;eng~ 1997)
Where:
C,n Constants dependant on the problem geometry (determined experimentally
for each geometry)
X Specific heat ratio c,ICv
V Volume (~3)
~ Characteristic length, dependant on the geometry ofthe problem (m)
GEOTHERMAL HEAT
The geothermal heat flux is generally the unknown variable in this equation, and its
effect on surface temperature must be modelled raunericaUy. Generally the
geothermal heat flux wilt be split between 2 components.
Firstly, the diumaI heat storage represents the heat stored in subsurface
layers. This term may be negative, in the case of heat underlying material absorbing
heat from the surface during the day, or positive as underlying material cools during
the night. Integrated across a full day cycle this term will sum to approximately
zero. The quantity of heat stored in this way is controlled by the thermal inertia of
the underlying material.
Secondly, the true geothermal heat flow, which represents the heat flow
from deeper regions of the earth, will be constant, uninterrupted and normally very
small, on continental areas avera8ing approximately O.059Wm-2 (Armstead and
Tester, 1987). Regions of elevated heat flow such as Steamboat Springs, Nevada.,
may have rates in the order ofO.34Wm-2 (Thompson and White, 1964). To provide
a measurable effect on the surface heat flow the geothermal heat flux will have to be
greater than the uncertainty range of the other conditions. This specific problem is
addressed in model series 7.1.3, in Chapter 7: Transienl Models.
OTHER GEOTHERMAL PROCESSES
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Other thermal processes that take place include phase changes, chemical reactions
within the rock such as combustion and radiative heat transfer within the pore
spaces.
Phase changes consume or produce a quantity of heat called the Latent Heat
of Phase Change (through vapourisation, crystallisation etc.) This can be • relevant
process in the near surface in a number of ways, such as crystaUisation of lava or
melting/freezing ofinterstitial fluid such as 0CQlfS in permafrost regions.
Chemical reactions are not usually thermally significant in the near surface,
with the exception of burning. Coal Mine tires are a common problem in coal
mining regions, and can bum for months or years, and leave readily detectable
thermal signatures at the surface (Sarafet aI 1995).
Radiative heat transfer within pore spaces is also possible, but has been
determined to be insignificant under most normal regimes. Only for materials with
very large pore spaces or porosities and very high thermal gradients does radiative
heat transfer become significant (KesztheIyi 1994).
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3.2 SURFACE THERMAL PROCESSES
Surface and near surface processes control the flow of heat between a surface and
the atmosphere and space above it. The study of these surface thermal processes is
a large field of meteorology in itself: and this review aims to be functional for the
purposes of the background required by the thesis rather than a complete review. A
fully comPrehensive review ofboundary layer meteorology lies far beyond the scope
of this work, but this brief review of the field should be more than adequate for the
purposes of this thesis. Material in this review is drawn from a wide variety of
sources, chiefly from Xue and Cracknell (1995), Pratt et aI (1980), Brutsaert
(1982), Price (1977), Kahle (1977) and Oke (1978), Garrett (1992). The interested
reader may refer to these as an introduction to the vast field of boundary layer
meteorology.
Three meteorological factors dominate the surface thermal signature:
• Radiation: Both incident on the surface ftom the sun and anitted from the
surface by thermal emission.
• Sensible Heat Transfer: Heat transfer to and ftom the atmosphere.
• Latent Heat Transfer: Heat lost from the surface due to evaporative cooling.
RADIATION
Radiative energy absorbed by the Surface
The radiation incident on the surface is the sum of the direct and indirect solar
radiation.
3.17
Where:
R.. Energy absorbed at surface (Wm-~
R. Direct Radiance absorbed (Wm-~
R.t, Background sky radiance absorbed (Wm-~
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In areas of low relief a third term representing reflection and emission of
radiation from nearby surfaces can be safely omitted as it is negligible (see equation
3.19, below for related aspect correction). The ratio ofdirect to indirect radiation is
strongly a function of local meteorology and cloud cover. In cases of very high
atmospheric scattering direct radiation will be negligibl(\ all radiation being
completely absorbed and scattered by the atmosphere.
Direct Radiation
The direct radiation from the sun can be described by the equation:
R.,= St (E)(SiOOsincp+C~osmt) 3.18
(Duffie and Beckman
1974)
Where:
S Solar Constant at the top ofthe Atmosphere (l367±7Wm·~
t Atmospheric transmissivity
E Emissivity
3 Solar Declination (Rad)
., Local Latitude (Rad)
CD Phase angle ofEarth rotation (7.292xlo'rad Sl)
t Number ofseconds after local solar noon (s)
In areas ofcomplex topography it may be necessary to correct for surface aspect:
3.19
Where:
R.- Radiance corrected for Aspect (Wm-~
R. Radiance Incident OIl • horizontal surface (Wm·~
P Angle between the surface and the sun on the plane containing the sun (Rad)
S2
Indirect Radiation
Indirect radiation is due to general background sky radiance. It is comprised of
radiation emitted by the atmosphere (generaUy long wave) and scattered radiation
(generaUy short wa~ due to wavelength dependant scattering). It should be noted
that terrestrially, most long wave indirect radiation incident on a surface is from
thermal emission in the lower 100m of the atmosphere and thus most long-wave
radiation formulae use values at the meteorological screen height, circa 1.5m (Oke,
1978).
A number of empirical relationships exist to describe the net Iongwave
radiation flux at the surface under cloudless skies as a function of other variables.
Most are derived by statistical regression and are useful for daily averages only, not
as a precise calculation. A typical relation would be:
R., =-170.9+1.20T.4
1963)
Where:
R., Indirect radiation (Wm-~
(J 5.669xl0" (Wm-lc~
T. Air Temperature (K)
3.20
(Swinbank,
This particular expression is only valid for tempe! atures greater than <te. It
is unlikely to be valid for non-terrestJ iaI environments such as Mars, where
secondary emission &om dust is a major factor. The importance of secondary
emission from the atmosphere wiD need to be considered OIl a case by case basis.
Integrated Approecb
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A more integrated approach is described in Kahle (1977) from Joseph (1966, 1971).
This approaches includes approximates for scattering and absorption in the
atmosphere.
Assuming that wavelengths <9J.un are subjected to Rayleigh Scattering and
wavelengths>9~ are subjected to absorption, for a horizontal surface:
E.= s.(1-(O.271u·sec zto303)(O.349)(S cos z)
3.21
+ s.((1-ao)l(I~)(O.651)(S Cos z) (Kahle, 1977)
Where:
E. Energy Absorbed at surface (Wm-2)
Sa Shortwave emissivity
•u Effective Water vapour content of the atmosphere. Total precipitable water
in a cloudless atmosphere (gcm-i
z Zenith angle of the sun as a function of time of the day and date of year
(Rad)
ao Atmospheric Albedo
a. Ground Albedo
Radiative flux am also be calculated munericaUy by inputting the full parameters of
the atmospheric coIunm over the study region into III atmospheric model such IS
WWTRAN which wiD calculate in detail scattering and absorption It each
wavelength. However, such models are highly data intensive and require detailed
radiosonde and atmospheric composition data, to an extent which would render
them oflittle utility in this study.
For a given study area which is largely cloud free and of an IeriaI extent
small enough that latitude and time of day variations are not likely to be significant,
it is safe to assume that the Iongwave and shortwave radiation incident 011 the area
is uniform
Light or scattered clouds It the time of image acquisition or prior to that
time are also unlikely to be significant sources of uncertainty. Clouds present at the
time of image acquisition can be readily identified in the visual band and their
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shadows and 'Cold tracks' can be detected. Assuming that the clouds are random
and being moved along by the wind it can safely be assumed that the net solar
radiation during the time previous to the observation is still uniform across the
study area. Such artifacts could also be readily removed by stacking, if sufficient
images across a time series were available. Cloud thermal artifacts could also be
readily removed by stacking, if sufficient images across a time series were available.
Variations in incident solar radiation across the study area due to solar time
or latitude variations will be linear and uniform in nature, and are likely to be
apparent only on regional scales (>5x1O"m). Stacking of images acquired at the
same time ofday would however, accentuate such clines in the data, but this would
make them easier to identify and remove by fihering.
The only other effect which may cause some local increase in incident
thermal radiation would be a local greenhouse effect due to locally higher
concentrations of water vapour or carbon dioxide. These may be of interest IS
sources ofendogenetic heat such as coal mine fires and volcanic activity would also
be expected to emit such gases. Modelling their exact effect would require research
in micrometeorology and is far beyond the context of this work. Equipment for the
quantitative monitoring ofsuch plumes is expensive and difficult to come by. If such
regions of local greenhousing were stable over time, stacking would amplify them.
All that can be done is to watch out for visible sign of such sources such IS
increased vegetation or steam plumes, in the field.
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Radiation Emitted by the material
Thermal emission is a relatively simple process to describe quantitatively, but some
complexities do occur.
A surface will emit energy as a grey-body radiator according to Planks law.
The total heat loss due to radiation (E.) can be described as:
3.22
(Halliday 1996)
Where:
(J Stefan-Boltzmann Constant (5.669x10" Wm-2K-4)
£ Emissivity
T. Surface Temperature (K)
This expression is accurate but describes an ideal case of a smooth Lambertian surface
radiating into a. halfspace.
Roughness in non-ideal surfaces also increases the emissivity, as radiation from
any given point is likely to be reabsorbed by an immediately adjacent surface and re-
emitted. Again, the total radiation from a surface can be measured using a Net
Pyradiometer and the emissivity of a given surface in the field can be readily derived
using a radiometer and an independent measure oftemperature.
Discussion
Radiative thermal fluxes are the best defined and easiest to calculate of the surface
fluxes, although their strong non-Iinearity makes incorporation into numerical modeling
more difficult. Net uncertainties in the radiant flux will be in the order of 10-2 (1%) in
most circumstance, unless radiometric measurements are available. Accurate field
measurement with radiometers and/or net pyradiometers could reduce the uncertainty
to 10-3 or 10-4, depending on the quality ofequipment
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SENSmLE HEAT TRANSFER
Sensible Heat Transfer is the transfer of energy between the air and the surface due
to heat transfer directly into the overlying air. It is the most complex and elaborate
part of the surface boundary condition. In practi<:e, it is a combination of free
convection due to heated surfaces generating convection currents, and forced
convection due to wind movement.
Theoretically, the heat loss due to free convection from a flat surface can be
calculated by:
Nu =h&k =O.225Ral/3 3.23
(KesztheIyi
1994)
Where:
Nu Nussult number.
b Heat transfer coefficient (Wm-i
~ Characteristic dimensions, in this case the height of the phune of warm air
(m).
And:
3.24
(KesztheIyi
1994)
Where:
Ra Rayleigh number
p Density ofair (kgm-3)
g Acceleration due to gravity (9.81rns-1)
P Thermal expansion coefficient ofair (K-I)
AT Teinpelature diffetence (K)
'1 Viscosity ofair
Ke Thermal Diffusivity ofAir (m2s-1)
8 Characteristic dimensions, in this cue the height of the phune of warm air
(m).
SI
In air, the Rayliegh number must exceed a critical value of 1000 for free
convection to 0CQIf'.
For forced convection the Nussuh (Nu) number equals:
Nu=CRe·~
Where:
Re Reynolds Number
Pr Prandtl Number
C,m,n, Constants
3.25
(C;engel 1997)
The calculation of C,m and n, and hence utilisation of this theoretical
approach, is complex and not readily applicable to the practical calculation of
surface thermal fluxes.
Two main methods exist for the field measurement and calculation of
Sensible Heat Flux: Eddy correlation methods and Profile methods.
Eddy Correlation
Eddy correlation methods are based on the measurement of vertical wind speeds
and the temperature of the air, which will directly yield the amount of heat transfer
in the area. It is only applicable in areas of uniform surface type. The turbulent
sensible heat t1ux can be written as:
3.26
(Oke 1978)
Where:
H Sensible heat Flux (Wm-I )
Pa Density ofAir (kgm-3)
C, Specific heat ofAir at constant pressure (Jkg-I -el)
W Instantaneous va1icaI windspeed (IDS-I)
T Instantaneous temperature (K or OC)
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Measurement of latent heat flux by the eddy correlation method can be
precise to within a few Wm-2 (Schieldge pen. comm. 1997) but require elaborate
and precise equipment to measure the vertical windspeed and temperature with
great accuracy. Examples of this equipment are shown in Figure 3.S. The method is
described in more detail in Weaver (1990).
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Profile Methods
A variety of techniques exist under the heading of 'Profile methods' chiefly
Aerodynamic and Bowen ratio type solutions. The simplest of these schemes
requires an assumption of steady state non-turbulent conditions, and similarity of aD
transfer coefficients (diffusion coefficients of water vapour, heat, momentum etc).
More complex approaches allow for turbulent conditions. One such approach is
described in Oke (I978):
3.27
Where:
kv Von Karmans Constant (0.4)
z Vertical distance (m)
u Horizontal windspeed (ms- l )
T Temperature (K)
z Thickness of layer (m)
c. Specific Heat ofAir at constant pressure (kJkg-IK- l )
3.28.1
3.28.2
Ri is the Richardson number, an expression which quantifies the stability and
degree of turbulence in the atmospheric boundary layer. It is described by the
expression:
Ri =(g/TXAT/Az)
(AulAz)2
Where:
g Acceleration due to gravity (9.81ms- l )
T Mean temperature in the layer Az (K)
u Horizontal windspeed (msl )
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(Oke,1978)
3.28.3
8 Acceleration due to gravity (9.81ms- l )
T Mean temperature in the layer Az (K)
u Horizontal windspeed (ms-I )
In general, Richardson numbers are linked to convection type:
Ri>l
l>Ri>O.Ol
O.OI>Ri>-l
-1>Ri
No Convection
Damped Forced Convection
Mixed Convection
Free Convection (Olce 1978)
This method is relativity simple to use and is suitable for averaging over
approximately half-hour interval~ thus reducing its sensitivity to uncertainty.
Measurement requires a tower or mast of height (see Figure 3.6) equivalent to the
lower atmospheric boundary layer: 1-3 m depending on the degree of surface
roughness, with a number of anemometers and fine wire thermocouples at different
levels to measure the required data.
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Other Methods
A number of other systems exist for the QIculation of sensible heat flux, for
example, the methods used by Pratt et aI (1980), Kesthelyi (1994) and Kahle (1977)
are outlined. In most cases these systems ofcalculations require surface variables or
parameters that are not available in the absence ofdetailed field measurements.
Other techniques exist for calculation of sensible beat fluxes, both over
simple surfaces eSingie Source models' and vegetated surfaces 'Dual-Source
models'), often using satellite derived radiometric temperatures (for reviews see
Zhao et al, 1996). Such techniques are complex, and may only be useful on a site-
specific basis (Cooper and Smith, 1995).
Many other methods exist for the approximation and measurement of
sensible heat transfer, but are all more or less variations OIl the methods outlined
above. Diak and Whipple (1995) estimate the sensible heat flux using satellite
derived surface temperatures and an elaborate Planetary Boundary Layer
modeI.Alternatively, sensible heat fluxes can be estimated by using geostropic wind
speed (Crago et aI, 1995). Other methods derive sensible heat fluxes based OIl the
rate ofchange of surface tetnperature (Anderson et aI, 1997). Sensible heat flux can
also be estimated based OIl a single surface temperature measurement and maximum
air temperature (Lagourde and McAneney, 1991). An extensive body of literature
exists describing other techniques for deriving sensible heat fluxes, and for
estimating the other parameters of the surface thennaI balance equation &om
various combinations ~ surface and satellite datasets. While many of these
techniques are useful and innovative, their complexity and data requiremems place
them beyond the scope ofthis review.
LATENT HEAT TRANSFER
Sensible beat transfer represents energy lou due to evaporative cooling at the
surface. At its simplest it can be deaaibed as:
LE=Lvm
Where:
LE Latent heat flux ofvapourisation (kJ)
6S
3.29
(Garrett, 1992)
L. Latent heat ofvaporisation ofwater (2260kJkg-l)
m Mass ofwater evaporated or condensed (kg)
The volume of water evaporated or condensed is a complex function of
many variables. Techniques for the measurement of latent heat flux again fall into
two categories, Eddy Correlation methods and Profile methods.
EddyCorreiation
This method follows the same principle and limitations as the eddy correlation
method for sensible heat flux, except that Imnidity is the measured parameter
instead oftemperature. The expression is:
LE=pLvwq
Where:
LE Latent Heat transfer
p Density ofdry air (kgm-3)
Lv Latent heat ofvaporisation ofwater (2260kJktfl)
w Instantaneous vertical windspeed (ms-I )
q Specific Humidity (kg kg-I)
3.30
(Oke 1978)
As with specific heat, it can be detea .Dined with high accuracy using simiI.-
equipment, substituting a krypton hygrometer for the fine wire thermocouple in the
apparatus in Figure 3.S.
ProfileMethods
These techniques are similar to those described for Sensible Heat Flux Ibove. The
equivalent expression for latent heat transfer (LE) is:
3.31
(Oke 1978)
Where:
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Lv Latent Heat ofVapourisation (kJkg- l )
k Von Karmans Constant (0.4)
z Vertical distance (m)
u Horizontal windspeed (ms-I )
q Humidity ofair (kgm-3)
T Temperature (K)
This CI1l be measured by • system equivalent to that described for
measurement of sensible heat flux (see Figure 3.4), with the addition of instruments
for measurement ofhumidity, such as krypton hygrometers.
OTHER SURFACE THERMAL PROCESSES
Rain
Rain will affect not only the latent beat flux by altering the atmospheric and soil
humidities by mass transfer of water, but will also have a massive effect on the
temperature balance by heat transfer. Cold rain may chill the surface. Dissipation <X
mechanical energy due to the rain impact may heat the surface. Wetness may
change the emissivity of the surface. Rain will alter the thermal properties of the
surface layer, and as it seeps away and wiD transfer heat by fluid flow. These
complexities are, again, well beyond the scope of this project, and will not be
considered in this work. Study areas should not be assessed at times <X
precipitation. Such a condition is unlikely to restrict choice of areas as high soil
moisture due to rain will increase the uncertainties due to latent cooling (see above)
to intolerable ranges, and, in any event, rainfall will imply cloud cover which will
prevent thermal imaging ofthe study area.
Advection
Where major variation in surface properties occur within a study area heat transfer
due to advective winds may occur. Calculation of advective heat transfer is n0n-
trivial and would probably~ large-scale numerical models of the lower
attnospIltn. DiffiaJlties with advection may be limited by choosing study areas
without strong terrain type contrasts ICI'OSS the area of interest. In such cases
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regional winds will probably dominate advective winds. Where surface material
contrasts occur~ however~ care should be taken with the interpretation of thermal
images close to the boundary~ and, in the event of field studies, flux measurement
equipment should not be sited within 5O-100m ofthe boundary (Schieldge, 1997)
Plant Effects
Plant layers have extensive thermal effects. Transpiration &om leaf stomata can
have major effect OIl surface boundary 1ayer temperatures. Plant canopies can
strongly effect the surface albedo, and cause surfaces to differ significantly &om
ideal Larnbertian performance. Plants can trap relatively large volumes of ... close
to the surface to effectively create an additional insulator to sensible heat flux, and
creatins • additional beat sink. By modifying near surface humidity gradients
plants can radically affect latent heat transfer. Estimation of thermal fluxes ICI'OSS
plant canopies is a ttms a compIec business, but can be simplified by placing sensors
for flux measurement, either by eddy correlation or profile methods, a reasonable
height above the plant layer. Where possible, study areas with heavy plant cover
should be avoided. In practice this is not IS arbitrary a judgement IS it may seem,
regions with strong endothermic heat sources will have high thermal gradients in the
soil, which tends to discourage heavy plant growth. In geothermal areas with plant
cover, the thermal source is nuch more likely to be identifiable by its effect on the
vegetation than by direct measurement (for example, Deroin et aI, 1995)
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Chapter 4: Mathematical Models
This chapter sets out to review mathematical models for calculating the surface
temperature using the components of the physical system already outlined in
Chapter 3: The Physical Model. It is important to review existing mathematical
models of the physical system, and the mathematics of the finite element method,
before attempting to carry out any finite element modelling.
There are two principle approaches to the calculation of surface
temperature, or, indeed, for modelling any complex physical problem. The first
approach involves trying to generate a 'big equation' into which the relevant
variables may be fed. This is referred to as an analytic approach. Such approaches
are often quite mathematically elaborate and, in their efforts to create an equation
that is not hopelessly unwieldy, may introduce considerable simplifications. A
second approach is to break the problem up into a number of small, simple and
easily soluble equatio~ each representing an element of the physical system. This
approach, while conceptually less complex, may require solution of a very large
number of equations, and because of this these computationally intensive numerical
techniques did not come into common use until the advent of digital computers.
These numerical modelling techniques can be subdivided into two categories, Finite
Difference Methods and Finite Element Methods.
Section 4.1 discusses analytic approaches to mathematical modelling of the
physical system under investigation. Numerical approaches to mathematical
modelling of the system are then described in section 4.2.
Before moving on to the details of modelling techniques, it is illustrative to
consider the simplest possible mathematical representation of the physical system as
a whole, as illustrated schematically in Figure 4.1.
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Radiation TemperatUre
Surface Temperature
Temperature at Depth _
4.1
4.2
Atmospheric Temperature
Atmosphere
Subsurface
Figure 4.1 shows the simplest case mathematical model for the pbysical system, consisting of
equations for CODdudion (4.1) COtMCtion (4.2) and radiation (4.3)
At its simplest level, the physical system can be mathematically described as
three linked equations for conduction into the ground, and convection and radiation
at the surface, as represented in Figure 4.1.
From Fouriers Law ofHeat Conduction:
4.1
Where:
Ql Net heat transfer (Wm-~
k Thermal conductivity (Wm-1K-1)
..., Surface temperature (K)
.. Temperature at depth (K)
From Newtons Law ofCooling:
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Where:
Ch Net heat transfer (Wm-2)
br Film Coefficient (Wm-1<.-l)
A Surface Area (m2)
t..f Surface temperature (K)
to Atmospheric temperature (K)
And from Planks Greybody radiation formula:
Where:
<b Net heat transfer (Wm-2)
G Stefan-Boltzmann Constant (S.669xlO" Wm-2K-4)
8 Emissivity
t. Surface temperature (K)
t. Radiation temperature (K)
4.2
4.3
From the heat balance equation (1.1) and the heat capacity of the surface
material the surface temperature can be readily calculated for a given set of stable
conditions.
Where:
At Tempelature change ofthe surface (K)
Ql ...<b Net thermal fluxes (Wm-;
C Specific Heat Capacity ofsurface material (Jkg-1K-1)
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4.4
Equation 4.4 involves a number of simplifications, concerning latent heat transfer,
radiative heat transfer and geologic heat transfer.
i) Latent Heat Transfer:
Comparison of the figure with equation 1.1, the surface energy balance equation,
shows that the term for latent heat capacity has been eliminated. This has the effect
of greatly reducing the number of variables. In most of the case studies considered
in this thesis, latent heat transfer is not si8Jlificant (see Chapters 9 to 12).
ii) Radiation Heat Transfer
The two radiation terms from equation 1.1, representing energy absorbed and
remitted by the material, can be summed:
4.5
Where:
R.t Net flux due to radiative processes (Wm-2)
~ Direct radiant flux (Wm-2)
R.t, Indirect Flux from atmospheric emission (Wm-i
It... Emitted Flux (Wm-i
Using equation 3.17, this can be recast u:
4.6
Where:
t.It, Effective radiant temperature of the sky (K)
.. Atmospheric Temperature (K)
t..f Surface Temperature (K)
a,b Empirical constants describing atmospheric emission.
(J Stefan-Boltzmann Constant (5.669xl0" Wm-2K~
8 Emissivity
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~ can be either measured directly or calculated indirectly from the solar
constant. Equation 4.6 can be rearranged such that:
Where:
T._:=(~4+bt.4)
4.7
4.8
4.9
4.10
iii) Geological Heat Transfer
The description ofgeological heat transfer is reduced to a single equation. In reality,
what is represented here as a finite line element is, for all practical purpose, infinite
in len8th, with a complex, time varying, temperature distribution near the surface.
The simplification of the model here is extreme, and it is here that most of the
mathematical complexities of existing models occur. Approaches for modelling the
true heat distribution at and near the surface can be broadly subdivided into two
categories. First, there are techniques which replace the finite line element
represented by equation 4. 1 with a semi-infinite half line or half space, an analytic
approach. The second approach strings a large munber of small, finite elements,
each represented by an individual equation, together to approximate a solution, a
numerical approach.
This simplified mathematical model illustrates the salient features of
mathematical models of the surface temperature. Processes at or above the surface
boundary layer can be described as single equations and simplified as appropriate to
the conditions. For a simple boundary layer, without vegetative canopies such
~Single Source models' can be used. More complex, vegetated surfaces require
~Dual-Source models' incorporating factors like heat storage in plant canopies,
latent heat transfer, and transpiration (for reviews see Zhao et II 1996). Such
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techniques are complex, and may only be useful on a site-specific basis (Cooper and
Smith 1995).
The key variable coupling the processes above and below the surface is the
surface temperature. What goes on above the surface is difficult to measure, but can
be expressed as simple equations, what goes on below the surface, as heat diffuses,
requires more complex analytic or numerical solution techniques.
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4.1 ANALYTIC MATHEMATICAL MODELS
The principle source of analytic mathematical thermal models is from the field of
thermal engineering. Prior to the advent of high-speed computers, which facilitated
numerical analysis, an analytic solution was required for complex engineering
problems. Thus many geological applications of the analytic models are engineering
applications in disguise. Analytic thermal modelling has been used by geologists in
two Principal fields, thermal inertia modelling and heat flow modelling.
THERMAL INERTIA MODELS
Most analytic modelling ofgeological thermal processes to date has been concerned
with thermal inertia and the cyclic heating and cooling of the earth surface.
The temperatures of geological materials are controlled by their thermal
properties and total heat flux. The Principle source of heat in the near surface is the
sun, the heat flux from which varies diurnally (See Chapter 3: The Physical Model).
This results in cyclic heating and cooling of materials on the surface of the earth.
Materials with a higher thermal inertia will tend to heat and cool more slowly.
From the conservation of energy, the temperature change in a given body of
material is dependent on the net heat fluxes in and out of the material, assuming no
change of state occurs:
dT/dt= I.H/pCv
Where:
T Temperature (K)
t Time (5)
IJI Sum ofheat fluxes in the time interval t (Wm-2)
p Density ofmaterial (kgm-3)
C Specific Heat Capacity (Jkg-1K-1)
V Volume ofmaterial (m3)
Using equation 4.11 and 1.2 it can be shown that:
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4.11
dT(z,t)dt= 1Cd d~(z,t)l<tz2
Xue,I996)
Where:
T(z,t) Temperature at time t (s), depth z (m).
K4 Thermal diffusivity (m2s·1)
4.12
(Cracknell and
Heat flow into the ground as a function of time can be expressed in
simplified form by applying a sinusoidal temperature forcing at z=O (Van Wijk,
1963, Hillel 1982), Thus:
T(z,t) =T...+Az Sin(mt+n) 4.13
Where:
T.. Average daily temperature (K)
Az Cycle temperature amplitude at depth z=Ae...•
A Cycle temperature amplitude at surface (i.e. T_-T...)
z Depth (m)
n 7Id
d Thermal Skin Depth (-oJ (K4 Pht)
P Period (8.44xl0"seconds diurnal for earth, 3.15xlo' seconds annual for
earth)
x, Thermal diffusivity (m2s·1)
Applying this:
T(z,t)= T..+Aexp(-7Id)Sin(mt-7Id) 4.14
(Cracknell and Xue,
1996)
The thermal skin depth d is also known .. the diurnal thermal wave
penetration depth or the damping depth and is the depth at which no temperature
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variation occurs due to diurnal thermal variation. For a dry sandy soil of lCr
O.23xI0-6m2sl, dis O.079m. For amuaI variations d is about 1.5m.
Equation 4.14, while useful, has limitations. It does not incorporate
geothermal heat flow. It cannot easily accommodate variations in the thermal
properties of the material, and most seriously, it assumes that the surface
temperature follows a simple sinusoidal curve. In fact the upper boundary condition
is far more complex than that. A more elaborate analytic technique involves
expressing the upper boundary condition by means of Fourier series. One such
approach (Carslaw and Jaeger 1959) produced the equation:
T(O,t)= -Ac + (l-g) SgtAl Cos (cDt..§)
B 12+"'20>81+82
Ac,8 Complex constants representing atmospheric factors
a Albedo
So Solar Constant at top ofthe Atmosphere (Wm-i
't Atmospheric transmissivity (Average 0.75)
Al Coefficient ofFourier Series
a Solar Declination (rad)
I Thermal Inertia (Jm-2sl'1{-I)
CD Phase angle ofthe earth's rotation
4.15
This model also has its limitations. It contains an approximation, as the
Fourier series expression is truncated. The constants A and 8 are also approximated
from meteorological data by means ofhighly complex equations, themselves subject
to uncertainty and approximation. Significantly for this thesi~ this analytic model
also does not allow for geothermal heat flow, or variation in the underlying
materials.
Elaboration of this basic technique has been carried out (Xue and Cracknell
1995) using sophisticated expressions for the calculation of the surface boundary
condition, which enable production of thermal inertia maps directly from a single
AVHRR image and the time ofpeak surface temperate.
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A wide variety of other sophisticated approaches to the analytic calculation
of surface temperature as a function of surface fluxes and soil properties exi~ such
as the foree-restore method (Lin 1980). Other approaches address the fact that in
moist soils, heat transfer by diffusion of water vapour can occur. While this is
relevant for heat flow calculations in soil moisture studies, where the study areas are
by definition of high and of variable humidity, it is considered not relevant to this
wo~ as the case studies considered in this thesis are generally dry.
HEAT FLOW MODELS
An extensive literature of analytic solutions exists for thermal conduction problems
involving heat sources. For example, Carslawand Jaeger (1959) give a solution for
a cooling lava flow:
T(z,t) =Tll2{2ertlzl(2~at» - erft:(z-e)l(2..Jat» - erft(z+e)l(2..Jat»}
4.16
Where:
T(z,t) Temperature at depth Z, time t
T1 Initial Temperature (K)
z Depth(m)
t Time (8)
e Flow thickness (m)
Many of these models are mathematically quite elaborate and attempt to
describe very complex physical systems in a single 'big equation'. While providing
useful initial insight into a problem, using this technique, many aspects of the system
are lost. Equation 4.16, for example, does not incorporate variables to allow for
phase changes in the lava leading to crust formation or differences in heat flow
regime between solid and liquid sections. It simply describes the cooling of a solid
slab of material. As more variables and processes are added to the system, the
complexity of the resulting equation increases greatly, and it becomes more time
consuming to customise and adapt for a particular situation. In many cases there
may be no known solution for the equations involved.
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CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER MODELS
The discussion above describes mathematical models with 'dry' conduction Gnly. In
real world environments many geological materials have pore spaces which may
contain fluid or gas. This will affect the bulk thermal properties of the material, u
described in Chapter 3, The Physical Model.
If the fluid or gas in the pore spaces is subjected to a hydraulic pressure
gradient, and if they are interconnected to allow flow between them, then an
additional dimension is added to the problem, heat transfer by mass transfer.
Movement of fluid from a warm region to a cooler region of the system will bring
with it a quantity of heat. Given a known, stable, fluid flow regime this quantity of
heat transfer can be calculated and expressed u a function of the temperature
difference and a heat transfer coefficient, which can be incorporated into the value
for thermal conductivity. In this way heat transfer due to steady state fluid flow can
be indirectly incorporated into finite element models. This technique is discussed
further in Chapter 5: Finite Element Modelling using Amys.
In a geological context, the relatively straightforward theoretical formulation
of convective heat transfer (outlined in section 3.1.10) is complicated by a number
of factors such u the permeability of the medium and the geometry of the heat
source. The following examples of heat transfer processes in porous media are
quoted from <;engel (1997) and Cheng (1985), and Bonneville and Kerr (1987).
Horizontal Hot Surface.
For a flat, hot surface with III overlying cold fluid (e.g. III intrusion under an
aquifer) the form oftile equation is, from <;engel 1997:
Nu=O.54Ra114
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4.17
For: 10'S Ra S1011
Nu=O.15Ra113 4.18
The characteristic length for this geometry is area ofplate/perimeter of plate.
Rectangular Enclosure
For a rectangular enclosure heated at the bottom the matter is more complex.
Range ofPr RangeofRa Nussult number
1-5000 1.7x1g3-6x103 Nu=O.012Rau.4
1-5000 6x1<r-3.4x104 Nu=O.375Ra°.2
1-20 3.7x104-10' Nu=O.13Rau.3
1-20 Ra>10' Nu=O.057RaIf3
Table 4.1 Rayleigh and Nussult numbers as a function of the PrandtI number for different
eDclosun:s (after c;engeI 1997).
The characteristic dimension is the thickness ofthe enclosure.
Horizontal Intrusion
Bonneville and Kerr (1987) give an example of an analytic convection model over •
horizontal intrusion. They use this model to demonstrate a requirement for
convective heat transfer from an underlying intrusion to explain observed therrnaI
anomalies on Mt. Etna.
Assuming fissure porosity at the contact, and a saturated water fluid phase,
for natural convection in an unenclosed aquifer overlying a hot body the Rayleigh
number (Ra) is given as:
4.19
(Bonneville and Kerr, 1987)
Where:
g Acceleration due to gravity (9.81ms-1)
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,AT
T.
(K)
P
p
C
Dr
k,
K
H
Temperature difference between intrusion and background temperature (K)
Mean temperature, the average of intrusion and background temperature
Thermal expansion coefficient of steam at given temperature = Iff. (K-I)
Density of stearn at T. (kgm-3)
Specific heat capacity ofwater vapour at T. ()kg-IK-I)
Diffusivity ofwater vapour (kgs-Im-I)
Permeability ofthe medium
Thermal conductivity of the medium (Wm-IK-I)
Thickness of the overlying layer (unenclosed aquifer) (m)
The critical value for the Rayleigh number in this geometry in 4r (stS40).
Convection will take place when the Rayleigh number exceeds this value. The
convective heat flux can be calculated as a function of the Nusselt number.
Not all problems can be expressed in a geometrically simple form. In any
event, analytic solutions often carry implicit assumptions and approximations.
Convection in porous media is, as the examples given above serve to
demonstrate, a major specialty of thermal physics. The analytic cases shown should
be considered as the 'simplest cases' ofa very complex field.
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4.2 NUMERICAL MODELS
Numerical modelling of physical systems is a vast field, encompassing myriad
different techniques, from chaotic models of non-linear systems to cellular automata
models of lava flow dynamics. In modelling of heat transfer, however, two methods
of numerical modelling have principally been used, the Finite Difference method,
and the Finite Element method.
The discussion of these methods in this chapter restricts itself to conductive
heat transfer only. An extensive body of work exists in the field of thermal
engineering concerning the use of numerical methods, including the Finite Element
method, for the integrated calculation of heat and mass transfer in porous media
(e.g. '~ree Convection about a vertical flat plate embedded in a porous medium"
Cheng and Minkowycz, 1977). While some of these models are quite sophisticated,
most are custom written for specific applications and are not readily applicable to
the problems considered in this thesis. Generation of such models would easily be
the work of a complete Ph.D. in itself, and in the absence of a Commercial Off The
Shelf (COTS) modelling system, heat transfer by pore fluids will be approximated
analytically in this thesis, as outlined later.
THE FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD
Finite difference techniques have been extensively used for the study of thermal
inertia and geothermal heat flow. There are two broad types of finite difference
methods, implicit and explicit. The explicit finite difference method iteratively
calculates the temperature at each space and time interval as a function at the
previous time interval. This procedure is described graphically in Figure 4.2. The
implicit finite difference method solves the same equations simultaneously, and is
mathematically more exact. The finite difference system allows for variable physical
properties of underlying materials and basal heat fluxes. While finite difference
methods can be used three dimensionally, they have generally only been applied in
one spatial dimension for geological thermal problems. The finite difference method
is computationally intensive compared with analytic methods, and this has deterred
many workers.
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The first finite difference technique widely applied to thermal inertia
problems was devised by Kahle (1977). This explicit finite difference technique
modelled the upper 50cm of soil in 1em elements. The upper boundary condition is
complex, incorporating solar radiation and atmospheric effects, and sensible heat
transfer (See Chapter3: The Physical Model). The heat conduction equation is
rewritten in the form:
H=k(T1-TJIAz 4.20
Where:
H Heat Flux (Wm-;
T1 Temperature ofelement (K)
T. Ground temperature (K)
Az Vertical step size (m)
k Thennal Conduetivty (Wm-1K-1)
Time intervals must be carefully selected to ensure accurate solutions. Kahle
(1977) applied the convergence criteria to determine a time interval of less than 50
seconds.
K4(fdlAz1<0.5
Where:
1C4 Thennal diffusivity of the rock (m2s-l )
At Temperature difference (K)
Az Interval (element) size (m)
4.21
(Carnahan et al 1969)
Some authors (Clifford et aI 1987) prefer to use 0.25 u • convergence
criterion, which results in a more stable, rapidly converging solution.
This model was considered to be reasonably accurate and was extensively
used by work~ but its limitations include the requirement for extensive
meteorological data not readily derivable from remotely sensed data, thus, ground
ttuthing is required. This limitation is, however, common to any model attempting
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to predict surface temperatures. This model and derivatives thereof, have been used
in subsequent work on thermal inertia. Some studies (Wood et at, 1990) have
indicated that the model may overestimate the thermal inertia by up to 25%, and
that it is overly sensitive to variations in surface albedo and diurnal temperature.
One-dimensional finite differences have also been applied to non-terrestrial
environments. The Viking thermal model (Keiffer et at, 1977) and later
MARSTHERM model (Clifford et at, 1987) use an explicit finite difference
technique with layers and time intervals successively increasing with depth to speed
computation time. The surface boundary condition is adjusted to allow for the
effects ofC~ frost formation.
Simple three-dimensional finite difference modelling has been carried out
(Tosi, 1983) for the Island of Sardinia using 20x10x0.5m blocks. The model
produced thermal inertias somewhat lower than expected, as it did not take into
account the energy balance at the soil surface. However, from the model Tosi
concluded that a thermal inertia difference of 30-35% was required to discriminate
different materials in the Sardinian environment.
Node 1
Node 2
Node 3
Node 4
Time=2Time=lTime=OSpace
Time --+.
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Figure 4.2 describes explicit finite difference methods for oae-dimeDsional heat flow using a
lumped mass approximation. Given an initial temperature distnbution T • time - O. (i.e.
TI,T2,T3,T4) the beat transfer (H..J between adjacent nodes ( subscripts n aDd m Ieplesenting
numbered nodes) is solved using the beat conduction equation (where t.. is the tberma1
conductivity between the two nodes, aDd A... is the cross sectional area of contact) in the form:
H... - k..Aam(Ta-T.>
The new temperature for each node 0 (To) is then calculated bIscd OIl the net beat change • that
node _ to flow between the adjacent nodes n.m. aDd the heat caplCity (Co) of a node with an
equation of the form:
To=(Hno+Hom>Ce
Thus, a new tempelature distnbution for the nodes • a time - 1 is generated aDd the process is
repeated.
An extensive body of literature exists dealing with modelling of surface
temperatur~ heat fluxes and moisture fluxes u function of complex: near surface
boundary conditions (see Chapter 4: The Physical Model). Almost without
exception the methods outlined above, or slight variations, are used to address heat
storage in the near surface material in these models.
TIlE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
Finite element modelling is a mathematical method for solving very large or
complex: problems numerically. Since the development of computerised methods in
the 1950's it has been applied in nearly every field of science, from engineering and
microelectronics to fluid flow physics and geology. Computer software is DOW
available in both the public and commercial domains to solve generalised finite
element problems. Computer software and specific techniques for its use are
described in Chapter j: IntrodMction 10 Fini~ Element Modelling with Amys.
Solving Finite Element models on computer requires only a cursory familiarity with
the mathematics of the technique. However, one must describe the geometry,
properties and boundary conditions of the model in the form of a user designed
program script, and the software reads this script and solves the model. However, it
is still worth reviewing broadly what happens in the ~black box'.
Briefly, by writing the governing equations of the physical model in their
integral form, and utilising matrix methods • steady state thermal problem can be
expressed as a large matrix equation ofthe form:
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program script, and the software reads this script and solves the model. However, it
is still worth reviewing broadly what happens in the 'black box'.
Briefly, by writing the governing equations of the physical model in their
integral form, and utilising matrix methods a steady state thermal problem can be
expressed as a large matrix equation of the form:
(K] (a) = (f) 4.22
(Heald et al,
1995)
Where:
(K] Stifthess matrix.
(a) The set of the values ofthe free variable at each nodal point.
(f) Forcing functions, the external forces driving the system.
For a Transient model the equation is:
[C](t)+(K] (a) =(f) 4.23
(Heald et at, 1995)
Where:
[C] Capacitance Matrix
(t) Time derivative oftemperature.
This can then be solved by a number of computation methods such as
Gauss-Siedel algorithms.
Finite Element techniques have not been extensively used in the study of
thermal inertia or analysis of geothermal heat transfer. This is probably due to the
general lack of readily available off-the-shelf finite element software packages, and
the complexity of writing finite element programs from scratch compared with
developing finite difference programs. Software like Ansys has been, until recently,
relatively expensive and rare.
Hughes et aI (1993) describes the use of the finite element method for
geologic thermal modelling. The Hughes model uses an upper boundary condition
similar to that used in Kahle (1977), but somewhat more elaborate, incorporating
16
model with a finite element scheme replacing Kahle's finite difference scheme.
Hughes et aI found the method to be accurate given sufficient meteorological
information.
The mathematical procedures of the finite element method are outlined
briefly in Appendix F. For a more detailed review, a wide variety of excellent
textbooks are in print describing the method and its subtleties, for example Reddy
1993.
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Chapter 5: An Introduction to Thermal
Modelling Using Ansys
The geological numerical models described in subsequent chapters of this thesis
make use of the Ansys Software package. It is important to have a basic
understanding of the software before proceeding to consider applications to
theoretical and practical problems in subsequent chapters.
Ansys is an off-the-shelf commercial software package used for Finite
Element Analysis (FEA). A number of other FEA software packages are
commercially available, (e.g. Abacus). Ansys wu considered most suitable for a
number of reasons, principally its relative ease ofuse and cost effectiveness.
Ansys is used extensively in industry, particularly in engineering, and is
capable of performing finite element analysis of mechanical, thermal,
electromagnetic, vibrational and fluid dynamics problems for steady state or
transient cases. The Ansys interactive Graphical User Interface (GUI) allows
programs or 'scripts' for various models to be written and saved. The GUI creates
an illusion of simplicity for what is in fact, a complex task. Models must be
generated in a rigorously logical order to produce a valid solution. Ansys., in
practice, operates more like a procedural programming 1an8U8ge than a
conventional Windows application that it at first appears to be.
Ansys can be operated from the meoo system, but in general, it is more time
efficient and flexible to create models using scripts. A script is a text file listing the
sequence of commands, which Ansys will follow. It may be easily modified and has
many characteristics of a procedural programming language, such u Fortran or C.
Loops or subroutines may be used to facilitate systematic variation of the model
parameters.
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the Ansys Finite Element Analysis
software, and the techniques for applYing it to conduct numerical modelling of
geologic heat flow. Particular element types and analysis teclmiques to be used in
later chapters are introduced and described here. Methods for validation of the
results of Ansys thermal models are alsoout~ with some examples.
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In subsequent chapters describing work carried out using Ansys a specific
terminology is used to describe the hierarchy of problems addressed. The word
Model is used to refer to a specific problem geometry and the Ansys script used to
carry out an analysis of that problem. Each particular model contains a number of
paramet~ such as material properties and boundary conditions, which can be
easily varied, with little alteration to the script. The process of generating a single
solution of a specified model with given parameters is called a Run. Runs are
generally organised into Series, where given parameters are varied systematicaUy to
ascertain their influence on the resuhs.
Ansys does not use a single specified system of units. It is necessary to
define all material properties and physical constants in an internally consistent
system ofunits. In this work SI units are used, unless explicitly stated otherwise.
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5.1 STEADY STATE PURE CONDUCTIVE MODELS
Steady state problems are relatively straightforward to investigate using Ansys.
Some modifications must be made to incorporate more complex aspects of the
probl~ such as non-linear radiative processes and convective heat transfer, into a
'simple' purely conductive model.
MODELLING PROCEDURE
In general, the following procedure is used to generate a non-transient model:
1) Set-up: Establish the problem as a thermal probl~ and select element types to
be used. It may be necessary to generate physical constants associated with the
element types and system ofunits in use.
2) Establish Material Properties and Variables: Variables (or 'parameters') can
subsequently be altered in the text of the script. This allows lengthy series of
similar models to be run with relative ease, once the initial script has been
generated.
3) Define a Work-plane. Establishes a co-ordinate system to be used in the
model.
4) Establish Model Geometry: This must be done by defining a series of keypoints
using the co-ordinates system in the work-plane. These are then used to define
lines, and hence areas and volumes. Areas and volumes can be created directly,
but such a shortcut approach can create unforeseen problems with heat flow
across area boundaries ifnot managed correctly.
5) Assign attributes to areas: Material Properties must be assigned to specific
areas.
6) Mesh Model: The model must be discretised into a Finite Element mesh.
Discretisation must be handled with care to ensure that the elements are
correctly shaped, as elements with vesy high length/width ratios or ext! eme
corner angles wiD increase final uncertainty. The mesh must also be fine
enough to ensure an accurate solution (see Validation, below). Each element
has a oomber of nodes (see element descriptions below) for which a precise
solution is obtained.
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7) Load Model: Temperature or heat flow loads are applied to nodes on the mesh.
The computer generates the finite element matrices for the model (see 4.2.2
The Finite Element Method).
8) Solve Model. The computer generates a nodal solution for the model and
interpolates values for points between the nodes using the apPropriate element
shape functions.
ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
A purely conductive model cannot directly describe radiation and convection at its
boundaries. This issue can be addressed in one of two ways. Either additional
radiative and convective boundary conditions are applied, which complicates the
model, or by using a conductive layer of unit thickness at the upper boundary of the
model to simulate heat loss to the atmosphere from the surface by radiation and
sensible heat transfer, • virtual atmospheric boundary layer. The thermal
conductivity of this layer is set as a function of the atmospheric and radiative
conditions. This is similar to an approach mentioned in Bonneville and Kerr (1987)
who refer to the method as a ~Global Transfer Coefficient'. This technique is used
for the Alpha model, described in Chapter 6: Steady State models. In later models,
more sophisticated techniques of applying the radiative and convective loads
directly are used. From Fouriers Law:
dE dT
-=kA-
dt dx
Where:
k Thermal conductivity of the material (Wm-IK-I)
A Cross Sectional Area (m2)
dEldt Heat transferred as a function of time (Js- I )
dT/dx Temperature gradient (Km-I)
S.I
Using a layer of unit thickness and unit area, and calculating the flux per unit area
this reduces to
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Q=kAT/x 5.2
Where:
Q Heat flux across the surface (Wm-2)
k Thermal conductivity of the material (Wm-1K-1)
AT Temperature Difference (K)
x Thickness ofthe layer, kept at unity (m)
The Virtual Thermal Conductivity (VTC) of the Atmospheric Boundary Layer can
be defined as:
5.3
Where:
hr Convection Film coefficient of Surface (Wm-~)
Kr.. Linearised Radiation Coefficient (Wm-~)
Again, the layer thickness is 1m, so the right hand side of the equation is
divided by 1m.
Latent Heat Loss cannot readily be approximated using this technique, as it
is not a simple function of the temperature difference between the surface and the
atmosphere. Latent heat fluxes should be neglected or treated separately, u
described below.
Linearising Radiation
For equation 5.3, a Linearised Radiation coefficient must be calculated. For a
system in a relatively steady state without endogenetic fluxes the radiative heat
balance at the surface wiD sum to zero. This means that the surface wiD be in
radiative equilibrium with its environments. Adding in an endogenetic heat source
creates an additional source of energy, some of which wiD be lost by radiation.
Thus, for a blackbody, from Planks Law:
5.4
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Additional radiative heat loss - Kr.t(T.) 5.5
Where:
T. Steady state temperature of the Surface (K)
T. Elevation oftemperature of surface due to endogenetic heat (K)
Kn.a Linearised radiative heat transfer coefficient (Wm-1{)
(J 5.669xl0" (Wm-2K;
By assuming that the average atmospheric temperature is the same as the
steady state temperature of the surface (a reasonable assumption at long timescales)
a linearised radiative heat transfer coefficent K.. can be approximated for a given
temperature range.
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Figure S.l shows a liDearised radiation beat flux ooe:fIicieDt for a I3DF ~ surface taDpeiatura
using ecpatioD S.4 and S.S. For a blribody, a liDear approximation ~ S.4 Wm-lc-1 gives •
reasonable approximation ~radiant nux for tempentures within lSI( ~273K (lee Figure S.2).
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Figure 5.2 Compuison between linear approximation and quartic expressions for radiant flux, for
typcial earth surface temperature f'D8ICS.. The linear and quartic expressions can be ICeD to be in
~ good agreement across D8I1'OW tetnperatun: regimes. The 'zero ftux' value, the tempelature at
which the radiatM flux emitted aDd the flux iDcident would be~ is let • 2631'. Total
percentage uncertainty across the entire 10K raDF is 7.3xlO-1~
This technique is suitable for steady state analyses where the net flux across
the surface due to diurnally varying meteorological parameters is zero. If the net
flux were not zero, this would imply a long term heating or cooling of the earth.
This does not occur significantly within the time scales in question. Thus only
transfer ofendogenetic heat to the atmosphere need be considered.
This technique is suitable for long duration transient analyses i.e. across
many modelled days, where diurnal variations in the boundary layer properties and
radiative environments can be averaged out. This approach is not suitable for
transient analyses at diurnal or near-diumal time scales due to the linearisation of
the radiation term. It is also unsuitable for surfaces with large temperature
variations, for the same reason.
Approximating Convective Heat Transfer
Sensible Heat Loss formulae take the general fonn of the Newtonian cooling
fonnula:
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5.6
Where:
h Convective heat loss coefficient of the surface (Wm-2K-I)
A Cross Sectional Area (m2)
Q Heat Flux (Wm-;
T.., Surface Temperature (K)
T., Air Tempeature (K
Assuming unit area, the coefficient h can be calculated from the formulae for
sensible heat transfer as outlined in Chapter 3: The Physical Model.
LATENT HEAT TRANSFER
Latent heat transfer is difficult to incorporate into Ansys. Latent heat transfer
cannot readily be approximated as a function of the temPerature difference between
the surface and. the atmosphere, in the same way u convective or radiative heat
transfer can. This difficulty may be readily avoided by using the following formula:
Latent Heat Transfer = Lv (W.-W....)It 5.7
Where:
Lv Latent Heat of Vapourisation ()kg-I)
W.. Mass ofwater in the surface at start ofmodelling time interval (kgm-2)
Wr-J Mass ofwater in the surface at end ofmodelling time interval (kgm-;
t Duration ofmodelling time interval (s)
This gives a heat loss per unit area per unit time due to latent heat transfer.
This can be applied to the model where required as a negative heat generation load
on the region subjected to latent heat loss, just below the surface boundary.
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5.2 TRANSIENT MODELS
MODELLING PROCEDURE
For transient models the solution procedure is more complex than that described in
section 5.1 and step 8 of the procedure breaks up into several substeps:
8a) Deactivate time integration (Ansys command: TIMINT, 0) and run the model
as a transient model for a single, very small timestep size. This is to allow the
initial conditions to be propagated onto the model.
8b) Specify initial loads for load step 1 and apply to model. Specify the size of
timestep 1 (see below).
8c) Solve the current load step
Sd) Repeat steps 8b and 8c as necessary (loop).
TIMESTEP SIZES
It has already been stated (Chapter 4: Mathematical Models) that timestep sizes for
finite difference models must be selected with care to ensure the stability and
convergence of the model. The same is true for finite element models. The
maximum timestep size can be estimated using the Biot and Fourier numbers:
Fo=k(At)/pc(Axl
Di=h(Ax)/k
5.8
5.9
(Heald et all995)
Where:
Fo Fourier Number
Bi Diot Number
Ax Average element length (m)
k Thermal Conductivity ofn:.erial, or average ofmixed materials (Wm- I K-I )
p Density of the material, or average ofmixed materials (kgm-3)
C Specific Heat Capacity of the material, or average ofmixed materials
(]kg-IK-I)
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The timestep interval for conduction only can be derived by inverting equation 5.8:
5.10
If film convection is taking place the product of5.8 and 5.9 is used:
5.11
Where pis an optional scaling factor (I~P~IOO, defauh value I)
INITIAL CONDITIONS
Transient models also require the specification of initial conditions, which are of
importance for model convergence. In many cases the initial conditions will be well
known and straightforward, but not always. In a diurnal model, the initial
temperature distribution will be complex function ofdepth and time ofday, and thus
will not be easily specified at the start of the model run. It is more efficient to apply
an approximated initial condition and then subject the model to a number of cycles
of the diurnal load. The temperature distribution as a function of time will rapidly
converge to reasonable values (see Chapter 7: Transient Models). The more
accurate the estimate of initial conditions, the more rapidly the model will converge
to stable temperatures. Diurnal transient models should then be subjected to typical
diurnal loads for several day cycles before attempting further modelling.
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5.3 RADIATIVE MODELS
True radiative models, without using conductive approximations, require a number
of further steps and introduce new complexities, not least of which is the greatly
increased processing time required due to the non-linear nature of radiative
processes.
Ansys models incorporate radiation in one of three ways, using special
radiation link elements, using surface effect elements and using a radiation matrix.
In this study only the second method, using surface effect elements is applied. The
first method, using radiative link elements, is more appropriate where only a limited
number of elements ue losing heat through radiation. The third technique, using a
radiation matrix, is most appropriate for models with complex surfaces, such as
cooling fins, interacting radiatively with each other. In this method radiative loads
are applied as a function of the temperature difference between the surface and a
defined £space node' at a given temperature:
5.12
(Heald et aI,1995)
Where:
H Net heat transfer between the surface element and the space node (Wm-~
• Radiation shape factor
£ Emissivity
T. Surface temperature (K)
T. Space Node temperature (K)
The radiation shape factor (.) is usually a function of the distance between
two objects and their relative aspect and area. This value should be left at unity if
modelling radiation to and from the sky (a half space), 10 that the surface elements
will radiate correctly. Radiation is a two way process, so careful selection of the
space node temperature will allow modelling of incident solar radiation also. It
should also be noted, that as a non-Iinear process, radiation may increase processing
time considerably, and, when combined with non-Iinear temperature dependent
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material properties, as might occur in phase change model~ serves to increase
processing time by an order of magnitude, and makes generating a converged
solution prohibitively time consuming.
MODELLING PROCEDURE
The general procedure for carrying out radiative modelling is:
1) Proceed as for a conductive model steps 1 to 6 in section 5.1. Ensure that an
emissivity is specified
2) Create a single free node outside the main model region (a 'space node')
3) Create the surface effect elements (Menu path Preprocessor> Create>
Elements> On Free Surface). Ensure that element type has been set to •
suitable surface effect element (e.g. SURF19 or SURF22, described below)
4) Specify the space node number to which the elements will be radiatively
coupled
5) Delete non-essential elements. Note that the options to generate the surface
effect elements tend to create them on all surfaces, including the sides and
base of the model. Check and ensure that radiative elements exist only Oft
surfaces that will be radiating and delete the surplus elements u required
6) Set initial temperature. A zero temperature at a radiating element generates an
error in Ansys and terminates the solution process. Due to the iterative
approach which Ansys takes to solving radiative probl~ an initial non-zero
uniform temperature (Ansys command: TUNIF) must be specified for the
model. This temperature is used for otherwise unloaded nodes in the initial
iterative step. The value of the initial temperature has little effect on the final
solution to the problem, when tested • 2S0K variation in the initial
temperature produced a <O.IK variation in the solution
6) Proceed and solve u normal. Note that the non-Iinear nature of radiative
problems increases the required solution time.
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5.4 SURFACE CONVECTION
Convective heat transfer from a surface can be directly handled using Ansys, by
applying a convective load to a line or surface. Ansys calculates the heat transfer
using the Newtonian cooling equation 5.6 above, and setting values for the
convective heat transfer coefficient and the bulk temperature of the convecting
medium.
This approach has some limitations. Convective cooling on the surface of a
material may be highly variable as a function of surface temperature if the surface
temperatre ranges are such as to span different convective regimes. If necessary,
this may be reflected in finite element models by defining the convective heat loss
coefficient h as being dependent on the surface temperature. However, this would
require that the convection regime for the system be very well understood. In most
cases examined in this thesis, the temperature ranges will not be such as to move the
system between different convective~ so this will not be a factor.
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n
The Nussuh number is calculated from analytic expressions that are difficult
to verify and often contain many implicit assumptions. As a real physical process,
convective heat transfer in porous media is difficult to quantify. Thus, modelling
convective heat transfer in porous media by assuming a vertical thermal anisotropy
is not an unreasonable simplification in this context.
Theoretically, one could generate a parallel finite element model of thermal
convection within a pore system. This could then be coupled to a purely conductive
model, allowing heat transfer between the medium and the pore fluid as a function
of their specific heat capacities, pore surface roughness, pore geometry and so 00.
Such a model, however, is beyond the capacity of Ansys, and would require
extensive programming, which would be an extensive research project in itself: and
as such, it lies outside the scope of this thesis.
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5.6 PHASE CHANGE MODELS
Modelling of phase change is done by specifying temperature dependent thermal
conductivity and enthalpy of the material as a function of temperature. The
relationship between enthalpy values and primary thermophysical properties is
outlined in Chapter 3:The Physical Model. The density and specific heat capacity of
the material are not specified- the enthalpy property effectively replaces them.
Solution of phase change models can be expedited by choosing lower order
elements such as Plane55 (see section 5.7) for meshing, and using a backward time
integration rather than a central time integration formulation. Caution must be
exercised when conducting phase change models, however. Model runs in which a
phase change occurs at or near a radiative element invariably resuh in failure of the
model to converge to a solution. Such cases should not be attempted using Ansys.
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5.7 ELEMENTS
Ansys discretises the continuous problems into a number of Finite Elements. The
Ansys element library contains over one hundred different element types suitable for
various analyses. However, only a few are specific to thermal analysis.
TWO-DIMENSIONAL ELEMENTS
Two..dimensional elements are used for the majority ofthermal models. They can be
used to represent three-dimensional models by means of applYing appropriate
symmetry modes. The Ansys planar elements can be set to one of two symmetry
modes axi-symmetric, appropriate for point heat sources, and planar symmetric,
appropriate for linear heat sources, as shown in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4 Element symmetry modes.
Two different two..dirnensional thermal elements are available in Ansys,
named Plane55 and Plane77, shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 respectively.
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Figure 5.5 GeDeralized structure m the Plane 55 tbermal finite element, with letter codes
indicating the nodes, and numbered edges. The triangular variant is shown OIl the rigbt. The Plane
55 element bas 110 mid-side nodes and so is less processing time intensive than more oompIex
elements. It is ideal for computationally intense problems such as transient analyses. (After Ansys
Elements MQIIfIQ/)
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Figure 5.6 shows the~ structure mthe Plane n tbermal finite element, with letter codes
indicating the nodes. The triangular variant is shown 011 the right. The PIaDe n element bas mid-
side nodes and 90 is more processing time iDtcnsM:, and more accmate than simpler elements. It
is DOt suitable lbr <:omputationaUy iDtaIIe problems such • transient analyses. (After Ansys
EIe1ftmts Mamu:r/)
lOS
SURFACE EFFECT ELEMENTS
Radiation loads cannot be applied directly to the element types specified above.
Surfaces involved in radiative heat transfer must be covered with surface effect
elements which are capable of radiative behaviour. The principle surface effect
element used in this work is Surf 19, shown in figure 5.7. This is also used to handle
convective loads on surfaces.
'4"- I
Figure S.7 shows the element geometIy aDd node numbering system, with the right band option
containing a midside node. The element nodes must match up with the nodes mthe underlying
planar eIemems, so a midside node will be requinld for UIC with PIaDe n eIemems, aDd 110
midside node is required for DIe with PIaDe SS elements. (After ADsys EJe,."ts Manual)
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5.8 VALIDATION
All results from numerical modelling are approximations. It is necessary wherever
possible to validate the models produced using Ansys by direct comparison with
analytic solutions. Validation acts as a check to ensure that the numerical models
are being carried out correctly, and to ensure that they give meaningful results. This
is only possible for simple models where analytic solutions are available. As models
increase in complexity past the stage where analytic solutions exist for comparison,
this is no longer possible. However, if meaningful results for simple models can be
generated numerically, the results of more complex numerical models can be
accepted with more confidence.
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The applied boundary conditions were fixed temperatures of500°C at base of layer
3 and OOC at top of layer 1.
The problem could also be solved analytically using Fourier's law:
dE dT
-=-KA-
dt dx
dEl K
fAdt = Constant = X (T. -Tb)
Where:
T. Temperature at top of layer rC)
Tit Temperature at bottom of layer rC)
X Thickness ofthe layer (m)
1.2
5.13
Putting the physical parameters of each layer into the right side of equation
5. 13 generates three equations, which can be solved simultaneously. This gives the
temperature at the boundary of areas 1 and 2 (T2) and the temperature at the
boundary ofareas 2 and 3 (T3):
T2 73.170T> C
T3 9.14634° C
These results were then reinserted into equation 1.2, and the temperature as
a function of position was calculated for each area, to give a complete temperature
distribution.
To derive a Finite Element Solution for the same problem, simple finite
element mesh of plane 55 elements was defined (see Fi8llre 5.8) and the model
solved in the steady state for the given loads and physical parameters.
Figure 5.9 shows a comparison of the results from the raunerical and
analytic solutions. They can be seen to be in agreement to within a twentieth of a
degree. Subsequent runs ofthe same model with different variables, and comparison
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with analytic solutions gives an equally close correlation, indicating that Ansys is
generating reasonable and meaningful results for steady state thermal problems.
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For more complex models the accuracy of the Ansys Finite Element solution
is dependent chiefly on the number of nodes in the model and the element size.
Accuracy can be increased by having a finer mesh density thus increasing the
number of nodes and reducing their spacing. This however results in increased
processing time. RePeated increases of the element density may also result in
generation ofpoorly shaped elements, which contribute to uncertainties.
In the absence ofcomparable analytic solutions convergence testing must be
carried out on each model. Convergence testing is conducted by establishing the
model mesh and steadily increasing the density of elements and solving until the
results have stabilised to a steady value. The mesh density can be increased
uniformly, but it is usually more computationally efficient to increase it in areas of
interest and regions of high thermal gradients. Examples of convergence testing of
complex models can be seen in Chapter 6: Steady State Models.
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TRANSIENT MODEL VALIDATION
Transient models require a somewhat different approach to validation and testing.
Care should be taken to ensure that a small enough tirnestep size is being used (see
section 5.2) In addition to this, the mesh must also be tested. Steady state
convergence testing of a model mesh prior to its use in a transient model is
advisable. For models with rapidly changing transient loads, it is necessary to ensure
that thermal energy is accurately 'flowing' between nodes in the model. Fortunately,
this is handled automatically by Ansys. Within each model substep, the software
solves a number of equilibrium iterations to ensure that the solution for that substep
converges to a stable value. Conservative mesh design may reduce the number of
iterations required, but will not effect the accuracy of the solution over that of a
steady state model.
Transient models also require the specification of initial conditions, which
influence the rate ofmodel convergence. In many cases the initial conditions will be
well known and straightforward, but not in aU cases. In a diurnal mode~ the initial
temperature solution will be complex function of depth and time of day, and thus
will not be easily specified at the start of the model run. Initial conditions need to be
approximated as outlined in section 5.2.
III
Chapter 6: Steady State Models
This chapter considers the question of what factors affect the size of the surface
thermal signature of an idealised geothermal heat source. This is investigated by
considering an idealised linear heat source of 2m diameter. The source type and
overall geometry ofthe system was selected to broadly reflect an active lava tube.
This study will principally investigate the effect of ten principle variables (six
physical properties and four boundary conditions) on the size and temperature of a
surface thermal anomaly due to a linear, cylindrical heat source. The principle
variable physical properties are the Density, Specific Heat Capacity and Thermal
Conductivity of the rock and the overburden (if any). The principle boundary
condition variables are the temperature of the source (Thot), the mean atmospheric
temperature (Tair) and the properties of the atmospheric boundary layer, expressed
as a virtual thermal conductivity (The Alpha Model) or the film coefficient and
emissivity (The Bravo Model). Changes in the source geometry and effects of
convective heat transfer are also briefly examined.
The chapter divides broadly into two section. First, 6.1 The Alpha model, a
relatively simple conductive multilayer model is investigated with a systematic
variation of its material properties. Secondly, 6.2 The Bravo model, examines the
results of a model with more sophisticated upper boundary conditions. In each
section the geometry and design of these models is discussed, and a number of
different model series are conducted for each geometry to assess the variables
independently. A comparison ofthe results is then conducted.
Model series are selected with a view to being thorough and comprehensive
rather than specifically interesting. As a result a great many of the model series are
demonstrating numerically what is intuitively obvious, and are included both for the
sake ofthoroughness as well as model validation.
Ansys generates a very large results set for each model run, including a
complete temperature solution and heat flux solution. However, for comparison
with thermal infrared images, only the temperature distribution at the surface is of
interest. Two principle pieces ofdata are extracted from the results:
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I(i) The Peak Temperature: This is the maximum temperature of the surface therma1
anomaly, as observed over the centre of the anomaly. The Net Thermal Anomaly,
referred to in the Bravo Model, is equivalent, but as the Bravo Model generates a
non-zero background temperature, the Net Thermal Anomaly is the difference
between the peak temperature and the background temperature.
(ii) Thermal anomaly size: This is the distance from the peak surface anomaly
temperature to the point where the surface temperature is only elevated by one
degree from the original (background) temperature.
General Assumptions
• The models are non-transient. The Finite Element equation is solved for a
minimum value, representing the steady state case where all loads are constant.
This assumes that the therma1 properties of the model are constant over a fairly
long time-scale. Internal heat sources remain fixed at the same temperature. The
validity of this assumption will need to be addressed on a case by case basis for
real-world models. For most geological examples this is a valid assumption, for
example, constant effusion lava tubes (Keszthelyi 1994) and coal mine fires
remaining active for months or years.
• The diurnal temperature variations are not significant. This means that the
atmospheric temperature is assumed to oscillate about an average value, and that
the net heat flow in or out of the model across the diurnal cycle is zero, and thus
win have no effect on the final temperature distribution. It should be noted that
in most terrestrial cases the depth of penetration of the diurnal thermal wave is
less than Im, and so below this, diurnal therma1 change will have negligible
effect. At a depth above that ofthe diurnal thermal wave, the diurnal temperature
distribution will be superimposed on the steady state case solution due to the
endogenetic heat source, and the temperature distributions may be added.
Surface tempel atures elevated above the average will, during the day, reduce the
therma1 gradient and thus the endogenetic heat flow to the surface, but below
average surface temperatures at night will have the opposite and negating effect.
Numerical analysis of diurnal therma1 cycles has been considered extensively for
therma1 inertia modelling, and existing models are reviewed in Chapter 3: The
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,Physical Model and Chapter 4: Mathematical Models. Finite Element thermal
models ofdiurnal cycles will be examined in detail Chapter 7: Transient Thermal
Modelling.
• All materials and surfaces are assumed to be isotropic and homogeneous unless
specified otherwise, as in the case of model series addressing the effect of
thermal convection.
• All internal heat transfer is by thermal conduction only. Where thermal
convection takes place it is simulated by the addition of a conductive heat
transfer coefficient.
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THE ALPHA MODEL
A basic model has been devised which win allow independent variation of the
principle parameters ofthe system i.e:
• Source temperature
• Average atmospheric temperature,
• Density of the rock and surface material
• Thermal conductivity of the rock and surface material
• Specific heat capacity of the rock and surface material
• Heat transfer through the atmospheric boundary layer.
The model will allow independent variation of these 9 variables to assess which are
the most important in stable, steady state processes.
Relevant surface thermal processes are described using the Atmospheric
Boundary Layer technique outlined in Section 5. J, where a single virtual thermal
conductivity is used to approximate heat transfer to the atmosphere.
The complete model program script file can be found in Appendix E.
1unit
1 unit
Depth
I
,
Not to Scale
,,Fixed Temperature Constraint, , , ,,
......
......
t ~7 4 80 units ..1
GEOMETRY
ABL
1 unit
Heat
Source
SBL
Rock ~
Figure 6.1 The Alpha Model Geometry.
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,The basic model is two-dimensional and consists of three different regions.
This two dimensional model can be specified as being axisymmetric about the y axis
or planar symmetric, depending on the nature of the heat source. This therefore
allows modelling of linear or point sources without extensive rewriting of the model
script (see Chapter 5: An Introduction to Thermal Modelling Using Ansys). Unless
specified otherwise the models will be in the planar SYIlUIletry mode, representing a
linear heat source.
The three model layers represent the rock, surface boundary layer, and
atmospheric boundary layer respectively:
(i) Rock
This lowermost region is 80 units across and of variable depth (normally 10 units,
unless otherwise specified). This represents a body of rock. A temperature load is
applied to the nodes in a region of I unit radius in the lower left hand comer. This
loading represents a 2 unit wide cylindrical heat source in a linearly symmetric
model. The density, specific heat capacity and thermal conductivity of the material
can be easily varied.
(ii) Surface Boundary Layer (SBL)
The Surface Boundary Layer (SBL) is a one unit thick, 80m long rectangle (Figure
6.1). It represents overburden, vegetative cover and/or weathered surfaces on the
rock. Where DO COvei' is being modelled, this layer can be set to the same thermal
properties as the underlying rock. As it is unit thickness., the thermal properties are
entered per m2 rather than per m3. Thus they can be adjusted to model any thickness
ofmaterial without adjusting the geometry ofthe model.
Note that caution needs to be exercised in the use of the surface boundary
layer. While it may be used to approximate heat transfer in surface material, it
should be noted that the type and nature of the surface material must be considered
carefully. Taking the exberne example of a surface COvei' of dense vegetation, it
would be wrwise to give it thermal properties simply on the basis of it being a
thickness X ofmean density ofa material with given thermal properties. Vegetation
does not occupy the complete volume, and air will have a dominant effect. Surface
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roughness will be affected and thus sensible heat transfer, which is dealt with in the
Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) approximation, will be altered. The increased
surface area due to foliage will affect the emissivity of the surface and radiative heat
loss, also dealt with in the ABL apProximation. Material more complex than a
simple layer of overburden will require much care and consideration in selection of
thermal properties.
(iii) Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL)
The Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) is a one unit thick, 80 unit long rectangle
(Figure 6.1). It is used to model heat transfer from the surface by giving the layer a
thermal conductivity equal to the virtual thermal conductivity for an atmospheric
boundary layer as described in Chapter 5: An Introduction to Thermal Modelling
using Amys. The top of this layer is fixed at a temperature of zero units (degrees),
to simulate the average atmospheric temperature (The justification of this is
addressed in model Series 6.2.1). This layer models additional heat lost to the
atmosphere due to endothermic heating. The net beat transfer due to diurnal
processes is assumed to be zero in the steady state. In aU cases the atmospheric
density is held at: I. I72kgm-3, and the specific beat capacity is held at l006Jkg-1K-1•
ASSUMPTIONS
A number of assumptions and linearisations are implicit in the methodology of the
Atmospheric Boundary Layer. These are discussed at length in Chapter 5:An
Introduction to Thermal Modelling using Amys.
It is assumed for this model that no net heat transfer occurs as a result of
diurnal processes in the steady state case. If this assumption was false, it would
imply a net heating or cooling of the earth across long time scales. While this does
occur on seasonal and decadal time scales, these variations are not significant or
relevant to the scale of the Problem at hand.
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Figure 6.3 The relationship between peak tempelature for different mesh densities for the Alpha
model. In all cases model parameters are _ liSlCd in Table 6.1
Parameter Value Unit
Thickness 10 m
Thot 1000 °C
Tair 0 °C
ABL Thermal Conductivity 13 Wm-1K-1
SBL Thermal Conductivity 2 Wm-1K-1
SBL Density 2700 kgm-3
SBL Specific Heat Capacity 800 Jkg-3K-1
Rock Thermal Conductivity 2 Wm-1K-1
Rock Density 2700 kgm-3
Rock Specific Heat Capacity 800 Jkg-1{-1
Table 6.1 Alpha Model Test Parameters.
UNCERTAINTIES
(i) Peak Temperature
From convergence testing (above) the tempelature values can be taken as accurate
to two significant figures.
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(ii) Thermal Anomaly Size
Uncertainties in the thermal anomaly size are managed by assuming the values at the
nodal points on the surface ofthe model to be precise. The distances from the y axis
to the nodes with values just above and just below 1°C are taken as the upper and
lower limits ofthe uncertainty, respectively.
Assuming the nodal solutions to be precise may appear to present a risk of
further error, but in practice, this does not occur. The nodal results usually bracket
the 1°C contour by a temperature range greater than the error in the nodal solution.
For example, if the node at 18.666m has a value of 1.13 degrees and the node at
20m has a value of0.87, the 1°C contour must still lie between the two, even if the
results of both are inaccurate by O.IoC. For the Alpha model surface line nodes are
spaced at a distance of I.333m and so this gives the uncertainty in the thermal
anomaly size value of±O.7m.
SAMPLE MODEL RUN
A typical model run is capable of producing a wide variety of detailed resuhs.,
including nodal temPerature solutions., internal energy solutions and heat flux
vectors. The following figures show examples of some of these resuhs for a model
with the parameters:
Parameter Value Unit
Thickness 10 M
Thot 1000 °C
Tair 0 °C
ABL Thermal Conductivity 13 Wm-JK-J
SBL Thermal Conductivity 2 Wm-JK-1
SBL Density 2700 kgm-3
SBL Specific Heat Capacity 800 Jkg.~-J
Rock Thermal Conductivity 2 Wm-JK-1
Rock Density 2700 kgm-3
Rock SPecific Heat Capacity 800 Jkg-1<-1
Table 6.2 Sample Run Parameters
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6.2 ALPHA MODEL RESULTS
Series 6.2.1 to 6.2.8 systematically investigate the effect of variations on the
physical parameters and boundary conditions ofthe system.
SERIES 6.2.1 GROSS THERMAL GRADIENT VARIATIONS.
The Gross Thennal Gradient across the model is defined as the difference between
the Mean Atmospheric Temperature, T., the fixed temperature load applied to the
upper boundary of the model, and the source temperature, T.., the fixed
temperature load applied to the bottom left region of the model. Series 6.2
demonstrates the effect of varying the atmospheric and source temperatures only.
All other parameters are held fixed at the value listed in Table 6.3.
Parameter Value Unit
Thickness ]0 M
Thot Varied ~
Tair Varied ~
ABL Thermal Conductivity 13 Wm-1K-1
SBL Thermal Conductivity 2 Wm-1K-1
SBL Density 2700 kgm-3
SBL Specific Heat Capacity 800 Jkg-3t<-1
Rock Thermal Conductivity 2 Wm-1K-·
Rock Density 2700 kgm-3
Rock Specific Heat Capacity 800 Jkg-3C-·
Table 6.3 Model Series 6.2.1 Parameters
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Figure 6.7 shows a three dimensional plot of the source temperature, mean
atmospheric temperature and resultant peak temperature. The results shows that the
thermal offset can be neglected~ for example~ a source temp of 1400°C and a mean
atmospheric temperature of 400 °C gives a peak temperature result 400 °C higher
than a model with source temp 1()()() °C and mean atmospheric temperature 0 DC.
Figure 6.8 shows the results more clearly~ by subtracting the thermal offset from the
peak temperature. Note that the peak temperature shows a dependence on the
thermal gradient (the difference between the source and atmospheric temperatures)
only~ not on the thermal offset.
SERIES 6.2.2 HEAT STORAGE VARIATIONS
Series 6.2.2 demonstrates the effect ofvarying the density and specific heat capacity
of the materials on the surface temperature distribution. The density and specific
heat capacity are referred to as the thennaI storage properties as they control the
extent to which heat may be stored in the model. The values of the surface
boundary and the rock are varied. All other variables are held at the values shown in
Table 6.4.
Parameter Value Unit
Thickness 10 m
Thot 1()()() °C
Tair 0 °C
ABL Thermal Conductivity 13 Wm-1K-1
SBL Thermal Conductivity 2 Wm-1K-1
SBL Density 1-1000 kgm-3
SBL Specific Heat Capacity 1-100 Jkg-~-I
Rock Thermal Conductivity 2 Wm-1K-1
Rock Density 1-1000 kgm-3
Rock Specific Heat Capacity 1-100 Jkg-3K-1
Table 6.4 Series 6.2.2 Model Parameters.
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SERIES 6.2.3 HEAT FLOW VALIDAnON
For the purposes ofvalidation the total heat flow from the model was considered in
light of analytic solutions. No simple analytic solution exists which describes the
temperature distribution at the surface for an arrangement with the geometry of the
Alpha Model. However~ a solution for heat flow exists which closely ifnot precisely
applicable to the problem.
For a two dimensional system where only two temperature limits are
involved a conduction shape factor S may be described from the equation:
Q=kSAT
Where:
Q Heat flux through the system (Wm-;
k Thermal conductivity (Wm-1K-1)
S Conduction Shape Factor
AT Gross Thermal Gradient. (Km-I)
6.1
(Holman 1990)
Kesthelyi (1994) citing (lncropera and DeWitt 1990) gives the equation for the
conduction shape factor for a cylindrical heat source in an infinite half space:
6.2
Where:
d Depth ofcylinder roof (m)
D cylinder radius (m)
Results of test models indicate that the total heat flow calculated from the
finite element model is consistently 10-15% higher than the heat flow from the
analytic solution, as would be expected. This discrepancy was expected for two
reasons:
(i) Adaptation of the conduction shape factor to • slightly different geometry. The
quoted shape factor is for a complete geometry~ and the finite element model only
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describes the upper right quadrant of the system. Proportionally more heat loss
could reasonably be expected in the upper quadrants than in the lower, due to
higher thermal gradients.
(ii) Approximations implicit in both the finite element method and the conduction
shape factor calculations.
The fact that the two techniques do not yield major (order of magnitude
scale) differences would suggest that no serious errors exist.
SERIES 6.2.4 VARIATIONS IN THE ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY LAYER
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY.
Model series 6.2.4 seeks to determine the importance of atmospheric effects as
expressed in the ABL thermal conductivity on the surface thermal anomaly size and
distribution. The variables used in this series are as shown in Table 6.S
Parameter Value Unit
Thickness 10 M
Thot 1000 °C
Tair 0 °C
ABL Thermal Conductivity Varied Wm-1K-1
SBL Thermal Conductivity 2 Wm-1K-1
Rock Thermal Conductivity 2 Wm-1K-1
Table 6.S shows model series 6.2.4 model pmuneters
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Figure 6.10 The relationship between the anomaly peak temperature and the atmospheric thermal
conductivity. Note the imerse power decay ill the values of the peak tempeiature as the ABL
conductivity increases. AlIO note that the peak temperature is greatly increased at values of the
ABL tbermaI conductivity of less than 10 Wm-2K-1
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Figure 6.11 The relationship between thermal momaIy size and the thermal conductivity of the
Atmospheric Ib'ndary La,u. Note the steady decay ill the size of tile tbermaI momaIy • the
tbermaI conductivity of the abDo5pberic boundary layer increaIes. Also note that the graph is iIIOI'C
ragged due to bro8der UDCataiDty raDICS ill this dIU.
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The anomaly peak temperature has an inverse power relationship to the thermal
conductivity of the ABL as can be seen in Figure 6.10. The thermal anomaly size is
in an inverse logarithmic relationship with the to the thermal conductivity of the
ABL.
SERIES 6.2.5 VARIATIONS IN THE SURFACE BOUNDARY LAYER
THERMAL CONDUCTMTY
Model series 6.2.5 seeks to determine the importance of surface cover material in
determining the size and magnitude of a surface thermal anomaly. The variables
used in this series are as shown in Table 6.6
Parameter Value Unit
Thickness 10 m
Thot 1000 °C
Tair 0 °C
ABL Thermal Conductivity 13 Wm-1K-1
SOL Thermal Conductivity varies Wm-1K-1
Rock Thermal Conductivity 2 Wm-1K-1
Table 6.6 Model series 6.2.5 Parameters
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Figure 6.12 The relationship between anomaly peak temperature and SBL tbermal conductivity.
Note that the anomaly peak tempeIature peaks at the point where the SBL tbermal conductivity
equals the ABL thermal conductivity (13 Wm-1K-1)
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Figure 6.13 shows similar plot to that in Figure 6.12 but for different values of the ABL thermal
conductivity (is Wm-1K-1).
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Figure 6.14 The relationship between the thermal anomaly size and the SOL thermal conductivity.
Note that the tbcrmaI anomaly size is rdativdy stable,~ng th8t it is DOt SbOftIIy afJected by
the SBL thermal oondIlCtivity.
The thermal conductivity of the Surface Boundary Layer has a small effect on the
peak temperature, u shown in Figure 6.12 and 6.13. Note that in Figure 6.12 the
temperature appears to peak when the SOL thermal conductivity equals the ABL
thermal conductivity. This would at first glance appear to suggest a linkage. Further
tests (Figure 6.13) were conducted using different values of the Atmospheric
Boundary Layer thermal conductivity to test this theory. These would seem to
support a linkage but it can be ooted that the dependence of peak temperature 011
surface boundary thermal conductivity is not very strong in 8D)' case, having an
effect ofno more than I.SoC across two orders ofmagnitude.
The thermal conductivity of the Surface Boundary Layer seems to have no
effect at all on the physical extent of the geothermal anomaly. In general, the
surface boundary layer, having only a slight influence on the peak tempel ature, and
no influence on the anomaly size, is not a significant factor in the physical system.
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SERIES 6.2.6 VARIATIONS IN THE ROCK THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
Model series 6.2.6 seeks to determine the importance of the thermal conductivity of
the rock on the peak temperature and size ofthe thermal anomaly.
Note that the range of values for the thermal conductivity of rock is much
smaller than the ranges for the other two thermal conductivities in the system. The
wide ranges for the other two layers are due to highly variable heat transfer
processes (ABL) and variable real world thickness (SBL). Real world values for
rock thermal conductivities lie in the range 1-5 Wm-1K-1(see Appendix C)
Values used in this model series are as shown in Table 6.7
Parameter Value Unit
Thickness 10 m
Thot 1000 °C
Tair 0 °C
ABL Thermal Conductivity 13 Wm-1K-1
SBL Thermal Conductivity 2 Wm-1K-1
Rock Thermal Conductivity Varies Wm-1K-1
Table 6.7 Model series 6.2.6 Parameters
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Figure 6.1 S The reIatioDship between the rock tbermaI conductivity and the peak tmIpeiature.
Note the stroD&IY linear relationship.
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Figure 6.16 The relationship between the rock thermal conductivity and the thermal anomaly size.
Note again the strongly IiDear reJationsbip.
The linear relationship between peak temperature, thermal anomaly size and thermal
conductivity suggests a simple linear correlati~ as we might expect. A further
subseries of models was run varying the rock thermal conductivity and the source
depth, to assess the dependence of the slope of the graphs in Figures 6.15 and 6.16
on these variables. These are described in the Series 6.2.8
SERIES 6.2.7 VARIATIONS IN THE SOURCE TEMPERATORE
Model series 6.2.7 seeks to determine the importance of variations in the source
temperature. Values used are in this model series are shown in Table 6.8
Parameter Value Unit
Thickness 10 m
Thot varies °C
Tair 0 °C
ABL Thermal Conductivity 13 Wm-1K-1
SBL Thermal Conductivity 2 Wm-1K-T
Rock Thermal Conductivity 2 Wm-1K-1
Table 6.8 Model senes 6.2.7 parameters.
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Figure 6.17 The relationship between the source temperature and the peak temperature for model
series 6.2.7 . Note the definite linear, positive oorrelation.
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Figure 6.18 The relationship between the source tempenJture and the tbermaI anomaly size. Note
spin the JJOfiitft'e, near IiDear aJI'1'datioIL
A strong positive linear or near linear correlation occurs between the source
temperature and both the peak tempeIature and thermal anomaly size. Further
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models will be required to identify if a useable empirical relationship underlies this
trend, expressing the slope and offset of these linear trends in terms of the other
variables. This is examined in detail below.
SERIES 6.2.8 VARIATIONS IN THE SOURCE DEPTH
Model series 6.2.8 seeks to determine the importance of variations in the source
depth. Special care must be taken with this model series. Variations of the depth
parameter change the overall geometry and require remeshing. Thus each individual
run at a different depth must be rechecked for convergence. In practice this is
handled by continuaUy refining the mesh until a stable solution is found.
Parameter Value Unit
Thickness varies m
Thot 1000 °C
Tair 0 °C
ABL Thermal Conductivity 13 Wm-1K-1
SBL Thermal Conductivity 2 Wm-1K-1
Rock Thermal Conductivity 2 Wm-1K-1
Table 6.9 Model series 6.2.8 puameters.
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Figure 6.19 The relationship between the source depth and the peak temperature. Note that the x-
axis is lopritIunic. AD iDvene power relationship is seen to~ the two terms. Note that this
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Figure 6.20 shows the dependence manomaly size 011 depth. Note that the anomaly size initially
iDcreases to depths mup to 21m aDd them fIIJidIy begins to deaIy.
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The peak temperature and the source depth as shown in Figure 6.19 are in inverse
power relationship governed by the function:
6.7
Where:
T.. Peak Temperature (C)
D Source Depth (m)
The thermal anomaly size shows no such clear relationship with the source
depth. The anomaly becomes more extensive until about 28m in size, and then
rapidly collap~ when the peak temperature decays below SoC. A third order
polynomial expression can be derived to fit the modelled curve but the function
returns nonsense values for large depths and serves only to illustrate the hazards of
seeking direct empirical relationships where none may exist.
SERIES 6.2.8 VARIATION OF MULTIPLE PARAMETERS
Some variabl~ particularly those with very linear sJo~ suggest that they may be
controlled or related to other variables which were held constant in the series
examined so far. By combining existing datasets for the models described above and
running additional models as necessary, simultaneous analysis of multiple
parameters can be carried out to assess if the slopes of fi8UreS such as 6. 16 or 6.17
are controlled in this way.
(i)Conduetivity and Depth
Series 6.2.6 and 6.2.7 show strongly linear trends suggesting a governing function
for the slope of these figures. Combining the data from these series and running
further models, the following graphs can be constructed, using the same surface and
atmospheric boundary layer parameters as is series 6.2.6 and 6.2.7.
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Figure 6.23) shows little or no correlation with depth, and must therefore be
dependant on some other parameter.
Combining the expressions for the slope and offset as a function of the
source depth from Figure 6.23 into expression to describe the lines in figures 6.21
and 6.22 suggests the following empirical relationships:
For peak temperature
T_= (0.007502-0.58380+10.912) K.oct+T..
For thermal anomaly size:
6.5
A.=(0.3422D+O.0162) K.oct-O.020902+O.55330+7.8829 6.6
Where
T_ Peak Temperature (K)
T... Offset for the temperature function-varies ±2 (poor correlation)
A. Anomaly Size (m)
o Source Depth (m)
J<..o. Thermal Conductivity of the Rock (Wm-1K-1)
(ii)Relationships Between Anomaly Peak Temperature and Thermal Anomaly Size.
Results from various models where plotted together to see if there exists •
consistent relationship between the anomaly peak temperature and the thermal
anomaly size (i.e. radius to 1°C contour).
Figure 6.24, shows data with a wide variety ofother parameters, shows that
the geometry is the principle factor controlling the ratio of the peak anomaly
temperature to the thermal anomaly size. For a given depth this ratio can be readily
approximated using the expression:
Ratio=13.457(Depthru ,""
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that a more elaborate model of the atmospheric boundary layer may be required to
examine these effects (see Bravo Model).
The rock thermal conductivity has a direct linear effect on the surface
thermal anomaly characteristics.
The ratio of the peak temperature and the thermal anomaly size is controlled
by the depth of the heat source, for constant source shape.
The heat source of a thermal anomaly must be at depth shallower than 50m
and at temperature 2-300K greater than the average surface temperature for there
to be any prospect of the detection of the anomaly in a thermal infrared image.
The rock thermal conductivity, source depth and source temperatures are all
key controlling variables in the size and shape of the thermal anomaly. Their ratio
can be expressed as a function of the depth of the source. Empirical expressions for
the peak temperature and anomaly size can be derived as a function of the source
depth, temperature and rock thermal conductivity, for given values of the
atmospheric and surface boundary layer conductivity. Given the real complexity of
the atmospheric boundary layer and its strong variation in reality, these expressions
are of limited utility.
In general, the uncertainty ranges established by means of convergence
testing are too small. By inspection of the graphs and R2 values of the
approximating functions, it can be seen that the uncertainty in the modelled
temperature values is itself variable, in some places values falling precisely along a
linear trend, in others, values lying 3-4 degrees centigrade off the trend. In all cases,
however, any observed trends are quite clear and uncertainties in the data, while
larger than those suggested by the convergence testing, are not large enough to call
any of the conclusions into question.
With little difficulty the Alpha model can be readjusted and additional model
series can be run virtually ad infinilllm. Potentially interesting variations include:
• Variation ofthe heat source size and shape.
• Testing the effect of anisotropic conduction, for example, introducing a vertical
anisotropy to simulate convective heat transfer.
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However, considering some of the limitations of the Alpha model, it would
be more appropriate to leave such elaboration to a more sophisticated model, the
Bravo Model.
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6.3 THE BRAVO MODEL
The purpose of the Bravo model is to investigate the size and intensity of surface
geothermal anomalies as a function of the variable parameters of surface emissivity,
incident radiant flux, convection transfer coefficient, bulk. atmospheric temperature,
source temperature, source depth, and rock thermal conductivity.
The Bravo model is an evolution of the Alpha model using more
sophisticated surface boundary layer techniques to model radiation and convection
as independent processes. A number of operational improvements, outlined below,
were made on the basis of experience gained in developing and using the Alpha
model.
GEOMETRY
.........-Radiation Space Node
•\.
Convective Heat Loss
Rock
Heat Source
Figure 6.26 Geueralised geometry of the Bravo model (DOt to scale).
The Bravo model geometry (Figure 6.26) is simpler than that used by the
Alpha model. The Atmospheric Boundary Layer bas been removed, its function
having been superseded by the surface effect elements for radiation and the
convective heat transfer loads. The Surface Boundary Layer (SBL) used in the
Alpha model bas also been eliminated, 011 the basis that considering its relatively
small effect on the surface temperature distri~ its effects are not significant.
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MODEL DESIGN
A number of improvements were made to the modelling design based on the
experience gained in working with the Alpha model. These were directed towards
increasing the model accuracy, ease of use, restraining processing time, and
facilitating planned adaptation ofthe model to transient and other cases.
The mesh is improved (see below) to give more accurate results and be
easier to adjust for different model depths.
In addition, the model script has been broken up into two elements, one
Bravoshell, sets up the model geometry and the second, Bravol, applies the various
boundary conditions and loads, and solves the model equations (See Appendix E).
This eliminates the need to regenerate the same mesh anew for each problem,
which, for such a large mesh, is very time consuming. This also facilitates the
adaptation of the model to a transient case by modifying Bravo! appropriately and
encasing it within a 00 loop in Bravoshell.
MESH DESIGN AND CONVERGENCE
Meshing was carried out using the Plane SS and Surf 19 elements (see Chapter 5:
An Introduction to Thermal Modelling IlSing Ansys) without element midside node
options selected. This was to optimise processing time.
Convergence testing of the model mesh was carried out as the mesh was
being developed. This was done by starting out with a basic mesh and refining it,
unifonnly or selectively, until a satisfactorily stable solution was achieved. The
results ofthis process are interesting, and are tabulated in table 6.11.
A set of standard values for the variable parameters was used for
convergence testing and validation models, which are as tabulated in table 6. 10.
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Parameter Value Unit
Thickness 10 m
Thot 1()()() K
Bulk Temperature 273 K
Convection Film Coefficient 10 Wm-1K-1
Space Node Temperature 250 K
Initial Temperature 283 K
Rock Thermal Conductivity 2 Wm-JK-r
Rock Density 2100 kgm-3
Rock Specific Heat CaPacity 800 Jkg-3K-'
Emissivity 1
Table 6.10. Parameters for convergence testing models.
No. Description Nodes Max (1<) Min (1<) Difference (1<)
1 BravoBasic 641 212.6 266.5 6.1
2 Basicx2 2415 269.3 263.1 6.2
3 Basicx4 9683 266.1 259.6 6.6
4 Basicx2,left halfx2 9114 266.1 263.1 3.0
5 Tube refined 2013 212.6 266.5 6.1
6 Surface refinedx2 830 269.2 263.1 6.1
1 Surface refinedx4 1496 266.1 260 6.1
8 Surface refinedx8,rad 2521 212.6 266.4 6.2
9 Ultimate 5124 210.5 266.4 3.6
Table 6.11 Results of the mesh refinement aDd design process. Max Indicates the maximum
tempelatwe (K) directly over the thermal anomaly. min iDdicates the minimum taDpeiature • the
node furthest from the anomaly. difference is the amplitude of the tbcrmaI anomaly.
The evolution ofthe final mesh sheds light on the subtleties of the modelling
software. Initial refinements focused on increasing the overall mesh density. This
had little effect OIl the anomaly amplitude, which remained in the region of 6K, but
had the effect of decreasing both the maximum and minimum temperatures by 3K
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each time. This approach rapidly ran into difficulties due to computer memory
limitations before showing any sign ofconvergence.
Refinement 4 involved doubling the overall mesh density and doubling again
the mesh density on the left-hand side of the model, where the thermal anomaly is
sited. This had the effect of halving the anomaly amplitude, indicating that selective
refinement was affecting the final temPerature. A refinement of the region around
the heat source was carried out, to rule out any effect from that quarter (No.5),
which led to the conclusion that the surface temPerature variation was strongly
affected by the mesh density of near surface elements. Further tests refining only
these elements (No.6, 7) confirmed this effect.
At this point it was noted that the element refinement procedure is not
automatically applied to the surface effect elements, and that these elements were
remaining at the original size. The steady decrease in temperature was probably due
to the size discrepancy between the radiating surface effect elements and the
underlYing conducting element~ which was introducing approximations to the
solution procedure. This had a more pronounced effect in areas of higher thermal
gradient (over the source) than in areas of low thermal gradient, and resulted in
inaccurate radiative heat fluxes.
In test No.8 the surface effect elements were added last, so that they would
'coat' the refined element properly. The resultant values returned to the values
generated in the initial mesh for the 'cold end' and generated a cooler value (due to
more precise calculation ofthe radiation) at the hot end.
A final revision was carried out to increase the mesh density close to the
surface. This was both to improve acwracy in the region and facilitate adoption of
the model to transient problems, where near surface thermal propagation is of
greater significance. Near surface elements were successively refined to give a
minimum size of0.2 units (2Ocm).
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MODEL TESTING
A number of individual tests were carried out on the model to check if expected
results were achieved.
(i)Cold Testing
The model was set with the heat source temperature set at the same value as the
uniform, background temperature. This should generate a uniform surface
temperature. For a simple example run using the standard values this yielded a
temperature variation across the surface of 266.56K (max) to 266.54K (min). The
maximum value occurred over region where the mesh had been refined to
accommodate the heat source.
(ii)Radiation Testing:
A number of tests were conducted with the convection film coefficient set at zero,
which should have the effect ofdisabling surface convection processes.
Heat Sum Testing: The sum of the heat flux across all the nodes of the model
should be zero in this case, as all heat lost by bulk of the model is gained by the
radiation space. When tested using standard~ a net heat inflow of O.I54W
was found. This represent less than 0.1% of the total heat throughput of the system.
(Note: Since the model is solved for a steady state the heat flow can be considered
as that occurring per unit time). This is sufficiently low to not contribute to any
error, nor will it present III impediment to adaptation of the Bravo rnodeI for
transient cases, as this rate oferroneous heat input would take almost 4 centuries to
increase the total model temperature by IK. Transient modelling will be not carried
out on that time scale in this study.
Incident radiation testing: By setting the space node (see Figure 6.28) at a relatively
hot temperature, the model should itself heat to that temperature due to radiative
transfer from the space node. On testing, this was found to be the cue, verifying
that radiation to the space node is functioning as a two way process.
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No radiative transfer: By setting the model initial temperature to equal that of the
space node, and shutting off the internal heat source, no heat transfer should occur
in the model, thus maintaining a uniform heat distribution. This was found to be the
case, and the model remained at the initial temperature.
(ii) Convection Layer Testing:
By setting the surface emissivity to zero, radiative processes can be deactivated.
This should yield a zero net heat flux for the radiation space node, and this was
observed to be the case.
Bulk temperature testing: By setting the bulk temperature to a higher value than the
initial temperature for the problem, the model should itself heat to that temperature
due to convective transfer from the fluid. On testing, this was found to be the case.
TEST COMPARISION OF ALPHA AND BRAVO RESULTS
The results of the Alpha and Bravo models are not directly comparable because:
• The absence of a distinct surface boundary layer in the Bravo model geometry,
thus the heat source focus is 1m shallower than in the Alpha model.
• Less precise 4 noded elements were used in the Bravo model mesh instead of
more computationally intensive 8 noded elements.
• Different surface boundary layer handling techniques are employed.
The models are, howev«, models of the same process and so should be similar. A
comparison can be made by making the following adjustments:
• Setting the bulk temperature to 273K (CfC), equal to the mean atmospheric
temperature used in the Alpha model.
• Setting the source temperature (Thot) to 1273K (equivalent to lOOO°C).
• Setting the convective heat transfer coefficient equal to the ABL thermal
conductivity.
• Seting the material properties to be the same as in Series 6.2.4 of the Alpha
model, in which the ABL thermal conductivity was varied.
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The comparison of results shows that the two models yield broadly similar
trends, but are as expected, not identical. The Bravo model was expected to give
slightly higher peak temperatures and anomaly sizes, and was seen to be the case.
OUTPUT VARIABLES
The addition of more complex surface boundary conditions clwlges the output in a
number of ways. Firstly, the background temperature no longer defaults to (fC
(273K) automatically, but is in itself a complex function of the surface emissivity,
incident radiant flux, surface convection transfer coefficient and bulk atmospheric
temperature. Secondly, because of the requirement of modelling radiation, the
absolute (Kelvin) temperature scale is used. The new output variables are:
• Peak Temperature: The temperature at the surface directly over the thermal
anomaly (in Kelvin).
• Background Temperature: The temperature at the surface node furthest from the
heat source.
• Net Thermal Anomaly: The difference between the background temperature and
the peak temperature.
• Distance to IK anomaly / Thermal anomaly size: The distance along the surface
from the point of maximum temperature to the point where the temperature is
I K above the background temperature.
UNCERTAINTIES
(i)Temperature: From convergence testing (above) the temperature values were
found to be acamate to ±O.5K.
(ii) IK Contour: As with the Alpha model, uncertainties in the distance to the one
degree K contours are managed by assuming the values at the nodal points on the
surface line to be precise. The distances from the x axis to the nodes with values
just above and just below lee are taken as the upper and lower limits of the error,
respectively. As the nodes are evenly spaced in this case, this gives an uncertainty of
±<).5units (O.5m). Distances will be given to the nearest metre.
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6.4 BRAVO MODEL RESULTS
SERIES 6.4.1 FACTORS AFFECTING THE BACKROUND TEMPERATURE
The purpose of model series 6.4.1 is to quantify the factors affecting the
background temperature, namely, the surface emissivity, incident radiant flux (.
function of the space node temperature), convection transfer coeffici~ bulk
atmospheric temperature and rock thermal conductivity. Each of these factors are
varied in tum, and otherwise held at the values in Table 6.12.
Parameter Value Unit
Thickness 10 m
Thot Off K
Bulk Temperature 273 K
Convection Film Coefficient 10 Wm-2K-1
Space Node Temperature 270 K
Initial Temperature 283 K
Rock Thermal Conductivity 2 Wm-1K-1
Rock Density 2700 kgm-3
Rock Specific Heat Capacity 800 Jkg-3K-1
Emissivity 1
Table 6.12 Parameter Values
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Figun: 6.31 Background temperature plotted apiDSt variations in the emissivity. Note the inverse
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Figure 6.33 Relationship between the b8ckground temperabR and the c:onvection film coefticiem.
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Figure 6.34 The rdationship bdweea the bulk tempeumare (i.e......lIpbeIic tempeiamre) and the
b8ckgrouDd tempeaatlft. Note the liDcar oorrdatica
Variations in the rock thermal conductivity across normal geologica) ranges
(1-5 Wm-1K-1) were also investigated and found to have DO effect on the
background temperature.
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From Figures 6.30 to 6.34 it can be seen that the two dominant factors were
found to affect the background temperature, incident radiation (expressed via the
space node temperature) and the mean atmospheric temperature (expressed as the
bulk temperature). 80th show strong positive linear correlations, with slOPeS of
0.3571 and 0.6833 respectively as shown in figures 6.32 and 6.34 respectively.
The 'controlling' coefficient of these two terms i.e. the convective heat
transfer coefficient and the emissivity, showed much weaker influence on the
surface temperature. At the standard ranges they both affected the background
temperature by only a degree or two, negatively, in the case of the emissivity, due
to increased radiative cooling, and positively in the case of the convection film
coefficient.
SERIES 6.4.2 EMISSIVITY VARIATIONS
Model series 6.4.2 sets out to outline the effect of emissivity variations on the
thermal anomaly size and temperature. Values used in the model series are listed in
Table 6.13.
Parameter Value Unit
Thickness 10 m
Thot 1()()() K
Bulk Temperature 273 K
Convection Film Coefficient 10 Wm-2K-1
Space Node Temperature 270 K
Initial Temperature 283 K
Rock Thermal Conductivity 2 Wm-1K-1
Emissivity Varies
Table 6.13 Series 6.4.2 Model Parameters
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Figure 6.3S The effect on the net thermal anomaly of variations in the surface emissivity.
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Figure 6.36 The effect on the surface thermal anomaly size rlvariations in the surface emissivity.
Figure 6.35 shows that the net thermal anomaly decays slightly u a function of
emissivity, u would be expected. The range is however, quite small, u the
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emissivity also increases radiative transfer from the 'cold' regions of the model, and
thus cools the model uniformly.
The thermal anomaly size also seems to decay with increasing emissivity
(see Figure 6.36), however it is a very weak trend.
Considering that the emissivity range of real geologic surfaces lies in the
0.9-1 range, it is unlikely that surface emissivity has a significant influence on the
size and shape of thermal anomalies.
SERIES 6.4.3 INCIDENT RADIATION VARIATIONS
Series 6.4.3 sets out to identify the effect on the surface thermal anomaly of
variations in the average incident radiation flux. To do this, the temperature of the
space node, which is radiatively coupled with the surface, was varied (see Chapter
5: An Introduction to Thermal Modelling using Amys for more information on the
theory behind this Procedure). The space node temperature was varied from 240-
330K, corresponding with an incident radiation variation of 190-700Wm-2. These
are reasonable real-world values. Other parameters were held at values shown in
Table 6.14.
Parameter Value Unit
Thickness 10 M
Thot 1()()() K
Bulk Temperature 273 K
Convection Film Coefficient 10 Wm-2K-1
Space Node Temperature 240-330 K
Initial Temperature 283 K
Rock Thermal Conductivity 2 Wm-1K-1
Rock Density 2700 kgm-3
Rock Specific Heat Capacity 800 Jkg-~-I
Emissivity 1
Table 6.14 Model series 6.4.3 Parameter values.
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Figure 6.37 shows the e1Ject of increasing the spICe node teIl1perat1R from 240K to 33OK. Note
the steady decay of the thermal anomaly amplitude.
As can be seen from the results plotted in Figure 6.37, increasing the incident
radiation flux has only a very slight negative effect on the net thermal anomaly and
the thermal anomaly size. This is as would be expected, since increasing the incident
radiation flux wiD tend to increase the temperature uniformly across the model
surface. Note that the uncertainty range for the temperature is ±O.5~ thus the total
trend of 1K lies well within the error bars. Variations were also noted in the thermal
anomaly size, but they were only very slight, decreasing from 18m to 16m across
the range of space node temperatures.
Thus variations in the space node temperature are not very si8Jlificant to the
thermal anomaly signature.
SERIES 6.4.4 CONVECTION FILM COEFFICIENT VARIATIONS
Series 6.4.4 sets out to quantify the effect of variations in the convection film
coefficient on the thermal anomaly size and magnitude. For all model lUllS, the
standard values were used as shown in Table 6.15. Resuhs are shown in Figures
6.38 ad 6.39.
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Parameter Value Unit
Thickness 10 m
Thot 1()()() K
Bulk Temperature 273 K
Convection Film Coefficient Varies Wm-2K-1
Space Node Temperature 250 K
Initial Temperature 283 K
Rock Thermal Conductivity 2 Wm-1K-1
Rock Density 2700 kgm:J
Rock Specific Heat Capacity 800 Jkg-~-l
Emissivity 1
Table 6.15 Parameter values for model senes 6.4.4
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Figure 6.38 shows the Net Thermal Anomaly size as a function rI the Coavedion Film
Coefficient. Note bow the tbermaI auomaIy size decays toward zero.
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Figure 6.39 The thermal anomaly size as a function of the convection film coefficient. Note the
steady reduction in the thermal anomaly size • the convection film coefIicient iDcreases.
The thermal anomaly size and net thermal anomaly show approximately inverse
logarithmic or power law decay relationships respectively, with increasing
convection film coefficient as can be seen in Figure 6.38 and 6.39. The magnitude
of the temperature change is also quite extreme, showing that variations in the film
coefficient due to wind etc. have the power to effectively disperse thermal
signatures of geothermal anomalies. The trend in the thermal anomaly size (Figure
6.39) is less marked than for Net thermal anomaly (Figure 6.38), but clear inverse
relationships can be seen. At high values of the convection film coefficient, the
thermal anomaly size collapses.
SERIES 6.4.5 BULK TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS
Model Series 6.4.5 set outs to quantify the effect of variations in the bulk
temperature (i.e. the mean atmospheric temperature), on the thermal anomaly size
and magnitude. For all model runs, the standard values were used as shown in Table
6.16.
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Parameter Value Unit
Thickness 10 m
Thot 1000 K
Bulk Temperature Varies K
Convection Film Coefficient 10 Wm"2K-)
Space Node Temperature 250 K
Initial Temperature 283 K
Rock Thermal Conductivity 2 Wm")K-)
Rock Density 2700 kgm-3
Rock Specific Heat Capacity 800 Jkg"3K-1
Emissivity 1
Table 6.16 Model serIeS 6.4.S pmuneter values
Variations in the bulk temperature across reasonable terrestrial ranges (267-289K)
showed no significant effect on the model. In both the case of the thermal anomaly
size and the net thermal anomaly, the variations were less than the uncertainty
ranges and showed no clear trend. Variations in the bulk temperature have no
significant effect on the size or magnitude of the surface thermal anomaly due to •
buried geothermal source.
SERIES 6.4.6 ROCK THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY VARIATIONS
Model series 6.4.6 sets out to quantify the effect of variations in the rock thermal
conductivity on the thermal anomaly size and magnitude. For aU model runs, the
standard values were used as shown in Table 6.17
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Parameter Value Unit
Thickness 10 m
Thot 1()()() K
Bulk Temperature 273 K
Convection Film Coefficient 10 Wm-2K-1
Space Node Temperature 250 K
Initial Temperature 283 K
Rock Thermal Conductivity 1-5 Wm-1K-1
Rock Density 2700 kgm-3
Rock Specific Heat Capacity 800 Jkg-3K-1
Emissivity 1
Table 6.17 Model series 6.4.6 parameters.
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Figure 6.40 Net thennal anomaly as a function of the rock thennal conductivity. Note the strong
IiDear correlation.
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Figure 6.41 The thermal anomaly size as a function of the rock thermal conductivity. Note the
strong linear correlation.
Some geological materials have temperature dependent thermal
conductivities. For example, Basalt has a temperature dependant thermal
conductivity controlled by its vesicularity. To investigate this effect the Bravo
model was run using the temperature dependant values for basalt generated using
equations 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 and shown in Figure 3.1. All other parameters are held at
the values shown in Table 6.17.
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Figure 6.42 shows the variation in the net thermal anomaly due to vesicularity controlled,
temperature dependant thermal conductivity. Note the strong decrease in the net tbermaI anomaly
size as a function mincreasing b8saIt vesicuIarity
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Figure 6.43 The steady decleasc ill thermal anomaly size due to vesicuIarity controlled,
kmpeiabIR~I" tbennaI aJDductivity.
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The data shown in Figures 6.40 and 6.41 show strong positive linear correlations
between the thermal anomaly size and magnitude and increasing rock thermal
conductivity. It must also be noted that temperature dependent thermal
conductivities, controlled by vesicularity in basalt, can play a significant role in the
surface temperature distribution. It has not been demonstrated that the temperature
dependence is of importance peT se. A weighted average conductivity across the
temperature range of the model may be just as adequate as a dynamic truly
temperature dependant value. Considering that using the full temperature dependent
values introduces no additional complexities or uncertainties to the model, whereas
devising some kind ofweighted average most certainly would, it is better to use the
complete temperature dependant properties.
SERIES 6.4.7 SOURCE DEPTH VARIATIONS
The purpose of this series of model runs was to quantify the effect of variations in
the source depth on the thermal anomaly size and magnitude. For all model runs,
the standard values were used as shown in Table 6.18.
As with the equivalent model series in the Alpha model, extra care must be
taken during meshing to ensure an accurate result. While the Bravo model has been
designed to have an easily adjustable dept~ the mesh must still be checked to
ensure convergence and stability.
Parameter Value Unit
Thickness 1-]()() m
Thot 1300 K
Bulk Temperature 273 K
Convection Film Coefficient 10 Wm-2K-1
Space Node Temperature 250 K
Initial Temperature 283 K
Rock Thermal Conductivity 2 Wm-1K-1
Rock Density 2700 kgm-3
Rock Specific Heat Capacity 800 Jkg-3K-1
Emissivity 1
Table 6.18 Model senes 6.4.7 puamcter values.
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Figure 6.44 shows the variations of the net thermal anomaly as a function msource depth. Note
the iuverse power reJationsbip between the two variables.
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The net thermal anomaly decays rapidly as the source depth increases as shown in
Figure 6.44. The thennal anomaly size increases steadily until the net thennal
anomaly drops below 1, at which point it disappears, as shown in Figure 6.45. Note
the strong similarities with the results in the analogous Alpha model series 6.2.8.
This indicates that under the conditions investigated heat sources at depth of greater
than approximately 20m will be very difficuh to detect at the surface by means of.
thermal infrared image.
SERIES 6.4.8 SOURCE TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS
Model series 6.4.8 sets out to quantify the effect of variations in the source
temperature on the thermal anomaly size and magnitude. For all model runs, the
standard values were used as shown in Table 6.19:
Parameter Value Unit
Thickness 10 m
Thot 100-1300 K
Bulk Temperature 273 K
Convection Film Coefficient 10 Wm-2K-1
Space Node Temperature 250 K
Initial Temperature 283 K
Rock Thermal Conductivity 2 Wm-1K-1
Rock Density 2700 kgm-3
Rock Specific Heat Capacity 800 Jkg-3K-1
Emissivity 1
Table 6.19 shows model series 6.4.8 parameters.
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Figure 6.46 Variations of the Net Thermal Anomaly as a function of soun:e teJnperatuR. Note the
positive linear correJation.
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Figure 6.47 The variations of the thermal momaJy size as a function of source temperature. Note
the moderate loprithmic oorreIadon.
The net thermal anomaly is strongly linearly correlated with the source temperature.
A weaker, logarithmic correlation exists between the thermal anomaly size and the
source temperature.
SERIES 6.4.9 CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
The purpose of this study was to quantify the effect of convective heat transfer in
the pore spaces of the material OIl the size and magnitude of the surface thermal
anomaly. The Ansys finite element modelling system is not capable of modelling
convective heat transfer in porous media directly. However, since convective heat
transfer should occur predominantly in the vertical direction, convection can be
modelling by applying a larger thermal conductivity in the vertical direction, i.e.
Where:
~=CK..
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6.8
KvaticaI Effective thermal conductivity in the vertical direction (Wm-1K-1)
C Multiplier
K.o Thermal conductivity in the horizontal direction (Wm-1K-1)
The constant of proportionality (C) is varied from 1 to 5 depending on the
degree of convective heat transfer in the system. For a given system, the actual
value can be approximated using the equations in Section 3.1.10 All other
parameter are held at the standard model values (see 6.20)
Parameter Value Unit
Thickness 10 m
Thot 1300 K
Bulk Temperature 273 K
Convection Film Coefficient 10 Wm-2K-1
Space Node Temperature 270 K
Initial Temperature 283 K
Rock Thermal Conductivity 2 Wm-1K-1
Emissivity 1
Table 6.20 Model Parameter values for senes 6.4.9
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Figure 6.48 The increase in surface temperature due to increased vertical thermal conductivity.
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Figure 6.49 Variations in the thermal anomaly size as a function m increasing thermal
COIXb.1ivity.
The net thermal anomaly can be seen to increase steadily with increasing vertical
thermal conductivity in the results plotted in Figure 6.48, as would be expected.
The thermal anomaly size decreases slightly (see Figure 6.49) as the vertical thermal
conductivity increases. This is probably due to the fact that with more efficient
vertical heat transfer in the central zone, less heat is available to warm the flanks of
the anomaly. The overall effect of increased vertical thermal conductivity due to
convective processes is to ~sharpen and tighten' the thermal anomaly signature.
SERIES 6.4.9 TUBE GEOMETRY VARIATIONS
The purpose of series 6.4.9 was to quantify the effect of variations in the lava tube
geometry on the size and magnitude of the surface thermal anomaly. All other
parameter are held at the standard model values as shown in Table 6.20.
Three model subsets with different geometry's were investigated:
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CONCLUSIONS
From the Bravo rnode~ two principle sets ofconclusions can be drawn:
(i) Surface Thermal Processes
Radiation has no significant effects on the size of the thermal anomaly. The
temperature of the thermal anomaly is only marginally affected by the radiative
properties, particularly when the emissivity is restricted to realistic values (0.9-1).
However, it is still necessary to model radiative transfer in some way to avoid
producing excessively high results (compare low values for the convection film
coefficient from Figure 6.29, without radiation enabled to Figure 6.38 with
radiation enabled).
The mean atmospheric temperature has little significance for endogenetic
studies, as it merely serves to 'lift' the overall temperature distribution. The
convection film coefficient, which describes the effect of sensible heat transfer, is
however a dominant factor in the magnitude of the thermal anomaly, and can act to
swamp the thermal signature entirely.
(ii) Geological Thermal Processes
The geological parameters affecting the surface temperature distribution (Thermal
conductivity, depth and source temperatures) are the same as, and behave the same
as, those for the Alpha model. Expressions can be derived empirically for the peak
temperature and anomaly size as a function of the source depth, temperature and
rock thermal conductivity, for given values of the atmospheric and surface
boundary laYer conductivity. Given the complexity of the atmospheric boundary
layer and its strong variation, these expressions are of limited utility.
Further terms not considered in the Alpha model were found to have
si8Jlificant affects on the system. Variations in the source geometry away from
square or circular shapes have a significant effect on the surface thermal signature.
Anisotropic thermal conductivity, as may be <2lIsed by convective heat transfer
within a material, are significant also, as they act to sharpen and narrow the thermal
signature.
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6.5 CONCLUSIONS
The important variables in determining the surface thermal signature of a buried
geothermal heat source are:
• The nature of the heat source, its depth, shape and temperature.
• The thermal conductivity ofthe rock
• The sensible heat transfer at the surface
Other parameters have negligible effects:
• The incident solar radiation (expresses as a Space Node Temperature)
• The emissivity
• The density and specific heat capacity of the rock
The results ofthe finite element models in this chapter boil down to one conclusion,
to display an unambiguous temperature change at the surface, a buried geothermaJ
heat source must be very hot (e.g. active lava - 1300K) or very shallow «20m) or
both.
COMPARISON BElWEEN ALPHA AND BRAVO MODELS
(i) Surface Thermal Factors
Surface thermaJ factors affecting the models are not directly comparable due to
differing modelling methodologies. However, by inspection it can be seen that the
models are generating similar curv~ offset by the S.4Wm-1K-1 radiation
linearisation term which is integrated into the Alpha model Atmospheric Boundary
Layer conductivity to simulate radiative heat transfer. The more detailed approach
of the Bravo model is more useful, IS it allows the significant variables i.e. the
convection film coefficient, representing sensible heat transfer, to be identified
separately and easily incorporated into the model.
(ii) Geological Thermal Factors
The Alpha and Bravo models do not differ significantly in their handling of
geological heat transfer, or in the variables applied. They dais generate results
which are in good agreement with each other.
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(iii) Practical Considerations
For relatively simple models with small increases in surface temperature, the Alpha
model generates adequate results and the additional processing time required by the
Bravo model is not justified by the complexity of the problem. For practical
application, however, a number ofother factors must be considered:
• The simplification of the upper boundary condition and linearisation of radiation
in the Alpha model means that care must be taken to ensure that the peak
temperature does not rise to a level where the underlying assumptions of the
linearisation will break down. The linearisation also means that real surface
parameters such as the emissivity and sensible heat transfer coefficient cannot be
directly inputted into the Alpha model.
• Improved model scripting and automation in the Bravo model means that,
although more computationally intensive, it is on the whole much faster to use
for generating large quantities of results. In any event, the computation time for
both models, for a given run is less than two minutes on a 133Mhz Windows
machine.
The Bravo model, utilising as it does a non-linear analysis for radiation, is
more readily adaptable to transient cases. On balance therefore, while the Alpha
model is adequate, the Bravo model is superior to it in several important ways.
APPLICATIONS
It is possible to model a simulated surface thermal distribution of a well-defined
heat source, by 'stacking' two-dimensional profiles to produce a virtual temperature
distribution. Figure 6.60 shows an example of the surface temperature for a well-
defined IineM heat source (at source temperature 1400K) such as a lava tube. The
source begins at 10m depth, and varies along its length as described in Table 6.21.
Inspection of Figure 6.60 and its variations illustrates the findings of this
chapter. The first four variations all led to fairly minor changes in the thermal
anomaly size. Changes in surface properties, while raising or lowering the profile,
did not change the net amplitude. By far the largest increase was due to shallowing
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of the heat source, which resulted in a large increase in source amplitude. This
illustrates how changes in most Parameters give results which are ambiguous at
best, but changes in the source depth and geometry may have decisive effects.
Random variations in the surface properties across the study area may easily mask
variation in rock conductivity, but variations in source depth will be far less
ambiguous.
Note that the model in Figure 6.60 is for a well-defined linear source of
fixed temperature (I400K) and radius (1m) probably a best case example. A diffuse
source, of uncertain temperature and spatial extent, such as a coal mine fire, for
example would produce a much less well defined temperature distribution which
would be very difficult to readily interpret.
Position Source Source Rock Space Emissivity Convection
Depth Temp. Thermal Node Film
Conductivity Temp Coefficient
(Pixel) (m) (K) (Wm-1K-1) (K) (Wm-2K-1)
Basic Source 43 to 1400 2 280 I 20
Surface Cover 89 to 1400 2 280 0.9 30
Changes
Aspect Change 134 to 1400 2 300 0.9 30
Shallowing 180 8 1400 2 300 0.9 30
Increase in K 200 8 1400 6 300 0.9 30
Table 6.21 Parameter variations in the Simulated kinetic temperatun: map (FIgure 6.60)
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Chapter 7: Transient Modelling
All the models described to date have been steady state models in which the
solution obtained describes the conditions when the system bas fully equilibrated.
The steady state approximation is valid for investigation of many systems.
However, real world systems evolve dynamically through time, and are not in a
stable equilibrium condition. This chapter sets out to investigate the application of
finite element modelling to transient thermal processes.
Transient models are created by using a series of time steps and calculating
the temperature change as a function of time for each step. The procedure for
validating and conducting transient models is outlined in Chapter 5: Finite Element
Modeling lISing Amys. The models investigated in this chapter fall into two
categories:
(i) Single Load Step Models: Where a single thermal load is applied, for
example, a source temperature, and the resulting temperature examined as a
function oftime until it reaches an equilibrium state, e.g. Model series 7.1.1
(ii) Multiple Load Step Models: Where each time step has a different thennIl
load, for example, diurnal models where the surface temperature is constantly
changing e.g. Model series 7.1.2.
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7.1 MODELS
SERIES 7.1.1 INVESTIGATION OF A REACTIVATED LAVA TUBE
This series describes the temporal thermal signatures surrounding a lava tube which
has been refilled with active (i.e. molten) lava. The model uses the same geometry
and mesh as the Bravo Model (See Chapter 6: Steady State Models), modified for
transient analyses according to the procedure outlined in Chapter 5: An
Introduction the Thermal Modelling using Amys. As the model mesh has already
been tested for use in steady state models., further testing and validation is not
required once appropriate timestep intervals are used.
The objective of model series 7.1.1 is to develop techniques in transient
thermal modelling and assess the time dependence of the thermal effects of a refilled
lava tube. The series sets out to answer the question of how long will it take for a
refilled lava tube to produce a temperature change at the surface? The model is
investigated for two extreme 'end member' cases. First, a 'fast' example using a 1m
radius lava tube buried at 3m depth in solid, permeable basalt (Appendix C: Basalt
3), the most thermally conductive material under consideration. Secondly, a 'slow'
case was investigated, for a lava tube of the same radius., embedded in 10m depth of
porous, impermeable basalt (Appendix C: Basalt 4) the least thermally conductive
material.
Parameter Value Unit
Thickness Varies m
Thot 1400 K
Bulk Temperature 273 K
Convection Film Coefficient 10 Wm-2K-1
Space Node Temperature 273 K
Initial Temperature 273 K
Rock Thermal Conductivity ~e0.~.7 Wm-1K-1
Rock Density Range 1020-2700 kgm-3
Rock Specific Heat Capacity Range 321-1131 Jkg-~-I
Emissivity 1
Table 7.1 Series 7.1.1 model parameters.
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useful mechanism of remote detection than conducted and convected heat. Only in
rare cases where lava tube systems are at shallow depth and without skylights
would such detection be ofany use, ifeven then.
Similarly, considering the time required for even a lOOOK temperature
change to propagate to the surface., it is unlikely that re-injection of fresher, hotter
basalt into an active lava tube (at a thermal contrast, for example, lOOK) would
produce a surface temperature change quickly enough to be ofpredictive utility.
Such models may, however, be useful in identifying the depth and size of a
lava tube. Transient meteorological effects would be averaged out over~ The
thermal properties of the material could be derived from samples taken on site. The
depth and size of the lava tube could then be constrained from the comParison of
modelled values for the given material properties.
A comParison ofthese results with analytic models was conducted. Turcotte
and Schubert (1982) give III equation for the propagation time for a heat pulse
through a one dimensional medium:
7.1
Where:
D Distance to which a temperature change propagates (m)
1C4 Thermal diffusivity of the material (m2sl)
t Time (s)
This describes the distance which a temperature change will propagate over
a given time. The equation is not a precise representation as it was a designed for a
one dimensional problem in a solid, however it can give a general approximation.
For the examples given above, the equation predicts a temperature change
will propagate to the surface for the fastest case (Basalt 3, ~3 .23xI0-6m-2sl) in
about 3xlo' seconds (34 days), and for the slowest case ( Basalt 4, ~1.9xIO-6m­
2SI) a time of about S.3x107 seconds (613 days). In both cases the times predicted
by the analytical expression correlate closely with those ofmodel series 7.1.1.
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SERIES 7.1.2 THE DIURNAL CYCLE: THERMAL INERTIA COMPARISONS
Model series 7.1.2 sets out to model the surface temperature as a function of time
subject solely to diurnal thennal fluctuations. The model uses a simple 'brick'
geometry, colllPOsed of Plane SS elements with a layer of Surf 19 element on the
upper surface, radiatively coupled with a 'space node' (See Chapter 5: Introduction
to Thermal Modelling Using Amys). After applying an initial equilibrium loadstep,
24 one-hour load steps are applied, with radiative and convective loads derived
from meteorological data. The model uses two layers of varying thic~ to
facilitate modelling of thennal inertia variations due to buried materials of different
thermal inertia.
Model Mesh
The model mesh is an evolution of the steady state mesh used for early validation
studies in Chapter 5: Introduction to Thermal Modelling Using Amys. It has been
adapted for radiative and transient modelling. The model uses a very high mesh
density near the surface (see Figure 7.3). This mesh design is highly conservative,
but is designed with a view to future adaptation for lunar thennal modelling, where
the highly temperature dependent behaviour of lunar regolith may prove challenging
to a less robust mesh.
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Mesh Validation and Testing
Convergence testing of the mesh for a steady state case is trivial. The surface
temperature stabilises at a point of thermal balance between the radiative and
convective loads, for even the coarsest ofmeshes.
Transient model testing requires further steps. The time required for the
model to generate a stable, repeating pattern of thermal variation unaffected by the
approximated initial conditions was initially tested (see Figure 7.4). It is worth
noting that this model mesh is computationally quite inefficient. A one-dimensional
mesh, similar to those used in most finite difference based thermal inertia models,
should generate the same results more quicldy. However, practical usage
considerations of the Ansys software favour a thin tw<Hlirnensionai mesh. It is
much easier to design and manage a tw<Hlirnensionai model than a one-dirnensional
model, and computation time is not a significant issue in any case.
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Figure 7.4 The variation in surface temperature for a material of density lOOOkgm- , specific beat
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Detailed examination of the variation in temperature as a function of depth
(Figures 7.5, 7.6) is interesting. While nodes at the surface, being closely linked to
the forcing fluxes, converge rapidly to a fairly stable pattern of temperature
variation, nodes at depth are still 'too cold' due to the initial temperature being too
low to be in stable equilibrium with the surface fluxes. Thus, over multiple days,
slow propagation of heat downward from the surface is heating the rest of the
model to a stable level. Thus surface temperatures will converge rapidly towards a
steady state, whereas temperatures at depth may take many days to converge to a
stable pattern. This process can be accelerated by running the model for an initial 3-
4 cycle period, noting the temperature at which the maximum and minimum profiles
cross (about 285K in Figure 7.5) and applying this as the initial temperature for a
new run of the model. This accelerates the process of stabilisation particularly as
experience in judiciously selecting initial temperatures is acquired. Models requiring
depth/temperature profiles should, however, be carefully checked for convergence,
and great care should be exercised in the selection of the initial variables.
When initial conditions are selected which are more tyPical of the average
diurnal cycles, a more stable pattern emerges (Figure 7.7,7.8). Figure 7.7 is typical
of measured and modelled diurnal thermal cycles published in the literature, and
shows the half wavelength offset at depth that is characteristic of diurnal thermal
cycling.
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The diurnal thermal cycle model demonstrates that finite element models can
be designed to carry out diumaI thermal models previously conducted using finite
difference methods. The finite element modelling using Ansys is more flexible than
previous finite difference methods (reviewed in Chapter 4: Mathematical Models)
in a number of ways. Different materials, in layers of varying thickness can be
readily accommodated, and the model mesh can be adjusted freely. This may be of
use in modelling the thermal inertia and resultant surface temperature changes in
material, which show large grain size variations close to the surface. Heat
generating layers and phase changes can also be readily modelled.
The accuracy of the method is a separate matter. All else being equal, •
properly designed and tested finite element model should be more accurate than an
equivalent finite difference model. However, many finite different methods have
been shown to be reasonably accurate when field tested against measured data. The
principle limiting factor on their accuracy is the quality of the input data, and a finite
element model will be just as sensitive to this as a finite difference model. While
finite elements may in theory be more accurate, this additional accuracy is of little
benefit unless the input variables can be well constrained.
SERIES 7.1.3 GEOTHERMAL HEAT FLOW EFFECTS ACROSS THE
DIURNAL THERMAL CYCLE.
Model series 7.1.3 sets out to demonstrate the effect of increased geothermal heat
flux on the surface temperature across the diumaI thermal cycle. The model mesh
developed in series 7.1.2, is reused, with the addition of a basal heat flux. A simple
two-layer geometry is used, with material Properties as in Table 7.3.
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Parameter Value Unit
LOADS
Bulk Temperature Varies Diurnally 270-290K K
Convection Film Coefficient 10 Wm-2K-1
Space Node Temperature Varies Diurnally 249-365K K
Initial Temperature 273 K
Surface Emmisivity 1
LAYER 1
Layer 1Thermal Conductivity 2 Wm-1K-1
Layer 1 Density 1000 kgm-3
Layer 1 Specific Heat Capacity 1000 Jkg-3K-1
Layer 1 Thickness 10 m
LAYER 2
Layer 1Thermal Conductivity 1 Wm-1K-1
Layer 1 Density 2700 kgm-3
Layer 1 Specific Heat Capacity 800 Jkg-3K-1
Layer 1 Thickness 10 m
Table 1.3 series 1.1.3 Model Parameters
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The results of model series 7.1.3 as shown in figures 7.9 and 7.10
demonstrate the difficulties in detecting slight increases in geothennaJ heat flux by
their effect on the surface temperature. Very large increases in geothennaJ heat flux
are required to increase the surface temperature unambiguously. Figure 7.9 shows
this clearly, and also demonstrates how small geothennaJ temperature effects can be
more easily seen at night, or just before dawn, During the day solar effects dominate
the signature. Figure 7.10 shows the effect of increasing geothermal heat flux on the
maximum and minimum temperatures. Any geothermal heat flux below JOWm-2 will
be very difficult to detect by means ofsurface temperature changes.
It is worth noting however, that geothermal fluxes will have • much
stronger effect on temperatures at depth. For example, small geothennaJ fluxes can
affect the growth of deep-rooted plants and may be more readily detectable by
vegetation changes than by surface temperature changes. Such effects are
commonly observed in volcanic regions.
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Chapter 8: Phase Change Modelling
The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the feasibility of modelling processes
involving phase change of geological materials using the finite element method. A
number of geological processes involve thennaUy controlled phase changes, and
modelling the effect of such changes on the surface temPerature distribution may
suggest whether or not thermal infrared images would be of use in monitoring such
processes.
The Ansys software has a capacity for modelling phase changes. These
processes are modelled by assigning the temPerature dependent thermal properties
to the materials in the model.
The investigations of phase changes has been divided into two types. F~
the effect of material phase changes on steady state analyses, where the position of
the boundary between the two phases is stable over time~ is investigated by the
example ofa steady heat source buried in cryolithosphere. Secondly~ transient phase
changes are investigat~ where the position of the boundary between the two
phases may change over time.
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8.1 STEADY STATE PHASE CHANGE MODELS
Steady state phase change models are conducted by assigning a temperature
dependent thermal conductivity to the materials in the model. From Chapter
6:Steady State Models, we note that in steady state analysis, the specific heat
capacity and density of a material have no effect on the result. The same is true for
a steady state phase change model. The specific heat capacity ofa material and thus
the enthalpy of the material, in the sense used by Ansys as a term of energy storage
should have no effect on the final result. In tests this was found to be the case.
SERIES 8.1.1 HEATED CRYOLITHOSPHERE
Model series 8.1.1 sets out to investigate the importance of waterlice phase
changes. The case examined is that ofa relatively cool heat source at shallow depth
in cryolithosphere. The model uses the Bravo model mesh, with a temperature
dependent thermal conductivity calculated for a Sandstone WaterlIce mix with •
porosity of 0.5. The temperature dependent thermal conductivity rises from 1.61
Wm-1K-1to 2.61 Wm-1K-1ICross the water-ice phase change. An equivalent series of
non-phase change models is also ron for the same material with an averaged, fixed
thermal conductivity of 2.11 Wm-1K-1. Other model parameters are as outlined in
Table 8.1. The model is • steady state~ and dIJs the boundary between the
rock-ice and rock-water phases does not move over time.
Table 8.1 modellCries parameters. Tbermal conductMty IS varied as for SondstOlW-I~ Mixa.,
Appnd:rC.
Parameter Value Unit
Thot 200 K
Source Depth 10 M
Bulk Temperature 200 K
Convection Film Coefficient 10 Wm-2K-1
Space Node Temperature 200 K
Rock ThennaI Conductivity 1.61-2.61 Wm-1K-1
Emmissivity 1
..
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combinations of materials and boundary COnditiODS. Given that setting •
temperature dependent material property is not particularly difficuh, nor does it add
significantly to processing time or model uncertainty, it is generally better to specify
temperature dependent material properties wherever possible.
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8.2 TRANSIENT PHASE CHANGE MODELS
Transient phase change models are somewhat more complex to investigate than
steady state phase change models. As noted in Chapter 7: Transient Models, the
values of the specific heat capacity and density are required to model the heat
storage over time. These, together with the latent heat of phase change for the
material, can be combined to give an enthalpy value (see Chapter 3: The Physical
Model) which is temPerature dependent. It is this enthalpy value which Ansys uses
as a measure ofheat storage in a transient phase change model.
SERIES 8.2. I COOLING LAVA TUBE
The aim of model series 8.2.1 is to examine the importance of phase change in the
surface temperature over evolving lava tube systems. This model series uses the
Bravo .model mesh, modified for transient behaviour. From the initial conditions of
an evacuated lava tube, the ~tube' region of the model is loaded to a temperature of
1400K to represent refilling by active~ and allowed to reach thermal
equilibrium.
Assuming that after equilibrium is reached, new inflows ofactive lava cease,
and thus the 1400K temperature load is removed. The model is aDowed to cool
back towards equilibrium.
Effects of cool air moving through the lava tube after it has drained of lava
are also not considered, and it is assumed that the lava tube is 'sealed'. Air cooling
in the lava tube would lead to si8DificantJy faster cooling overall, u thermal energy
would no longer have to ~wait' for slow, conductive processes, but could be
convected away quickly across surfaces with a high temperature contrast. This
eff~ however, would not be affected by phase change processes in the basalt.
Solid, impel meable basalt (Basalt 2, Appendix C) is used u the material in
this example. Model parameters are summarised in Table 8.2
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Parameter Value Unit
Thot 1400K K
Source Depth 10 m
Bulk Temperature 273 K
Convection Film Coefficient 10 Wm-2K-1
Space Node Temperature 273 K
Rock Thermal Conductivity 2.08-0.974 Wm-1K-1
Density 2700 kgm-3
Specific Heat Capacity 800-1131 Jkg-1K-1
Emissivity I
Table 8.2 Model series 8.2.1 pmuneters for the lIIvestlgatJon ofa coolIng lava tube.
Figure 8.3 shows the results of this model series. On inspection, results are largely
as one would expect. The phase change enabled model heats and cools more slowly
than the 'solid' model, as one would expect given the additional heat storage within
the system. However, the equilibrium temperature for the phase change model is
approximately 0.5K lower than that for the solid model, where one would expect
similar results.
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Chapter 9: The Warm Springs of
Southern Ireland
A number of warm springs are located in Southern Ireland at Mallow, Knocksouna,
Meelin, Gneeveguillia and Newcastle West. The largest of these warm springs is at
Mallow, Co. Cork, first discovered in 1687. Here, two geothermal wells, yielding
water at a temperature of 18-20°C, are used to provide some heating for municipal
facilities. A warm pool supplied by geothermal water lies in the energy park at the
eastern edge of the town, and is the principle surface expression of the geothermal
heat.
The accessibility of the warm springs and the availability of data for the
region suggested these warm springs as an initial case study. This chapter sets out
to examine the feasibility of detecting the warm springs using thermal infrared
remote sensing and computer modelling ofthe heat transfer in the springs system to
predict and explain any observed temperature distribution.
The wum springs lie close to the Killarney-Mallow fauh zone. This is •
zone of thrust faulting marking the northern edge of the main Variscan deformation
in the south of Ireland. It bas been suggested that these southern dipping fauhs may
provide a channel for relatively rapid upward mi8f8tion of geothermal waters from
depth, at a rate faster than would allow them to reach thermal equilibrium with the
surrounding rock (Bruck et aI 1986).
Two Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) quarter scenes have been examined.
The Landsat TM instrument is descnbed in Appendix D. The scene was acquired on
June 4 1989 by the mid-morning Landsat pass, and covers most ofCork and Kerry.
The climate of the region is mild and tmnid, with average temperatures for
the period 1951-1980 ranging from 4.~C (February) to 14.8·C (July). Sunshine is
generally about 3a-1e of the maximum possible. Rainfall is high, with mean monthly
values for the same period ranging from 148nun (Jaooary) to 64mm (June). The
mean annual windspeed is 5.4ms-l .
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9.1 REMOTE SENSING ANALYSIS
The TIR signature is dominated by the vegetation types with areas of freshly cut
grass appearing much warmer (lighter) than heavier crops of grass. On the Mallow
visible band image (Figure 9.2) a railway line is visible as a lineament to the south of
the town. At this resolution major features such as the River Blackwater are barely
visible, and features such as the wann spring to the east of the town are not visible
on inspection. The Thermal infrared image (Landsat TM band 6) appears as a
uniform, featureless, greyscale image unless it is stretched or processed in some
way.
FILTERING
The conventional approach to detection of pattern not immediately evident on
inspection is to apply fihering and contrast enhancement. It would be expected that
generalised heating of the ground surface would produce elevated surface
temperatures and hence elevated DN in a roughly east-west orientation parallel to
the structural trend in the region. Various fihering and image processing techniques
were applied to Band 6 (Thermal Infrared) data. The discussion below refers
specifically to the Mallow image, as it contained the warmest springs and the most
variation in surface temperature.
Three fihering techniques examined for assess their usefulness in enhancing
such features, Low Pass Fihering, High Pass Filtering and Directional Filtering.
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Contrast stretching of the original thermal image provides an image (Figure
9.4) with a good, relatively clear overview of the principle thermal features of the
region. These features strongly correlate with surface features evident in the visible
bands, suggesting that they may be controlled by variations in surface cover type
and emissivity.
Application of the high pass filter technique to the Mallow image (Figure
9.5) failed to produce significant results, serving only to highlight small, relatively
high frequency~ such as small fields. The low pass filter (Figure 9.6)
suggests • general east-west trend of elevated temperature. However, the
directional filter (Figure 9.7) failed to detect the Blackwater River, which, as a fairly
major cold feature would be expected to be more visible than any geothermal
sources in the region.
Visual inspections of the images produced by applying these techniques
show little evidence of geothermal sources. While aU images show • relatively
marked east-west band ofelevated DN, this can be correlated directly with the band
of fields from which grass had been freshly cut. The short aftercrop of grass has •
much lower thermal inertia than the more vegetated surrounding fields and thus
appears warmer in the mid-morning SUD. AU the features in the thermal infrared
images and processed image products can be correlated with variations in surface
material seen in the visual band images.
A variety of other image processing and filtering techniques were applied,
ranging from haze reduction and crisping filters and Fourier transform processing.
However, none of these techniques highlighted any thermal features which could
not be correlated with visible variations in the surface material, and tIaJs
temperature variations due to meteorological effects and surface emissivity
variations.
RESOLUTION
The principle technical limitation of the I.andsat TM thermal infrared channel is the
low spatial resolution (120m per pixel). A significant heat source is required to
elevate the telnpeI atw'e of an entire pixel of surface area 14,4OOm2 by • detectable
amount. To demonsbate the difficulty of this, consider a square geothermal pool of
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side 10m, surface area 100m2 (0.007 of pixel area). Assuming the average surface
temperature to be OOC, and all materials in the pixel are blackbodies, the mean
temperature in the pixel is given by an area weighted average, using the formula:
Where:
T=(P)That+( I-P)T... 9.1
T Temperature (K)
P Proportion ofPixel
That Temperature ofhot portion (K)
T... Background temperature ofpixel (K)
See Chapter 2:ThermaJ Infrared Remote Sensing for further details on
subpixel sources.
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FiguR 9.8 Aver3F temperature for a pixel with a fraction occupied by a 373K boIspot, apiDIt a
292K t.:kgrouDd tanpcnhlle.
To elevate the average tempelature of • pixel by IK the warm spring
described above would have to be at • tempe! ature of over 433K. If 5oe;e of the
pixel surface area were elevated by 2K, this would have the same effect (or if the
background pixel tetnpelature fonned • normal distribution centred on lK).
Essentially, the smaller the portion of the pixel occupied by the hot component, the
hotter it IJaISt be to elevate the temperature of the entire pixel, as can be seen in
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Figure 9.8. Thus, it am be clearly demonstrated that the heat source at the Mallow
warm springs is not large enough, or hot enough, to be detectable in the thermal
infrared image.
POWER OUTPUT AND TEMPERATURE
At temperature ranges typical of the earth's surface, a surface whose temperature is
elevated will lose 10-20 Wm-2 through atmospheric and radiative processes for
evesy degree of increase above the surface equilibrium temperature (see Chapter 3:
The Physical Mode/). For a warm springs system to sustain an entire Landsat TM
band 6 pixel at a tempe!ature one degree in excess ofbackground, would require an
additional geothermal power input of 144kW.
The warmest of the Munster Warm Springs, the Ladys' Well spring, in
Mallow, produces approximately 100 litreslmin of water at a temperature of about
I~C (Bruck et .. 1983). Compared with a non-thermal spring (at background
groundwater temperature of II °C) this should provide an additional S6kW/pixel,
insufficient to support a detectable elevated pixel tempeI&tore.
Even in an ideal case, of a pixel sized pool of water at best spring outflow
temperature of 20 °c, a significant signature in the thermal infrared could DOt be
generated, .. the temperature lies well within the range of surface temperatures at
the time of image acquisition.
SURFACE 1lIERMAL NOISE
Chapter 3: TIte Physical Model describes in detail the factors contributing to the
surface temperature and the uncertainty in their measurement. Ofthe available data,
the data from Kilkenny was chosen as the most appropriate for comparison with the
Mallow site, as both Cork and Shannon weather stations are situated close to the
sea (Shannon) and on a hilltop (Cork) and are tIaJs less likely to be representative of
an inland site.
At the time of image acquisition, windspeeds at Kilkenny were 4-S knots (2-
2.Smal). Detailed air and surface tempetature data are not available, however, mean
air temperatures for the day were 13.3-C, mean soil (IOem) temperatures were
12.SOC, giving a total teallpeaature gradient of apptoximately lee, although that
value is likely to be~ in the mid-moming.
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Sufficient data are not available to allow use of the most precise method of
sensible heat transfer calculation, eddy correlation. Exact surface-air temperature
profiles are also not available, so the only remaining method, the profile method, is
also not usable. However, assuming that surface-air temperature gradients are less
than SoC m-1 we can, using equation 3.26, estimate that the sensible heat fluxes are
between 200 and 300Wm-2. Note that the scale of the uncertainty is far higher than
the energy output from the warm spring, when averaged across a pixel.
The same problems recur in the calculation of latent heat fluxes. Even the
meteorological data from the weather stations do not include sufficient soil and air
humidity information to even begin to estimate sensible heat fluxes using any of the
methods of calculation outlined in Chapter J: The Physical Model. Based on the
moist climate one can only assume that they are of a similar order of magnitude to
that ofthe sensible heat fluxes.
Thus, uncertainties in measurement and calculation of the surface thermal
fluxes are several orders of magnitude greater that the net geothermal flux. In some
cases where a uniform surface exists, these errors can be eliminated as the surface
properties can be assumed to be relatively homogenous. In the Mallow region,
however, critical surface properties such as albedo, surface roughness and surface
cover insulation and thermal inertia can vary greatly from pixel to pixel, and will
contribute variations in the order of l00Wm-2 (1000's kW/Pixel). To produce a
detectable surface temperature change, a geothermal heat source would have to
produce a power output greater than this surface thermal noise level. In this respect,
the MalJow warm springs power output is at least an order ofmagnitude below that
required to produce a detectable temperature change in the model.
NON-THERMAL DETECTION
It is worth noting the possibility of detection of warm springs It wavelengths other
than the thermal infrared. In more arid regions, spring lines may be really detectable
by increased surface vegetation. In southern Ireland, while certain vegetation
assemblages are cbaracteristic of damp ground, it is difficult to identify these and
correlate them with spring systems due to the restricted spatial and spectral
resolution of the Landsat images. Essentially, these assemblages are DOt large or
spectrally distinct enough to be visible, and the correlation of damp ground with
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spring system is tenuous. Intensive surface agriculture will also tend to obsa1re
'natural' vegetation variations. It may be worth looking for such regions using
techniques more sensitive to soil moisture, such as thermal inertia and Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR). Such searches would be made more difficult by the
generally high soil moisture in southern Ireland.
In areas of strong geothermal activity, elevated subsurface temperatures can
have a significant effect on vegetation type due to heating of the deeper roots
(Derion et aI 1995). However, it is unlikely that this would be a significant factor in
the Mallow area due to the low thermal contrast between the warm springs and the
background soil temperatures.
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9.2 NUMERICAL MODELLING
Numerical modelling of the regional heat flow may still be possible without
reference to the remote sensing images. Borehole temperature data and regional
geothennal heat flow data may be useful in validating such models. However, the
modelling software used in this study, Ansys, is not appropriate for sudl work, IS it
does not incorporate much functionality for fluid flow modelling in porous media. It
is possible in a limited way to 'bootstrap' such flow onto the conductive heat flow
in relatively well understood, simple systems for which a Nussult raunber can be
calculated. This approach is, however, not appropriate for the wann springs of
Munster. The Munster spring system are complex, and incorporate many different
variables, such as variable recharge rates, relative buoyancy of geotluids and •
complex underlying geology. The thermal component of the groundwater problem -
• temperature contrast of about l00c between thermal groundwater and
background non-thermal groundwater, is a only~ relatively minor, component to
the geothermal system. Thus purely thermal modelling would be inappropriate to
descn"be the system.
Modelling of such systems could be more effectively carried out using
specialist hydrogeologic software. Such a rnodeI could utilise the extensive available
data on from boreholes and pump tests as~ and would be of interest and
utility in facilitating the economic extraction of thermal energy &om the springs
system. This would be a large project in itseI( and, having no direct ramifications
on the surface temperature, such a work lies beyond the scope of this study.
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9.3 CONCLUSIONS
REMOTE SENSING
Detection ofthe warm springs in South Munster using the available thermal infrared
data is not possible for a number of~ chiefly, the low spatial resolution ofthe
data, and the poor signal-noise ratio of the source being sought. The extent and
variability ofsoil moisture and local microclimates, the thickness of overburden and
the extent of human activity make it highly unlikely that thermal infrared remote
sensing using Landsat data, would be ofany utility in detecting such springs.
Thermal infrared data cannot be entirely ruled out. Short of using 1.11an
resolution AVHRR data, Landsat band 6 data is perhaps the single least suitable
thermal infrared dataset for this anaiysi, in terms of spatial, spectral and temporal
analysis. As outlined above, the spatial resolution of Landsat TM band 6 is far too
low (120m) for this application. A higher resolution dataset would make the
problem somewhat more tractable. SmaIL relatively low temperature sources, such
as multi metre scale regions ofwarmed earth close to warm spring lines, might then
be potentially detectable.
The temporal resolution of Landsat is also a problem. The Landsat images
being studied were taken in mid morning of high summer, almost the worst possible
time to look for subtle geothermal sources, as the thermal signature is dominated by
meteorological heat fluxes. An image acquired just before dawn on a cold winters'
day would be DaICh more likely to indicae geological thermal sources.
The spectlaI resolution of Landsat also presents difficulties. If multiple
thermal infrared bands were available this would facilitate detection of subpixel
thermal anomalies (see Chapter 2: 1'hertttaJ /1f.frc'ed Re1IIOte Sensing) and would
be helpful in constraining the exact telDperature distribution ofa geothermal source.
In simple terms, a metre sized 'warm patch' at 2o-c will be nalCh more
readily detected It night, against beckground tempe! ature of 1<rc at • 1m
resolution, that during the day, with beckground temperatures of 2(fC and 120m
resolution. Successive 'stacking' of e»-registered, nadtiple, predawn, datasets
would make the task easier still.
The ASTER instrument, Iamched 011 the EOS AM-I platform in early 2000,
will reduce some of these problems. The spatial resolution (9Om) is slightly higher,
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and the spectral resolution is greatly improved (S bands instead of 1). The orbital
parameters of the instrument are similar, but as the instrument is non-commerciaJ it
would be economically feasible to acquire a multi-temporal dataset during the
winter months, when cooler surface temperatures and late sunrises would make
geothermal sources more detectable. The Landsat Enhanced Thematic Mapper
operates at • 60m thermal infrared resolution and offers • considerable
improvement, but it a conunercial instrument, and thus extensive data collection
would be costly.
COMPUTER MODELLING
The complexity of the Mallow hydrothermal system means that purely conductive
thermal modelling of the system using AnsYs is of littleuse. The complex fluid flow
regime means that AnsYs is simply not the tool for the job. Some progress could be
made using specialist hydrogeology software capable of dealing with the complex
fault c0ntr0iied groundwater flow. If warm springs could be detected in thermal
infrared images, their positions and extent could be used u constraints to such a
model.
In summary, using auTeIIt1y available datasets., and the computer modeUins
software available., it is not possible to combine techniques of thermal infrared
remote sensing and computer modelling to learn more about the warm springs of
Southern Ireland. However, it would be worth re-examining the detectability of the
warm springs in the event of more suitable thermal infrared data becoming available
in the future. It would also be wortIrwbiIe to study the problem of groundwater
circulation ill the springs system using specialist hydrסgeס1ogicai modelling
software.
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Chapter 10: The Kilauea Lava Flow
An active lava tube system represents an ideal test case for a study using thermal
infrared remote sensing combined with numerical thermal modelling. Fortunately, a
detailed dataset exists for a recent eruption of the East Rift Zone of Kilauea, at
Pu'U'Oo, in September 1995. The quality of the dataset provides a unique
opportunity to attempt to model the depth and temperature of the lava tu~ and
study the evolution ofthe tubes through time.
For this case study, a small segment of the image was selected for
examination, containing a 500m section of lava tube with relatively few skylights,
which is clearly delineated in the images (see Figures 10.3, 10.10). Surface kinetic
temperatures were extracted from the thermal images. The measured across-tube
temperature profiles were then compared with modelled profiles to constrain the
depth, temperature and thermal properties of the subsurface lava tube.
No previous work has been conducted and published using this dataset.
Prior work was carried out using TIMS data of the 1988 tube fed Kupaianaha lava
flow at Kilauea (Realmuto et aI 1992). Realmuto identified thermal anomalies of
10°C or more over active lava tu~ and anomalies of 2-5 °C associated with lava
emplaced up to 10 months prior to image acquisition. See Chapter 2: Thermal
Infrared Remote Sensing for a more detailed review of this paper and the Appendix
D for a TIMS instrument description.
The lava flows imaged in the TIMS dataset from the PU'U'OO Episode 53
lava. The Pu'U'Oo eruption sequence prior to 1992 is divided into 55 eruptive
episodes of varying duration and extent. Episode 55 consisted of a relatively stable
tube fed pahoehoe flow which began when lava from the refilled Pu'u'Oo lava lake
flowed out of the crater and began to flow into the sea at Kamaoamoa in November
1992. The episode continued for approximately four years, during which an area of
14.6km2 was covered by the flow, and a total volume of 535xHfm3 of rock wu
extruded.
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10.1 REMOTE SENSING DATA
The available remote sensing data for the Pu'U'Oo lava flows was acquired in
September 1994 using a TIMS instrument. The individual acquisition dates and
image numbers are listed in Table 10.1
Filename Date Time (start/stop) Ahitude (m) Lines
2-1 02/09/95 23:32:42/23:34:32 1045 2568
2-2 02/09/95 23:50:02/23:52:38 1005 n/a
3-1 03/09/95 19: 17:42/19:21/03 2377 4800
5-1 05/09/95 18:21:46/18:24:36 2347 4062
6-1 06/09/95 18: 10:06/18: 13:55 2374 5532
9-1 09/09/95 18:38:07/18:40:32 2356 4782
10-1 10/09/95 19:05: 50/19:09:08 2036 4758
11-1 11/09/95 18:51:46/18:55:35 2365 5556
12-1 12/09/95 16:59: 12/17:02:09 2399 4230
12-2 12/09/95 17:05:38/17:08:47 2399 n1a
13-1 13/09/95 17:42: 17/17:45:07 2389 4296
14-1 14/09/95 17:58:46118:02:04 1707 n1a
17-1 17/09/95 20: 56: 53/20: 59: 18 799 3361
Table 10.1 TIMS image dataset informat1Oll for the PU'U'OO Image set.
Meteorological data are available for the site, including a series of 10
Radiosonde dataset! between the 2nd and the 14th of September 1995. These
provide a complete atmospheric profile of pressure, temperature and humidity (see
Table 10.2).
The closest active weather station to the eruption site is operated by the
Hawaii Volcanoes National Park (HVNP) at their HQ approximately 15km North
West of PU'U'OO (Station Number 51130). Only precipitation and daily average
temperature data is avai1abIe from this station. Wmdspeed and air temperature data
are not available.
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Fi~ 10.2 Pta:ipitatioa in nun at the HVNP HQ~ UlioD.
Date Launch Site Temperature Relative Humidity Pressure
°C (mbar)
02109/95 Chain ofCraters 29 61 1009.5
03/09/95 Kalapana 27.05 64.8 1015
05/09/95 Pu'u'Oo 24.22 73.5 932.9
06/09/95 Pu'u'Oo 23.52 94.4 932.7
09/09/95 Kalapana 23.84 70.2 1016.6
10/09/95 Kalapana 26.73 60.3 1011.0
12109/95 Kalapana 18 83.5 1009.0
13/09/95 Kalapana 18 83.5 1009.1
14/09/95 Kalapana 21.24 90.6 1010.8
14/09/95 Kalapana 27.88 70.4 985.3
Table 10.2 Radiosonde near surface dIaa for the Pu'U'Oo area. D8ta provided by Elsa Abbott.
lP.L.
For the purposes of direct comparison with surface temperatures predicted
by the finite element method, some processing of the data is required to produce •
reliable kinetic temperature map. The procedure for carrying out this transformation
for TIMS data is described here. The image processing was carried out using •
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procedural data processing lan8U8ge called IDL (Student Edition). This resulted in
some limitations. The maximum allowable array size of 65536 elements limited the
size of the area which could be examined. Image processing scripts written for this
process in IDL are included in Appendix G. The area of interest is shown in Figure
10. I, and is approximately 90m wide by 500m long. It lies immediately to the north
of the tube mouth, which is at an elevation ofapproximately 68Om.
The initial dataset, when received, had already been preprocessed at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) using the TIMSCAL software, which converted the 8
bit digital number into 16 bit radiance values. A subset of the radiance image
containing the area of interest was then extracted for processing. The main
processing procedure consisted offive steps:
I. Generation ofRadiant Temperature Maps.
2. Geometric Correction.
3. Atmospheric Correction considerations.
4. Identification of subpixel thermal anomalies.
5. Generation ofKinetic Temperature Maps.
RADIANT TEMPERATURE MAPS
Radiant temperature maps were generated from the calibrated TIMS radiance data
using. lookup table (provided by Ron Alley, Jet Propulsion Laboratory) as
described in Chapter 2: Thermal Infrared Remote Sensing. A radiant temperature
map based on image 6-1 is shown in Figure 10.3. SPectral profiles of the radiant
temperature in the 6 TIMS bands for 3 POints in the image are also shown in figure
10.3.
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seen in Figure 10.5. D shows the across track extent ofa single pixel directly below
the sensor (nadir), C shows the extent of a pixel at the edge of the image swath.,
Note that both pixels are viewed with the same sensor instantaneous field of view
(IFOV) and thus appear on the image as being the same size.
Considering the requirement for accurate spatial dimensions of the thermal
anomaly, such as the anomaly size and position, geometric correction and
rectification will have to be carried out for the image segments under study.
'4 ...
C
Figure 10.4 The dift'etent tiJKI of pometric distortion pRSCIIt ill the imaF·~ flight tiDe is
perpendicular to the pile.
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Across Track Resolution
The across track pixel position can be calculated based on the distance of the pixel
from the flight line centre Pa.
10.2
Where:
Pa Distance ofpixel from the flight line centre (m)
h Instrument height above the surface (m)
n Number of columns to the flight line centre pixel column (image column
number).
The across track resolution It.. can be calculated from:
It..=P.(n}- P.(n-l)
Where:
R. Across track resolution (m)
10.3
After calculation of the correct centre pixel position, the radiant temperature
values for each pixel are mapped into a new raster array of 1m resolution pixels, to
facilitate direct quantitative comparison of processed data from each image.
ATMOSPHERIC CORRECTION
Atmospheric correction for terrestrial sources is described briefly in Chapter 2:
Thermal Infrared Re1llOle Sensing. This correction is problematic, and better
avoided if possible. Since this study is more concerned with relative tempe!Bture
contrast than absolute surface temperatures, it is possible to greatly simplify
atmospheric correction without interfering with the results.
The degree of atmospheric absorption is proportional to the path length
through which the radiation JOOSt pass. In the case ofTIMS images, the path length
variation between the nadir and the edge of the image swath is 2~1e. To assess the
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SUBPIXEL THERMAL ANOMALIES
Subpixel fractures and vents have the effect of increasing the measured pixel
temperature. Before selecting surface temperature profiles to compare with analytic
model, it is necessary to identify regions containing subpixel thermal anomalies so
that they can be avoided. There would be little benefit in modelling the thermal
distribution over a lava tube if that distribution was in fact due to increased surface
fracturing and not heat transfer within the basalt.
For multiband data, hot subpixel anomalies wiD have the effect of
disproportionately increasing the observed radiant temperature at shorter
wavelengths, as shown in Figure 10.7.
Assuming spatially uniform emissivity, regions with subpixel thermal
anomalies can be crudely identified as areas with unusually high differences between
the Band I and Band 6 radiant temperatures. Variation due to subpixel thermal
anomalies can thus be avoided by excluding sections that have such characteristics.
A brief review of the literature concerning subpixel thermal anomalies can be found
in. Chapter 2: Thermal Infrared Remote Sensing.
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While approximate emissivity curves for basalt flows are available (e.g.
Realmuto et aI 1992) the emissivity is spatially and spectrally variable~ particularly
in the regions with geothermal heat sources. Fresh basalt flow surfaces can vary in
emissivity from 0.98-0.90 across the range of sensitivity of the TIMS instrument
(Realmuto et all992) as shown in Figure 10.8. Variation of the emissivity between
these end values produces a variation in the average kinetic temperature of 6. 5°C.
Published curves of basalts of various ages are included in Figure 10.8 for
comparison (Realmuto 1989). Note the disagreements in the region of TIMS bands
3 and 4 (central wavelengths 9.2 and 9.8J111l). These may be due to relatively strong
absorption due to stretching vibrations of sheet silicates (the '8' feature in Crisp~
Kahle and Abbott 1990) and weaker absorption due to chain silicates (the 'C'
feature in Crisp~ Kahle and Abbott 1990). The disagreements may also be due to
differential atmospheric absorption in the different band~ which has not been
previously corrected for.
The emissivity curve to be used in calculating the kinetic temperature could
come either from published sources or could be calculated directly from the image
using pixels without subpixel thermal sources and estimating a kinetic temperature
from that pixel. In both cases there are possibilities for further error. Published
curves may not be appropriate to the specific study area (and in any case~ may use
estimated kinetic temperatures in their derivation)~ and the pixel selected for
calculation of the emissivity may be incorrect or have an incorrect estimate of
surface kinetic temperature.
In this study~ the emissivity curve was derived by assigning the band 6 an
emissivity of 0.95 consistent with known emissivities of silicates It that band
(reference channel method, see Kealy and Hook 1993) and calculating the
emissivities from this reference value. This produces kinetic temperatures derived
from each band which are in agreement to within IOC. These are then averaged to
produce an overall kinetic temperature map~ an example of which is shown in
Figure 10.9.
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PROCESSED DATA
Examination of the images in the dataset shows that the area of interest was not
contained in images 2-1,2-2 and 17-I (see Table 10.1). Images 12-1 and 17-1
contained conupted band data and were also excluded from the study. Images 14-
1,13-1 and 11-1 appear to have been acquired at a somewhat coarser radiance
resolution (see Figure 10.10). Kinetic temperature images and subpixel anomaly
images were then calculated, and are shown in Figures 10.10 and 10.12
respectively. Data derived from the kinetic temperature maps are shown in Figures
10.13 to 10.24.
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QUANTITATIVE RESULTS
For the purposes of comparison of observations with modelled results and
comparison between imag~ it is helpful to extract quantitative data from the
kinetic temperature maps.
The net thermal anomaly for each point along the lava tube is calculated by
seeking the maximum value for each row in the kinetic temperature map, and
subtracting the background temperature from it. This is directly analogous to the
definition of the net thermal anomaly in Chapter 6: Steady State Models. The
background temperature for a given image is taken as the median temperature value
of the image. This is reasonable as the vast majority of the pixels within the image
can be expected to be at a background temperature value. Thus the graph of peak
temperature as a function ofdistance from the southern end ofthe study area can be
generated (Figure 10.14). The position at which this peak temperature occurs is
also recorded and shown in Figure 10.1 S.
The geometric size of the lava tube is also considered in the analyses. The
edge of the tube generated thermal anomaly is chosen as the point at which the
temperature drops to less than one degree above the background. This is chosen,
both as • convenient threshold and to facilitate comparison with the thermal
anomaly size figure from the finite element models. The value is derived by starting
at the colunm containing the maximum value for each row and moving left (or
right) along the row until the threshold value is reached. The distance between the
maximum value position and the threshold value position is then plotted for each
side of the lava tube (see Figures 10.17,10.18) to gain a measure of the anomaly
size which can be used for comparison with numerical rnodeIs. Figure 10.19 shows
the difference between the values for each side. Note bow large and variable the
difference is. For an ideal heat source in a homogenous medium, the thermal
anomalies should be symmetric, and all the values in Figure 10.19 should be zero.
The complexity of Figure 10.19 indicates just bow far the real environment differs
from an idealised case. Figure 10.20 shows the total anomaly width for the first five
images, and • average value. Note bow while the total width follows • clearer
pattern than the width of each side, there is stilL at best, 20m of variation from day
to day. In Chapter 6 we noted that thermal anomaly size was very sensitive to
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HEAT FLUXES
The heat lost by the tube to the atmosphere can be readily quantified from the
kinetic temperature maps.
The radiant heat flux from a surface can be calculated using P1ancks
blackbody radiation law:
10.5
Where:
Il Radiant Heat Flux from a given pixel (Wm-1{-I)
(J Stefan-Boltzman constant (5.669x10" Wm-2K-4)
Tp Kinetic temperature ofthe pixel (K)
Note that the geometric correction applied also resampled the imase to a 1m
square pixel size, thus area conversions are not required for the calculation.
The radiant flux per metre length ofthe lava tube is calculated by integrating
Equation 10.5 across each row of the image. To calculate the radiant flux
contributed by the lava tube it is necessary to subtract the radiant flux due to the
background temperature. The heat lost radiatively from the lava tube is only lost
due to the ~extra' temperature, thus:
10.6
Where:
H.t Radiant heat flux due to the lava tube per m oftube (Wm-I)
to·. .. Sum across the row from pixel zero to pixel n
n number ofpixels in each row
The result ofthis calculation are shown in Figure 10.22
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A similar process is used to calculate the heat loss due to sensible heat
transfer. From Newton's Law of cooling, the sensible heat flux from a given pixel
can be shown as an equation ofthe form:
10.7
Where:
h Sensible Heat flux transfer coefficient (Wm-2K-1)
T. Air Temperature (K)
As with radiant heat fluxes, the value per metre of the tube length i.
calculated by integrating equation 10.7 across each row, and subtracting the
sensible heat flux due to the background temperature, thus:
10.8
The terms containing the air temperature cancel, leaving:
10.9
Where:
H.. Sensible heat flux from a given pixel row (W)
T.. Anomalous temperature (K)
Tb Background temperature (K)
T. Air tenapelature (K)
The value of h is not known, and there is insufficient meteorological data to
derive it. It is assumed to be at unity to calculate the results shown in Figure 10.20
which are tIRJS per unit heat transfer coefficient h. The intricacies of calculating h
are diswssed in Chapter J: The PhysicalM~l.
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UNCERTAINTIES
A number of potential sources of uncertainty exist within the~ and are
briefly described and quantified.
Temperature Uncertainties
There are two different kinds oftemperature uncertainties, absolute and relative.
a) Absolute Uncertainties
The absolute uncertainty of the radiant temperatures is unknown, in the absence of
known surface temperatures for calibration purposes. A wide variety of factors may
affect the uncertainty, from atmospheric variation to systematic instrument error. In
practice, the absolute error is of little relevance to this study u we are concerned
principally with relative thermal anomalies. The observed kinetic temperatures do,
however, seem to give reasonable values for the environment.
b) Relative Uncertainties
The principle sources of uncertainty between calculated kinetic temperatures within
the image are subpixel ano~ emissivity variations and atmospheric absorption.
As outlined above, subpixel anomalies can be identified and avoided. Errors due to
emissivity variations from the assumed curve, and atmospheric factors, can be
quantified by noting the spread of values in the main cluster of the difference image
histogram. These range from approximately -I to +I.5 degrees, giving an error
range of±1.25 degrees. Note that the final value is an average of these values from
the six bands. Uncertainties for the last three images will be higher, u the higher
sensor gain has reduced the radiant resolution of the data.
Uncertainties could be reduced in • nurnber of ways. Ideally, atmospheric
correction of tIae data would completely remove atmospheric factors, but •
outlined elsewhere, this is problematic in practice. A tnOI'e accurate emissivity auve
could also be used. The emissivity CUIW used was sdected u it gave the lowest
uncertainties in tests. The process by which tIU curve was generated could be
enhanced to derive • unique emissivity curve for every location in the array.
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Detailed on site mapping of the surface emissivity using a field spectrometer would
also reduce or eliminate such uncertainty. Contemporaneous measurement of
surface kinetic temperatures would provide data points for absohrte calibration and
would further reduce WlceI1ainties.
Spatial Uncertainties
Spatial uncertainties can be divided into two categories, Geometric correction
errors and anomaly size uncertainties.
a) Geometric correction errors
The principle source of spatial WlceI1ainty in the dataset comes from the process of
geometric correction of the images. Within the image swath, and particularly within
the area of interest, very few readily identifiable landmarks for spatial co-
registration exist. To facilitate approximate geometric correction and co-
registration of images two assumptions were made.
Firstly, it was assumed that the area of interest started at the brightest pixel
of the fumarole. The fumarole is, however, not a fixed landmark, but may evolve
and change position and shape dynamically with time. This will result in along track
variations in image co-registration of a maximum of 2 or 3 pixels (up to 25m).
Slight variations of this nature can be identified on close inspection of the images,
but in general, the wavelength of surface features is longer than the spatial
uncertainty, and thus is not significant. The brightest fumarole position was also
chosen IS a fixed point for across track co-registration, resulting in similar
variations in the across track co-registration (See Figure 10.16)
Secondly, it was assumed that the flight lines were paraIJeI. This is apparent
by inspection of the full flight line images. Figure 10.16, however, shows variation
in the peak temperature position ofup to 15m between images. Some peak position
paths appear to cross over, and this is probably due to non-paraIJeI flight lines.
In summary, spatial position uncertainties are IppI"OximateIy 25m (along
trick) and 15... (across trick). There is little scope for improving this in the current
dataset. However, given the nature of the data being extracted this spatial
tmeertainty does not compromise the results, II only relative spatial data (anomaly
size) is sought, rather than absolute positions.
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b) Anomaly size uncertainties.
A visual inspection of the data in Figures 10.17 and 10. 18 shows that they are
spatially very 'noisy'. This is due to the fact that selection of the threshold value
(one degree greater than the minimum temperature) is subject to considerable
absolute uncertainty. While spatial uncertainties in the data can be largely filtered by
the process of extracting a difference between two spatial positions rather than an
absolute positi~ the uncertainty in the kinetic temperature leaves great range for
error. Given the kinetic temperature error range of ±1.25°C, the threshold
temperature may be in error by up to 2.5 OC. This could lead to significant spatial
errors of up to 20-3Om. The 'binning' of values which has taken place in the last
three images increases these kinetic temperature uncertainties stiU further,
degrading the accuracy of the result and as a result, the quantitative utility of
anomaly size data is severely impaired. Qualitative trends are, however, evident
from the data.
DISCUSSION
The kinetic temperature maps shown in Figure 10.10 give a broad overview of the
surface temperature distribution. The change in instrument settings after September
10th make visual interpretations difficult. However, it is possible by inspection to
subdivide the lava tube into five different segments. Note that spatial locations
along the tube use the main fumarole location as the origin.
Segment A is dominated by the main lava tube fumarole, and occupies the
lower 50m of the image. This can be clearly identified in all Figures. The size and
shape of this region varies over time. This is due to a oornber of factors. Different
sampling occurs between imases as the imaging pixels fall across the skylight region
in different ways in each image. The skylight shape itself may be evolving OWl' time
as sections roof over and others coUapse. Gas emission at the skylight may also be
affecting the signature, as thermal emission from hot gases wiD affect the measured
telltpelature. In the subpixel anomaly map (Figure 10.12) the skylight intensity
seems to diminish drastically in the last three images of the let. This is again an
artefact of the different image 8CqUisition settings. The reduced gain leads to
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temperature values from bands 1 and 6 (which would be in sufficient disagreement
to suggest a fumarole) being binned to the same measured value.
Heat flow from this region is dominated by large scale radiative transfer
from the skylights, in the range of 10-15kWm"1 of tube. Convective transfer is very
high, and convective heat transfer coefficients (by which the value plotted in Figure
10.23 must be muhiplied to gain a true figure) are very high also, but cannot be
estimated from available data.
Segment B shows • relatively narrow, hot thermal signature, and runs from
50m to 150m north of the fumarole. The region shows a relatively narrow thermal
signature (<4Om) and somewhat variable peak temperatures in the 10 degree range.
The subpixel anomaly map suggests a small skylight approximately 120m north of
the main fumarole. This feature is evident in the images from the September 5th
onwards, and is strongly enhanced in the images on the September 13th and
September 14th, when small satellite skylights appear. The tendency of the data in
the last three images to mask skylights suggest that major fissuring or 'unzipping'
of the lava tube roof may be taking place. Heat fluxes in the segment are slightly
low, in the 4OOOWm"1 range for the radiant fluxes and 500Wm"1 per unit h for the
convective fluxes. Based on comparison with theoretical models investigated in
Chapter 6: SIeody Slate Models, this suggests a narrow, shallow tube.
Segment C shows a broader, cooler thermal signature, and runs for the
remainder of the study area. The thermal anomaly size is wider (>4Orn) and the peak
thermal anomaly temperature is fairly steady, averaging around 8 degrees. Heat
fluxes in the segment tie in the 4OOOWm"1 range for the radiant fluxes and 6OOWm-1
per unit h for the convective fluxes. No skylights are evident in the region. This
suggests. deeper lava tube.
In some of the images an apparent gap or offset OCQU'S in the lava tube at
approximately 320-35Om. This is most evident in the image and derived data from
13/09195 (see FJgUl'e 10.10). The feature is unclear, and does not apptW' in aD
images. It may~ • short, sudden dip in the lava tube or • bmd of low
conductivity material.
Time dependent variations .-e shown in Figure 10.15 and Figure 10.21. In
general, the telDpaatw'e variations tend to 'shadow' the variations in the minimum
tempeI ature. The net thermal anomaly is derived by subtracting the image minimum
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temperature from the maximum value for each row. Thus, the variations in the
minimum temperature should be filtered out of the data. A similar process exists for
calculation of the anomaly sizes, where the threshold value is set at IOC plus the
minimum temperature. However, both figures broadly follow the trend of the
minimum temperature variation, shown on Figure 10.14. This suggests two things,
one relevant to the data extraction and one to the physical system itself First, the
background temperature can not be filtered from the peak temperatures by simple
subtraction, nor does the selection of the threshold temperature as background+I
°C filter the background temperature from the anomaly size data. Secondly, the
observed temporal variations in the net thermal anomaly and thermal anomaly~
since they broadly follow the trend of the background temperature, appear to be
controlled by meteorological processes external to the lava tube. This is directly
contradictory to the relationship suggested by the models in Chapter 6: Steady
State Models.
Thus, when variations in meteorology, instrument settings and uncertainties
in the derived data are considered, there is little significant variation in the thermal
signature of the lava tube over the time period covered in the data.
Thermal Budget
Keszthelyi (1995) disaJ5SeS the heat flow of • similar lava tube system, and
estimates conductive heat losses from the tube to be about 10 kWm-1 and
convective losses from the lava tube to approximately IOkWm- l , with an additional
SkWm-I plus due to rainfall effects, depending on the weather.
Rainfall data from the HVNP HQ weather station (sununaries in Figure
10.2) shows rainfall only ocaund on two of the days when images used in this
study were acquired, the 5th and 14th of September. On September 56
apProximately 4nun of rain fell between the hours of 17.00 and 18.00 (image
acquired at 18.21) However, the tempel ature values in this image are not reduced,
so it is unlikely that the rainfall, which took place prior to image acquisition, has
had an effect. On September 14th the same amount of rainfa1I fell, between the
hours of 08.00 and 09.00, and is unlikely to have affected the image acquired at
17.58. n.as rainfall related effects can be effectively eliminated from the
instantaneous thermal budget ofthe lava tubes at the time ofimage acquisition.
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Thus, using Keszthelyi's estimates, approximately 20kWm-1 of heat loss
from the lava tube need to be accounted for. Some ofthis will be conducted into the
ground, but the derived instantaneous surface thermal budget of the lava tube
segment under study could readily accommodate such heat loss, with approximately
4kWm-1 due to radiative cooling, and 16kWm-1 due to convective cooling. This
assumes a value of the sensible heat transfer coefficient of approximately 25 Wm-I
K-1, a reasonable value for heat transfer to the atmosphere under Hawaiian
conditions.
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10.3 FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING OF LAVA TUBES
This section compares the observed thermal signature of the lava tubes with
modelled thermal signa~ and hence attempts to constrain the physical properties
and parameters of the lava tube system. The parameters of the physical system are
described with consideration of their likely ranges in the case of the PU'U'OO lava
tube. These parameters are used in finite element models of the lava tube. The
Bravo Model, described in Chapter 6: Steady State Models is used for this analysis.
By varying the parameters of the finite element model within acceptable ranges to
attempt and match the observed thermal signatures., the parameters of the real
system may be constrained.
THE PHYSICAL SYSTEM
Lava tubes are essentially long 'pipelines' of molten lava within a solidified lava
flow. They occur in low viscosity lava flows and allow flows of great length to be
emplaced slowly by relatively low effusion rate eruptions.
Lava tubes can be very extensive, principally due to the fact that relatively
little heat is lost through the tube wall. Thus, the lava may travel a great distance
without cooling significantly. Typical cooling rates are of the order of 0.5-1OC per
kilometre (Heiz et al 1991) but in the Kilauea system the rates are somewhat higher,
at 5-10°C per kilometre, due to slower flow rates (Hon et aI 1994). When volcanic
activity ceases, lava tubes often 'drain' of their lava leaving a long linear cave, (e.g.
Ape Cave, Mt. St. Helens). On the moon, rilles have been interpreted u being
collapsed lava caves, and eat~ linear systems of crater chainlcollapse structures,
may represent partially collapsed lava tubes. Many active terrestrial lava tubes occur
on the kilometre length scale and in non-terrestrial environments lava caves left by
active lava tubes may be many tens or hundreds ofkilometres in length.
Lava tubes form in low viscosity lava flows by one of two mechanisms.,
channel roofing or flow Ioca1isation. In channel roofing, a channeled lava flow
becomes sealed over, by a combination ofgrowth ofoverhanging banks of solidified
lava, and foundering of floating 'rafts' of solid material. Eventually this seals the
roofof the channeled flow leaving an enclosed 'lava tube'. Lava tubes can also fonn
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by localisation of lava movement within an active flow lobe. As a flow lobe cools
and solidified, the liquid melt become successively restricted to • smaller and
smaller area. Eventually, if a steady supply of fresh lava continues to feed the flow
lobe, this region becomes thermally stable and fonns a lava tube.
Heat transfer from lava tubes and the heat budget of lava tubes have been
reviewed extensively by Keszthelyi (1994, 1995). Keszthelyi found that in the
thermal budget of steady state lava~ the principle factors governing the heat
were conduction through the wall~ evaporative cooling due to rainfall, radiation via
skylights and convection through fissures in the surrounding lava.
Radiative heat transfer can be calculated from the fissure area and lava
temperature, but is only relevant where skylights and fissures occur. In the
theoretical examples (Chapter 6: Steady State Models) and in this case study
sections of tube containing skylights are not investigated, hence, this term need not
be considered.
Cooling due to rainfaU is an important process in the period of percolation
immediately after precipitation, and affects the overall heat balance. However, it has
only a transient effect on the temperature distribution. Modelling the actual transient
effect of rainfall on the temperature distribution at any serious level rapidly becomes
an extremely complex problem, involving two phase fluid flow, convective and
conductive heat transfer. This is beyond the scope of this thesis. Precipitation is
quite low in the case studies considered in this chapter. Thus cooling due to rainfall
need not be considered here.
This leaves two principle processes, conduction in the lava tube and
convection in fissures in the lava.
Conductive Heat Transfer from • Lava Tube
Incropera and De Witt (1990) give • useful expression for the conductive heat loss
from a hot wire in a semi-infinite half space:
10.11
Where:
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Convective Heat Transfer from a Lava Tube.
Convective heat transfer is more complex, but is also solvable. Since convective
heat transfer can be assumed to occur largely in the vertical direction (warm air
rising), the convective heat transfer can be approximated by applying an anisotropic
thermal conductivity. The additional term in the vertical direction can be calculated
from the Rayleigh number of the system using equation 3.28 and preceding
equations. The resultant Nussult number is however, subject to a number of
variables, chiefly the permeability ofthe basalt, which is widely variable.
This approach also assumes free convection in the pore media, which is
assumed to be air. In reality, devolatisation of the lava within the tube may generate
a pressure gradient across the system. Certainly such devolatisation and out gassing
occurs, as resulting alteration effects have been noted in the surface spectra
(Realmuto et at 1992). These effects may be even more pronounced in fumaroIic
systems. KesztheIyi (1995) notes that Kilauea lava is relatively dry, and states that
'Ihe ersolulion ofdissolved gases con be ignored' (with reference to the thermal
budget of the lava itself). However, while the heat lost may not cool the lava
significantly, it may have an important effect on the surrounding rock. No data
concerning outgassing of the lava tubes under study are available, and so the term
will have to be neglected in this case.
For a hot wire buried in a permeable medium (Cheng 1985) the Nussult number Nu
is:
Nu = 0.565RaI12
The Rayleigh number, Ra, is:
Ra =~gKATD/('1f ~)
Where:
Pr Density ofthe pore ftuid (air) (kgm-3)
P Coefficient ofthennal expansion of the pore fluid (K-I)
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10.12
10.13
g Acceleration due to gravity (9.8 I ms-2)
K Permeability of the rocks
AT Temperature difference between the tube and the surface (K)
D Diameter of the wire (m)
Tlf Kinematic Viscosity oftile pore fluid (air) (m2s-1)
~ Thermal Diffusivity oftile saturated rock (m2s-1)
The total heat transfer from a unit length of a hot wire due to convective
processes is:
Q-=-v= xNulu\T for I<Ra<I00 10.14
(Cheng 1985)
Where:
k Thermal conductivity of the dry rock (Wm-1K01)
This equation is readily applicable to convective heat transfer from a lava
tube. Using this equation, Kesthelyi estimates heat loss from a 2m diameter lava
tube due to convection in wall rocks to be in the range 0.2-8kWm-1, but probably
closest to 2kWm-1for Hawaiian pahoehoe tubes of this radius. Figure 10.25 shows
the convective heat flux that would result from using this equation, for a lava tube
in a medium ofunit thermal conductivity, for a lOOOK thermal gradient.
To be incorporated into finite element models a heat transfer coefficient
analogous to the thermal conductivity must be derived from this term. This can be
approximated by dividing both sides of the Equation by a characteristic dimension
for the syst~ in this case xD. This characteristic dimension is an approximation
and is required to convert convective heat ftow, theoretically an integral across an
infinite surface, into a useful value. The bulk of the convective heat transfer wiD
0CQlf in a region of diameter d) across. The average heat transfer from a hot wire
(or lava tube) to the surface can tIBJs be approximated as:
Q..=NuATk.-t1D
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10.15
Where:
kna Thermal conductivity ofthe saturated rock(Wm-1K-1)
Thus, the total vertical heat transfer coefficient will be:
kt.aa= (Nu/D)k.uct+k..t 10.16
Note that when no convection~ the Nussult number will be zero and heat will
be transferred by thermal conduction alone.
This approximation is necessary to facilitate 'bolting on' of convective
processes to an essentially conductive model architecture. Ideally, the ftuid motion
and heat transfer through the porous media should itself be the subject of •
concurrent numerical model. Construction of such • 'double' model would be •
thesis in itself
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Figure 10.26 shows the vertical (convective plus conductive) heat transfer from a lava tube fA
diameter 2m, with air • the saturating pore fluid, in a rock with unit thermal COIMb:tivity. Note
that the kink in the graph ocx:un due to a change rllCaIe 011 the X--axis. Note that for Rayleigh
numben below the Iowa' limit fA validity of Equation 10.14 (Ra<1), the convective heat flow will
be negligi~ and above the limit ofvalidity (Ra>100) oooliDg will be essentially convective.
ADAPTATION OF FINITE ELEMENT MODELS
Extensive work has been carried out in Chapter 6: Steady Stale Models concerning
theoretical finite element models of cooling from lava tube like source. This work
can be quickly adapted for use in this case study. The Bravo model" being the more
realistic and efficient of the two models,. was used IS • basis for the model of the
Kilauea lava tubes.
The only alterations required to the Bravo Model are • substitution of
temperature dependant material properties for the tberma1 conductivity and specific
heat capacity, and addition of IDisotropic tberma1 conductivity to simulate
convective heat transfer, (as OfItlined in Chapter 3: TIle Physical Model).
Procedures for including these components are outlined in the Chapter 5:
IntrodMction 10 Thermal Modelling Using Amys.
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PHYSICAL PARAMETERS
Surface Temperature
This is well known for the tube system from the thermal-infrared~ u
described above. The ranges of peak temperature are the primary parameters to
match with the finite element model results. The thermal anomaly size is not clear
enough in the extracted data to be used for matching (see Figure 10.20), however,
the radiant heat flux (Figure 10.22) is much better constrained and will be used to
refine the search
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Figure 10.28 shows a binned frequency distribution «meBJn:d radiative flax values.
Surface Emissivity
The surface emissivity is known fairly. well for the system from the procedure for
extracting the kinetic temperature, and aver88ed 0.94 for the tube in question.
While the true figure may vary from this., investigations of emissivity variations in
Chapter 6: Steody State Models suggests that the effect of surface emissivity
variations within the likely range is minimal.
Incident Radiation
In the Bravo model incident radiation is controlled by the space node tempel ature.
The space node temperature was found to influence the peak temperature and the
background tempelature in approximately equal measure. This is demonstrated in
Chapter 6: Steady SIDle Models. where it wu found to be of negligible importance,
and is for convenience set at 303K.
Mean Atmospheric Temperature
The mean atmospheric temperature bas negligible effects OIl the net thermal
anomaly dais is of little importance in this study. This is demonstrated in model
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series 6.4. I. Radiosonde data suggest surface air temperatures of approximately
298K±5, and this figure will be used for the bulk atmospheric temperature.
Sensible Heat Transfer
The value for the convective heat transfer coefficient is unknown. No
contemporaneous data are available for near surface windspeeds or temperature
gradients, or for surface roughness, aerodynamic drag coefficients or any of the
wide variety of variables required by the equations reviewed in Chapter 3: The
Physical Model to calculate sensible heat flow. It is therefore not possible to
accurately calculate this term from available data. It can, however, be constrained to
within reasonable limits.
Assuming that the windspeed lies in a reasonable ranse of<5ms- l , (Kesthelyi
measured windspeeds of3-4ms- l , and assuming <30°C contrast between the surface
and the atmosphere, the Richardson number equation suggests that the sensible heat
transfer operates in a damped forced convection mode. Qualitatively, this it
supported by observations ofwind driven gas plumes in some images. Based on the
discussion in Chapter 3: The PhysiCQ/ Model and realistic estimates of the surface
parameters across likely ranges the sensible heat transfer coefficient will be assumed
to lie in the range o-IOOWm-lc-l . Kesthelyi measured • value of between 50 and
lOOWm-2K-l in a field expeliment at a similar lava tube system.
The sensible heat transfer coefficient will also be assumed to be uniform for
all surface tempel atures. Given the relatively low range of surface temperatures
(measured anomaly sizes being about 10 degrees) this is a reasonable assumption.
Source Tempelature
As the material under study is an active basaltic lava the source temperature is
therefore constrained to the range 1430±50K. Given the relatively continual
movement of lava along the tube (1-2ms l ), and very low measured thermal
gradients within lava tubes (1_2°Ckm- l , KesztheIyi, 1995) the source temperature
will be constrained to be the same for aD models of contemporaneous sections
across the tube, in the ruse 1430±50K.
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Depth
The depth to the lava tube is unknown. KesztheIyi (1995) estimates possible values
for the Waha'ula lava tu~ a similar lava tube system further along the east rift
zone, ofbetween 0.5 and 4m and this range will be taken for this system.
Tube geometry
The size and shape ofthe lava tube system is unknown.
Effective Thermal Conductivity
The thermal conductivity of basalt is highly variable. Based on the values and
discussion in Chapter 3: The Physical Model, the ranges of acceptable values for
the effective vertical and horizontal thermal conductivity are shown in Figure 10.29.
Note that the most extreme anisotropy (highest~ and lowest ka..u....) is
associated with high basalt porosities and permeabilities. The vesicularity of the
Kilauea lava flow is not well known, however the Kupianaha lava flow was
measured as having a vesicularity of~At (Keszthelyi 19(4) but it is likely that the
vesicularity and thus the thermal conductivity may be highly variable across the
flow. For convenience, values for the thermal conductivity of &standard basalts'
have been generated from the expressions for thermal conductivity of basalt and
convective heat transfer coefficients. The detailed values are listed in Appendix C.
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10.4 LAVA TUBE MODEL RESULTS
EARLY MODELS
Initial models were investigated for depth to tube centre of 2m, 4m and 6m, sensible
heat transfer coefficients at 2Wm-1c-1 intervals in the range 0-1 OOWm-2K-1, and for
1O standard basalts' numbers 1 to 4, and for tube radii of 1m and 3 m. A total of 1800
individual model runs were conducted. From these results, peak temperature
anomaly values in the range 6-12 degree were sought in an attempt to match the
observed peak temperature for the Pu 'U'OO tube system. This led to 23 individual
clusters of possible matches being found. These were then re-examined to see if the
radiative heat flux values fell in the observed range.
Given an acceptable range of radiative heat flux of between 1600 and
2000Wm-1 for the halftubt\. remainder of 10 clusters ofmatcbes were found. The
resulting matches for tube parameters are listed in Table 10.3.
No. Basalt Type Depth (m) Radius (m) Sensible Heat Coefficient (Wm-2K-1)
Min-Max
1 BasaIt4 4 1 18-38
2 Basalt2 6 1 14-36
3 Basalt1 8 1 56-66
4 Basalt3 8 1 90-98
5 BasaIt4 4 3 30-98
6 BasaIt2 6 3 28-62
7 Basalt1 8 3 60-98
8 BasaIt3 8 3 62-98
9 Basalt1 10 3 40-98
10 BasaIt3 10 3 44-90
Table 10.3 Parameters generating possible flux 1IIIICbes.
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10.5 CONCLUSIONS
Two principle conclusions can be drawn from this case study.
Firstly the use of finite element models in conjunction with remote sensing
data can be of help in broadly constraining the type and nature of a geothermal
source such as a lava tube.
Secondly, the case study also demonstrates the limitations of the technique,
used in this study. The parameters of the system need to be well constrained to
produce a unique solution, Even for a relatively, well constrained, simple system,
remote sensing data alone are not sufficient to extract I unique source
configuration.
The models arrived at to explain the lava tube temperature anomaly can be
seen to be non-unique, but an intelligent consideration of the potential matches can
still provide useful information. Ifwe consider that the surface fluxes are likely to be
the same across a given image, and that the basalt type is relatively unifonn (.
dangerous assumption), we can see that within the image, it is plausible for the tube
to change depth and geometry and still match the observed signature. The tube
could be set in basalt I at depth of 10m and a sensible heat flux ofabout 6OWm-1K-1
radius 3m (Match 9), then rise to 8m (Match 7), and then narrow to 1m (Match 3).
We know that shallower tube produces IWTOwer hotter profiles, closer to the
maximum profile observed closer to the fumarole, it is not unreasonable to suggest
that the tube starts at depth of about 10m, then rises to 8m and narrows before
opening out onto the surface. The exact combination of depths and tube diameters
is dependent on the basalt type. The probable proliferation ofsmall scale variation in
the presumed constant properties of the basalt and the surface make precise, metre
by metre, modelling of the lava tube very difficult.
The non-uniqueness of the solution could be greatly redu~ and in all
probability eliminated, ifadequate data concerning the surface fluxes and the basalt
properties were available. The 4 'standard basalts' considered represent end
members of a large series of porosity and permeabities, which could be easily
constrained by field measurements. This alone would probably be sufficient to
reduce the solution to a single viable scenario, and would allow production of an
accurate depth map of the lava tube based on the TIMS images and Finite Element
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Modelling techniques. Constraining the sensible heat flux would also be of benefit,
but since the range of fluxes for which given solutions may 'fit' the observed curves
is very broad, it is less critical.
Ideally, a field exercise should be conducted in conjunction with TIMS
overflight. The exercise would involve sampling of the basalt at regular intervals
and measurement of its thermal properties, surface based temperature
measurements to assist in calibrating the TIMS images, measurement of the sensible
heat flux, and assessment of tube outgassing to constrain the levels of convective
heat flux in the system. Alternative geophysical methods, such as electromagnetic
surveying, could be used to constrain the size and depth of the tube system.
Applying this kind of detailed analysis, is of course an expensive exercise,
particularly if the lava flow is in a remote location. Consideration of the complexity
of the field exercise that would be required to generate such data illustrates the
usefulness ofeven approximate data from a remote sensing system.
In conclusion, finite element modelling can be used to extract more useful
information about lava tube geometry from TIMS images, but some ground truth
data, and measurements of the thermal properties of the basalt, are required for the
technique to produce a unique, predictive solution. Once this has been done, the
above techniques could be used to monitor the underground state of an active lava
flow.
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Chapter 11: Lunar Thermal Modelling
In many ways the Moon presents an ideal environment for the study of thermal
anomalies. The anhydrous surface, devoid of biomass and atmospheric clutter,
eliminates virtually all sources of extraneous noise in the surface thermal boundary
condition. However studies of the shape and internal structure of the Moon (Zuber
et aI 1994) note that:
IIVolcanism and tectonism indicative ofsubstantial heat loss.from the hmt:I'
interior essentially ceased by 2.5-3.0 billion years ago"
This would suggest that while studies of lunar data may be ideal in terms of
absence of thermal noise, the fact that the Moon is tectonically dead would seem to
rule out significant geothermal anomalies.
This chapter sets out to assess the utility of combining thermal infrared
remote sensing data and Finite Element modeling techniques, for the study of lunar
geology. The chapter will first outline the relevant previous work on lunar geology
and thermal processes. A munber of situations are investigated to explore
applications offinite element modeling to lunar thermal processes.
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11.1 THE THERMAL GEOLOGY OF THE MOON
This section briefly reviews relevant background material and previous work
concerning the Moo~ its thermal characteristics and near surface geological
structure which may be of thermal significance. It is in no way intended as a
comprehensive review of lunar geology. Detailed reviews of known lunar geology
can be found in Lunar Sourceboolc, edited by Heiken, Vaniman and French (1991),
the Science Clementine special issue (December 16* 1994) and the Science Lunar
Prospector special issue (September 4* 1998)
Briefly, the Moon can be divided into two broad geologic types, the older
lunar highlands, composed ofdiverse rock types, but principally anorthosite, and the
lunar maria, composed of massive basaltic lava flows. Both terrain types are heavily
cratered and as a result are thickly covered with a layer of regolith.
The surface thermal balance of the Moon is much simpler than that of the
earth. Only four terms contribute to the surface energy balance, incident solar
radiatio~ and radiant emission from the surface, near surface thermal storage and
geothermal heat flux. The complex meteorology required to quantify the thermal
fluxes due to sensible and latent heat transfer are completely eliminated, as the
Moon has no significant atmosphere (Heiken, Vaniman and French 1994).
Potential thermal anomalies on the Moon can be divided into two broad
types, endogenetic anomalies., due to internal heat, and exogenetic thermal
anomalies, due to external thermal forcing, such as thermal inertia and aspect
controUed anomalies.
ENDOGENETIC GEOTHERMAL ANOMALIES
The lunar geothermal gradient is constrained from the Apollo missions to 29
mWm-I , slightly less than half the average terrestrial continental value (Langsieth
and Keilun 1977). No active or recent volcanism of any kind has ever been
observed, either directly, or indirectly, on the Moon. Thus the presence of
endogenebc thermal anomalies due to volcanic activity is unlikely. Similarly, coal
mine fires, hydrothermal fluid circulation and evaporite layers, while known to
increase local heat ftow on Earth and create local thermal anomalies, are highly
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improbable in the lunar enviro~ and no alternative systems to 10caiiy increase
heat fluxes are known.
In theory, there shouJd be considerable heat generated by impact cratering.
The controversial Lunar Transient Phenomena (LTP) may have some thermal
component. Neither of these two highly transient events have been observed in the
thermal infrared, nor are they likely to be observed in the near future, given that no
further lunar explorations are presently being planned.
EXOOENETIC GEOTHERMAL ANOMALIES
The principle sources ofvariation in thermal infrared images ofthe lunar surface are
aspect controlled solar heating (dayside images) and surface thermal inertia
variation (nightside images). The extremely long lunar day, and the absence of any
atmospheric damping effects create a situation where lunar surface temperatures
vary from a pre dawn low of about lOOK to a post noon maximum of 390K
(Heiken, Vaniman and French 1991). Variation in aspect strongly affects the
absorption of solar radiation, and thus dayside thermal infrared images are largely
aspect controlled (Jakosky et II 1997).
Studies of the thermal inertia variations in the ApoUo 17 ISM images have
indicated that they are principally controlled by material size~ with large
boulders and solid outcrop having a much higher thermal inertia than lunar regolith
(Mendell 1976).
THERMAL PROPERTIES OF LUNAR MATERIALS
Basalt
The thermal properties of solid rocks are not affected by their environment (with
the exception of pressure and tempe!ature dependencies already noted). n.as for
lunar rocks, terrestrial values described in Chapter 3: TIle PhpicaJ Model can
safely be used. Figure 11.1 shows. comparison of the calculated values of specific
heat capacity for terrestrial~ and the measured values for specific heat
capacity of lunar basalt. These can be seen to be in reasonable agreement. Care
should be taken when using Maxwell's fOrnda (Equation 3.2) for thermal
conductivity in porous rocks, u the 'material' in the pore spaces will be vacuum. In
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environments, as the materials' temperatures occupy such a narrow range. In the
lunar envirorunent, where near surface temperature can vary by 1501(, temperature
dependent radiative effects can be dominant.
In situ measurements (Langsieth and K~ 1971) of the thermal
conductivity of lunar regolith give very low values of approximately 2.2xI0-3 Wm"
IK-1 (at Apollo 17 landing site, Langsieth, et aI 1973). These values vary
significantly with depth, increasing with the degree of compaction and hence the
density ofthe regolith.
In the loosely compacted upper 1-2cm the thermal conductivity of regolith
may be strongly temperature dependent (Langseith and Keihm, 1977), due to inter-
granular radiative heat transfer. This can be described by the expression:
11.1
(Langsieth et aI 1972)
Where:
leT Effective Thermal Conductivity (Wm-IK-I)
Icc Thermal Conductivity of ~solid' (Wm-1K-1)
A Radiative thermal conductivity constant
T Temperature (K)
The ratio between the first term (kT) and second <ke) term is approximately
2±i>.5, for tyPical conditions (Langsieth et aI 1972). The mean effective thermal
conductivity is approximately 1.5x10-3 Wm-1K-1.
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(i) Specific Heat Capacity
Figure 11.4 shows the variation in the specific heat capacity for a typical regolith.
Note that the values are little different from that of lunar basalt. This is unsurprising,
as the grain size, void space etc, while having major effects on the thermal
conductivity, will have no effect whatsoever on the specific heat capacity.
1aD-r--------------------
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15>
o+------+-----+-........---+---+-----+---~
100
Fi~ 11.4V~ fI specific belt CII*itY with ta&peiatule fI .. ....race fila (ample
6060I, Apollo 16 (HemiDgway et L 1973)
LUNAR REMOTE SENSING TIffiRMAL OATA
Thermal Imagery of the Moon exists in three forms, terrestrial thermography,
Apollo 17 orbital images and the Clementine Long Wave Infra-Red (LWIR) camera
dataset.
The earliest thermal infrared remote sensing ever conducted was of the
Moon, when Lord Rosse made the tint measurement of radiated heat from the
Moon from Birr Castle in 1868 (Rosse 1869). Later work using ground hued
thennography was more detailed, and identified abnost I ()()() thermal anomalies in
scans of the eclipsed Moon (ShorthiJI, 1972). Almost aD of these anomalies were
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correlated by ShorthiD with surface features and radar bright regions, suggesting
that they were in fact due to thermal inertia variations, themselves due to variations
in the distribution ofsurface blocks.
The earliest closer range images were acquired from the ApoUo 17
spacecraft at a surface resolution of2.2km per pixel, and identified complex thermal
structures on the lunar nightside. Thermal inertia related hotspots were again
identified, mostly in the center and walls ofyounger craters, and probably caused by
increased concentration of high thermal inertia blocks. (Mendell 1976). Studies of
the region in and around the crater Aristarehus (Schultz and Mendell 1978)
suggested that 11-160/. of the crater interior is bare outcrop. These images are of
relatively high resolution and were acquired over the region during lunar night, the
optimum time for imaging geothermal sources. Unfortunately, this dataset is not
presently available in a usable format.
In 1994 the Clementine Spacecraft spent 21/ 2 months in lunar orbit. Thermal
infrared imagery was acquired by the LWIR instrument aboard Clementine from the
8-9.5 ~ spectral region (Nozette et aI 1994). The imagery is available from •
number of on line sources. Image resolution is variable dependent on the orbital
geometry and can be as high as 55m per pixel. Image quality is also highly variable
due to instrument noise and limited instrument dynamic range, Figure 11.5 shows
one of the better quality images . Detailed analysis of this dataset has not yet been
conducted.
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11.2 THERMAL MODELS OF THE LUNAR SURFACE
SERIES 11.2.1 DIURNAL THERMAL CYCLE
The lunar period of rotation is approximately 28 days. Given this slow rotation and
the lack of atmosphere, it would be expected that surface temperature variations
would be extreme, and this is known to be the case. This preliminary investigation
sets out to predict the surface temperature and depth temperature profiles. Since
these parameters are well constrained from measurements taken on the Apollo 15
and 17 missions (Langseith and Keihm 1977), and earlier work, this modelling will
serve chiefly as a validation exercise.
This investigation uses an improved version of the linear model used for the
terrestrial diurnal cycle in series 7.1.2. In this case the finite element model was
optimised by the addition ofa third, 5cm thick layer at the surface to represent fines
(near surface regolith). The finite element mesh was redesigned for improved
computation time. The new mesh was convergence tested in the usual way, and test
results using the same materials and boundary conditions were in reasonable
agreement with those ofthe less efficient meshes used in series 7. 1.2.
For the purposes of simulation of the lunar environment, convective loads
were set at zero, to represent the absence of atmospheric effects. Radiative loads
were calculated based on the latitude of the Apollo 15 site (26CW) assuming • solar
declination of zero and • background 'sky' tempaature of 10K. The upper Scm
layer of the model was set as Regolith Type 1, Near Surface Fines and the
remainder as Regolith Type 2, Subsurface Regolith. The standard regolith materials
properties are tabulated in full in Appendix C: Properties of Selected Materials
Surface emissivity was set at 1.0.
Results of this model series are plotted in Figures 11.6, 11.7 and can be
compared with measured data of the temperature-depth profile as a function of time
measured by the Apollo 15 heat flow experiment (Figure 11.8)(Langsieth and
Keihm 1977).
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may be detectable by seeking out regions which are warm before dawn but not
cooler than their surroundings at noon.
Bare basalt surfaces are the exception rather than the rule in the lunar
enviromnent. Even the rockiest of regions could reasonable by expected to have
some patches of thin, and highly insulating regolith, which may complicate
detection.
Searches for endogenetic thermal anomalies on the Moon is not as simple as
examining a thermal infrared image for hot spots. It is necessary to consider the
temperature ofa given anomaly at different times of the IunIr day to be certain that
a given hot spot, at a particular~ is not due to a thermal inertia effect. It would
also be beneficial to characterise the surface material in advance, so as to estimate
expected surface temperatures. Mapping of endogenetic thermal anomalies on the
Moon tim requires both high resolution, multitemporal thermal infrared images,
and co-registered visible or radar images to indicate surface cover type.
STABILITY OF REGOLITH ICES.
Recent radar investigations (Nozette et .. 1996, Feldman tit .. 1998) "ve
confirmed the existence of volatile ices, probably water, in the lunar regolith at high
latitudes. It is thought that these ices originated with cometery impects on the lunar
surface and collected in very cold regions of permanent shadow such as the Aitken
Basin. The interiors ofevacuated lava tubes are also regions of permanent shadow,
and this suggests that they may also serve as potential reservoirs for volatile ices at
relatively low lunar latitudes. Such ices may be stable in a lava tube if the
temperature ofthe tube interior rarely rises above the sublimation point temperature
for water ice, 133K in vacuum.
Solution of the problem of temperature at depth in regions of permanent
shadow is trivial, and use of the finite element method to solve it would be
excessive. Ifwe assume that there are no transient effects, and tlus the situation is
in stable equilibrium, the Fourier heat conduction equation '*I be used to solve the
problem. By substitution into the Fourier heat conduction equation of the values for
thermal conductivity of couse regolith (RxIO-3 Wm-1K-1) the surface temperature
(40K) and the geothermal heat flux (3OmWm-' we can calculate a thermal gradient
of3.75K m-1. In solid basalt, with a conductivity of2Wm-1K-1there is a rooch lower
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gradient ofO.OO4K m-I . This implies that in regions ofpermanent shadow, water ice
will be stable in the coarse lunar regolith from the surface down to • depth of about
62m. Feldman et aI (1998) state in their discussion of the resuhs from the w..
Prospector pr~ that water ice in the upper 40cm of the regolith will be removed
by other, non-thermal processes such as photodissociation and particle sputtering.
In areas that are not in permanent shadow, the probIan is more complex due
to transient solar heating, and thus requires more complex modelling. Examination
of the resuhs in model series 11.2.1 shown in Figures 11.7 and 11.10 shows that at
no depth is the temperature below the sublimation point across the diurnal cycle.
Thus ices will not be stable across the diurnal cycles at any depth for regolith or
solid outcrop at low latitudes. This is consistent with the fact that core samples
taken by the Apollo 15,16 and 17 missions, indicated DO water or hydrous minerals
of any kind to. maximum depth of 3m (Heiken, Vaniman and French 1991), and
with low epithermal neutron counts lit low latitudes measured by the Lunar
Prospector probe (Feldman et all998).
This suggests that ice will not be stable in the lunar regolith except in
regions of permanent shadow, or regions of near permanent shadow at very high
latitudes. Ices will not be stable at low latitudes at any depth, so it is unlikely that
shallow subsurface cavities such IS lava tubes contain ice deposits at low latitudes.
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CONSEQUENCES OF THERMAL MODELS FOR DETECTION OF LUNAR
LAVA TUBES.
Extensive lava tubes are believed to occur in the Lunar Maria, and some rilles and
eatenae (crater chains) are thought to represent collapsed lava tubes. The lower
gravity environment of the Moon has a significant effect on the possible
morphologies of lunar lava tubes. They may occur at great depth within the lunar
maria, as deep as 3000m, without risk of collapse~ and may support spans of over
100m across (Heiken et aI). The lunar environment also contributes to their
potentialI~ active lunar lava tubes may be thermally stable for up to 1000km
(Kesthelyi, 1995). The observed scale of lunar lava flows, rilles and eatenae support
these figures.
Ideally~ cavities should generate a thermal inertia anomaly if they are at a
shallow enough dept~ as a VlCUum has no capacity to store heat, and thus will have
• thermal inertia of zero. However~ measurements from Apollo IS (Heiken,eI at)
suggest that diurnal thermal waves do not penetJate more than 60cm into the
regolith, and this is supported by the finding of model series 7.2.1. Thus thermal
inertia based lava tube detection is unlikely~ except for very shallow cavities in solid
outcrop (See model series 11.2.1).
Where skylights are~ however~ another possibility for detection
exists. For • sufficiently small skyli~ the empty lava tube shouJd emit radiation
through the skylight u • pure blackbody at the lava tube wall temperature
(blackbody radiation and cavity radiation being the same thing). Thus such •
skylight should give • steady thermal signature night and day~ compared with the
varying background. This however~ presumes that the lava tube is &infinite~
compared with the skylight size~ and thus that the radiation emitted through the
skylight does not significantly affect the heat balance within the tube. This can be
demonstrated analytically~ assuming that conduction through the lava tube roof is
negligible. This is • reasonable assumption considering the very low thermal
conductivity of lunar regolith. The radiation up through the skylight cr.,... in
equation 11.2) is the sum of the geothermal heat flux iDto the floor of the tube
divided by the skylight diameter (term I ~ right hand side) plus the radiation down
the skylight (second term on the right hand side).
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11.2
Where:
(J Stefan Boltzmann Constant (5.669xIO" Wm-2K;
T.,... Apparent temperature ofthe skylight (K)
n.... Diameter of lava tube (m)
Q.. Geothermal Heat Flow (Wm-~
DIkyIWII Diameter of skylight (m)
The results of this equation are graphed in Figure 11.17. Essentially, the
closer to unity the skylight sizeltube size ratios become, the more the skylight acts
like a permanently shadowed pit and less like a cavity with a small opening.
However, only when the ratio of the skylight area/lava tube floor area approaches
1/10ססoo wiD the radiant temperature begin to decrease u a result of this effect.
For lava tubes many kilometres long, this ratio may not be an issue, if skylights are
not abundant. The radiant temperature will stabilise at the temperature determined
by the geothermal gradient. For less favourable ratios, the skylight will appear
colder. Eventually, when the ratio reaches unity, it will act simply u a permanently
shadowed pit.
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Figure 11.17 Apparent telnpelatiR ma lunar lava tube skylight for different skylight
diameterllaYa tube diamder I'IboI.
Proximate to the lava tube opening a second factor must be considered,
however. Areas at the iava tube floor, exposed to large proportion of cold sky, may
perhaps cool anomalously. The local radiative heat baIance is described in Figure
11. 18 and by Equation 11.3
Po(T*JIiIIII4_T..4)+ (I-P)a(T."..4-T••:) = 0 11.3
Where:
P Fraction of lava tube roofoccupied by skylight (O<P<I)
G Stefan Boltzmann Constant. (5.669x10" Wm-2K;
T*YIiIIII Radiant Temperature of skylight (K)
T.... Radiant Temperature ofLava Tube walls (K)
T... Radiant Temperature of space seen up through skylight (Approximately
4OK).
This equation assumes a steady state., i.e. the floor of the lava tube u seen
through the skylight is in radiative equilibrium with its surroundings, and that
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From Figure 11.19, skylight size is not a concern unless more than 1()8;e of
the lava tube floors field ofview is occupied by the skylight. Thus, given a lava tube
where the floor area is more than 100,000 times the skylight area, and for a given
skylight, the area subtended by the skylight at the lava tube floor beneath it is less
than I()OAt of the full half sphere, the lava tube will emit radiation as a blackbody at •
temperature determined by the regional geothermal heat flux. If these conditions aft
not met, the skylight will appear cooler, up to the limit where it will act merely as a
permanently shadowed pit.
Note that during the lunar day, assuming no direct radiation is incident on
the interior of the lava tube, the space temperature with which the opening interacts
remains the same by day and night, as there is no atmosphere to scatter solar
radiation. The only diurnal effects which may reach the interior of a permanently
shadowed pit or tube aft secondary radiations from surfaces in direct sunlight,
which are visible from the shadowed region (the side of a pit, for example). While
this effect may be significant for a permanently shadowed pit with a wide opening, it
is unlikely to be significant for a skylight with a relatively narrow opening.
Thus while a skylights exact radiant temperature may vary depending on the
geometry of the skylight and floor area, • skylight will appear as • region of
constant radiant temperature throughout the lunar day, while its surroundings vary
in temperature.
Thermal Infrared Detection
To unambiguously detect a skylight, a thermal imaging system should have pixel
resolution comparable to skylight size. A skylight may thus appear as a region
which is contiooally dark in the visible band, and at a fairly constant tempet atore
throughout the lunar day. Depending on the geometry ofthe opening and size of the
tube, • skylight should appear unambiguously warmer than surrounding regolith
cover during the night. It may not, however, be quite so easily discriminated from
surrounding boulder fiekL due to the higher thermal inertia of solid rocks. During
the day, • skylight should appear unambiguously cooler than its surrounding rock or
regolith surface. Daytime detection is, however, complicated by the issue of
shadow. Is • partiadar region cooler because it is • skylight, partial pit, or
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temporarily shadowed region? Co-registered, high-resolution day-night image pairs
ofvery high spatial resolution are thus required to detect lava tube skylights.
The maximum available thermal infrared resolution is 55m, (Clementine) and
this is clearly insufficient for skylight detection. To emit as a blackbody at the wall
temperature a lava tube with a 55m diameter skylight this would be of improbable
size, even by lunar standards. A skylight of such size would more probably act as a
permanently shadowed pit, appearing consistently cool and dark.
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11.4 CONCLUSIONS
The Finite Element method is more than adequate for the accurate modeling of
lunar surface thermal processes. In many~ simple analytic models are entirely
sufficient to predict surface temper~ and to giver considerable insight into
lunar processes.
The very low thermal conductivity of Iww regolith, and its ubiquity, make
the detection of endothermic 1unar thermal anomalies very difficult. Pre-dawn
Thermal Infrared images of the Iww surface can, if of sufficiently high resolution,
be used to identify endogenetic thermal anomalies if these anomalies lie under bare
basalt. Endogenetic thermal anomalies overlain by hmar regolith will be very
difficult to discriminate at any time unless regolith layers are very thin «3Ocm) or
the anomaly is extraordinarily hot.
The resolution required for the detection of an endothermic anomaly is
obviously dependent on the size of the anomaly. In contrast to with terrestrial
studies, images taken just at noon are the most useful for detecting such anomalies,
because solar heating will mask thermal inertia effects. Supplementary data
concerning surface material type, boulder distribution etc. is also beneficial to aid in
discriminating high thermal inertia rock outcrop from genuine endogenetic thermal
anomalies.
For detection of lava tube skylights, high resolution, co-registered day night
image pairs are required. Presently available data is of insufficient quality and
resolution to locate lava tube skylights by this method. Multitemporal images of
near metre scale resolution would be required to unambigiously distinguish
skylights, pits and shadows.
Figure 11.20 is illustrative of the different thermal profiles of differing
surface types across the lunar day. It is worth noting that one coukl expect to
observe a contiDJum of surface cover types between the basalt curve (red) and the
regolith curve (pink). High resolution visible or radar images could serve to reduce
the quantity of 'mixed pixels'. Similarly, differing pit and skylight geometry's
would create a contiDJum of sources with fixed temperature values. When aspect
variations and resulting transient shadows are considered, the position becomes
more complex again. High resolution (near metre scale) JalItitemporal image
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Chapter 12: Mars
The cold, arid environment of Mars is highly suited to geothermal studies and
thennal inertia modelling. Some ofthe difficulties inherent with the use of terrestrial
thermal data such as the importance and complexity of surface boundary layer
processes are absent or greatly reduced in the Martian~ while other
processes, such as the thermal effect of atmospheric~ moe greatly compounded.
Colder surface temperatures of 130-270K (Keiffer et at, 1977) and the lower solar
constant of 576 Wm-2, in theory, serve to make geothermal anomalies more visible.
The low spatial resolutions of the Martian data may be less of a disadvantage than
they would be for terrestrial data., as vegetation and soil moisture which are major
sources ofhigh frequency thermal inertia and albedo variations are absent.
Some key issues may be investigated by application to the Martian
environment of the techniques under development in this project. By comparing the
results from thermal models with existing geological maps and thermal imagery it
may be possible to shed light on problems such as the distribution of the
cryolithosphere, the geothermal heat flux of Mars and the extent of geothennal hot
spots, ifany are present, on Mars.
Mars is notable for the extensive evidence of large scale volcanism, (Carr et
at, 1977, Mouginis-Mark et at, 1982) such as the famous Olympus Mons and the
other shield volcanoes of the Tharsis Ridge and Elysium province, as well as
extensive volcanism in both the southern highlands and the northern plains.
Extrusive volcanic rock is thought to cover at least half the surface of Mars
(Tanaka et at, 1988). V~ recent activity may have ocaured at Hecates ThoIus
(~ 1982) and on tIae floor of the Valles Marineris (Lucchita, 1987,b), but the
limitations of crater age dating make it difficult to quantify exactly how recent.
Certain radar observations of the region west of Pavonis Mons (Muhleman et at,
1991) have been interpreted as 111 ash band several metres thick, presumably recent
in origin, as .eolian activity has not yet dispersed it. To date DO certain
contemporary volcanic activity has been identified. Thermal modelling may help to
identify the effect on surface mopesature of subsurface magma chambers, both
directly through increased geothermal heat ftow, and indirectly by the extent to
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which • hot magma chamber will melt • large volume of surrounding
cryolithosphere and hence affect the local thermal inertia. This would be of
assistance in identifying regions ofactive volcanism.
Studies have shown that throughout its history Mars may have outgassed
sufficient water from its crust to cover the surface with a layer of water between
50m and 1000m thick (Baker et al~ 1988). Extensive morphological features such as
rampart craters and debris flows suggest that a great deal of this water may remain
as cryolithosphere (Squyres et aI, 1992). Both the distnbution of morphological
features and theoretical modelling of ground ice stability under Martian conditions
suggest a layer of cryolithosphere at a depth to the base of 1-3 kin at the equator
and 2-8 km at the poles (Squyres et al~ 1992). This cryolithosphere volume is
equivalent to a global liquid water inventory 70-700m deep (Clifford 1984~ 1987b).
Any excess water may exist in liquid form underneath this ice layer (Squyres et aI,
1992). Most figures concerning the cryolithosphere have error ranges ofan order of
magnitude.
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12.1 THE THERMAL GEOLOGY OF MARS
Previously published work on thermal processes on Mars can be most conveniently
classified according to the dataset from which it was derived. With the exception of
some preliminary work using Mariner data, the bulk of the Martian thermal studies
have been conducted using Viking data. A limited amount of work has been carried
out using the TERMOSKAN dat~ and the more recent Pathfinder and Global
Surveyor datasets.
VIKING Infrared Thermal Mapper
The Viking Infrared Thermal Mapper (IRTM) was flown aboard both Viking
spacecraft in the 1970~~ and provided thermal infrared imagery in 6 infrared bands.
It is described in further detail in Appendix D: Description of Instruments. The
Viking IRTM dataset is presently available on CD-ROM.
The principle resource OIl the geology and geomorphology of Mars are
Panchro~tic photomosaics based on visible band images also from the Viking
missions. Very little work could be carried out without the availability of these
photomosaics for reference. They are~ fortunately ~ available widely online.
Investigations using Viking IRTM data (Keiffer et aI, 1977) found •
stronger than anticipated atmospheric contribution to the observed radiance due to
atmospheric~ especially at larger view angles. Atmospheric optical depths were
found to VII)' from 0.08 at 20J1lll to 0.14 at 9J1IIl (Keiffer et aI, 1977). This peak in
the thermal infrared is thought to be due to silicates in suspended atmospheric dust
particles (Hanel et at, 1972&). Simple one dimensional finite difference modelling of
expected predawn surface temperatures were carried out by Kieffer et al (1977)~
using unifonn values of albedo~ emissivity and thermal inertia. After comparison
with measured predawn temperatures it was found that:
"The magnitude of the Predawn temperahlTe variations was rmexpected... 1IIOSt
are not well "nderstood, and SOllIe are simply baffling. ••
Keiffer et aI, 1977
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Many of the variations in the pre-dawn temperature were later correlated
with topography or thermal inertia variations. Anomalous predawn warming was
widely observed and some areas were warmed by up to 6K above predicted values.
This may have been due to formation of water ice ground fogs (FIaser and Goody,
1976). The most extreme warm variations were found on the floor of the Valles
Marineris. Many smaller features had variation ofbetween 2K and 8K.
Mapping of thermal inertia shows a strong correlation between thermal
inertia and surficial geological units (Spudis and Greeley, 1976). In general thermal
-.ettia values were quite low. This is thought to be due to very fine-grained aeolian
\4epesits and highly porous volcanic material. A strong correlation was found
between thermal inertia and elevation, probably due to the effect of varying
atmospheric pressure on pore space conductivity. Anomalies were found, such as a
low inertia-region iD 1be usuaily high inertia cratered terrain of Arabia, whose
midday telrtperatures are anomalously high..Vobnic regions have also been noted
to have inertia whiQh .Ra..__ a function of appaIaIt age (Keiffer et al, 1977)
This may be due to infilling of pore spaces by collapse or secondary crystal growth.
The resolution of the thermal inertia survey was very low, readings were eor It·
~
into 2 degree sq\W"e bins. In general, due to the low resolution (60-200km per
pixel) of the IRTM data, it was unlikely that any volcanic activity, unless very
extensive, would be detected. However, no detailed study of the data accounting
for albedo variations was carried out.
TERMOSKAN
The TERMOSKAN instrument was flown aboard the ill fated Phobos probes in
1989. The Phobos I craft was lost in transit to Mars and only four instrument pans
were acquired (see Table 12. I) before loss ofcontact with the Phobos 2 spacecraft.
The TERMOSKAN dataset has not been as extensively 'worked over' as
has the Viking IRTM data but it is of limited quality and aerial extent.
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resolution of3km (lower than that ofthe TERMOSKAN system) reduces the utility
of the data. It is thus likely that this dataset will be more useful for foUowing up
candidate sites rather than for conducting detailed anomaly searches.
The Mars Orbital Camera instrument (MOC) is also operational aboard
MGS. This instrument is a visible band sensor with an optimum spatial resolution of
3m. This data, when they become available, will be very useful for following up
potential anomalies in the visible part of the spectrum.
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12.2. PHYSICAL PROPETIES OF MARTIAN GEOLOGIC
MATERIALS
BEDROCK
The exact nature of the Martian bedrock is not well known, but is likely to be more
diverse than that of the moon. At the Ares Vallis site of the Mars Pathfinder
landing, a wide variety of volcanic and probable sedimentary rock types were
observed (Rover Team, 1997). Few measurements exist for the thermal properties
of Martian rocks. Densities and thermal inertias are approximately 260kgm-3 and
1670 Jm-2j l'1{-1 respectively (Christensen and Moore (1992), Moore and Jakosky
(1989». Assuming typical values of specific heat capacity (800Jkg-1K-1) this gives
thermal conductivites of 1.3Wm-1K-1. These values are somewhat low by terrestrial
standards, but may be explained by a general reduction in thermal conductivity from
solid values due to porosity. In addition, the specific heat capacity estimate may be
too high, as it would be if the specific heat capacity followed the same temperature
dependent relationship as for lunar basalt.
Based on the known physical parameters of Martian rocks, and assuming
them to be similar in nature and behaviour to well quantified rock types, it seems
reasonable to use the same values for low porosity lunar basalt to describe Martian
rocks. This assumption is also reasonable for this thesis given that most of the
models being investigated in this chapter (lava tubes, endogenetic heat sources)
would occur in extrusive volcanic regions.
REGOLITH
Martian soil types are likely to be much more varied thml thole of the moon.
Observations from the Mars Pathfinder lander and Sojourner rova- (Rover Team,
1997) show a wide variety of soil types, thought to range from aeolian deposits to
well consolidated pans. A selection ofestimated physical parameters from published
sources are listed in Table 12.2.
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Material Density Thermal Inertia Source
kgrn-3 Jm-2s-1'1{-1
VLl 1150 100 (Christensen and Moore (1992), Moore and
Block Jakosky (1989)
VLl 1600 387 (Christensen and Moore (1992), Moore and
Drift Jakosky (1989)
VL2 1400 262 (Christensen and Moore (1992), Moore and
Clump Jakosky (1989)
MP 1520 450 Rover Team (1997),(Edgett 1996)
Overall
Table 12.2 Tbermopbysical Parameters of Martian Soils.
Assuming that the specific heat capacity obeys the same temperature
dependence noted for other similar materials at low temperatures (such u lunar
basalts and regolith material), the thennaI conductivity can be estimated. Note that,
since the thermal inertia is derived from day night temperature differences, the
derived thermal conductivity will be an average value for the temperature range of
the material. Temperature dependant variations in the thermal conductivity are not
described. Such variations are likely to be complex, since they will be affected by
the porosity, and the pore fluid pressure. Derived physical parameters of the four
soil types listed above are specified in Appendix C.2.4 MAR17AN SOILS.
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12.3 THERMAL MODELS OF THE MARTIAN SURFACE
SERIES 12.3.1 DIURNAL THERMAL MODELLING
The diurnal thermal modelling carried out aims toward modelling the surface
temperature of Mars as a function of the underlying geology and surface boundary
layer processes. This win serve largely as a validation exercise for comparison with
existing thermal models to ensure that the diurnal component of the fully transient
endothermic models is realistic. Unlike the lunar examples, no detailed 'ground
truth' exists for comparison of temperature-depth profiles. Detailed meteorological
data exist for the Mars Pathfinder landing site.
The investigations will use the linear mesh used previously in Chapter JJ:
Lunar Thermal Modelling (model series 11.3.1) but adapted for the Martian
environment. This adaptation involves using different materials, changing the
timebase to reflect the shorter Martian Diurnal cycle, and modifying the physical
parameters to reflect Martian conditions.
Physical Parameters of the Model series
The physical parameters of a model can be classified into three types, the material
properties, the upper boundary conditions, and the lower boundary conditions.
(i) Material Properties
Basalt Type 2 (see Appendix C) is used for the lower two layers of the model. A
temperature dependent specific heat capacity is appli~ but the thermal
conductivity is held static at 2Wm-1K-1. A range of Martian soils are used in the
models for the upper San layer.
(ii) Lower Boundary Conditions
The basal geothermal ftux for Mars, required to define the lower boundary
condition of the model, is unknown. Estimates based on cbondrite models vary,
from 3OmWm-2 (Fanale, 1976), to 35mWm-2 (foksoz and Hsui, 1978), to u high
u 4OmWm-2 (Davies and Arvidson, 1981). In any event, based on experience of
prior investigations in other enviromnents, these fluxes are 10 low u to have little
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effect on the surface temperature, so this term is set to zero. Later models will
explore the effect ofvariations in this parameter.
(iii) Upper Boundary Conditions
The upper boundary conditions can be constrained using the Mars Pathfinder
Atmospheric Structure Instrument/Meteorology (ASIlMET) data (Schofield et aI,
1997).
Schofield et aI (1997) noted that atmospheric temperature variations were
very consistent from day to day, and • detailed meteorological dataset exists.
However, the atmospheric temperature is likely to have little or no effect OIl the
surface temperature due to its low density (see below).
The temperature of the space node, (the node with which the surface of the
model interacts radiatively) was calculated in the usual way. First the expected
incident radiance from solar and atmospheric emission was calculated. Then by
inverting the Planck radiation formula • space node temperature was calculated
which would simulate the emission.
Incident solar radiation was calculated assuming • latitude of 19. I r, (Mars
Pathfinder latitude), • median solar constant of 586Wm-2 and 1ft atmospheric
transmissivity ofabout 0.6 (Smith et aI, 1997)
Calculation ofatmospheric emission is JIlOI'e complex. Earty published work
(Kieffer et aI, 1977, Clifford et aI, 1987) used • technique called the :ze.4
assumption, setting • constant downward atmospheric flux of~.4 of the maximum
solar incident radiation. Subsequent work by Haberle and Jakosky (1991) found this
figure to be too low. Using • multilayered atmosphere model and calculating
emission for C~ and atmospheric dust they derived • raunericaI model describing
the atmospheric flux as • function of dust opacity. The Haberle and Jakosky
atmospheric emission values (ranging from 25-40Wm-2 over the day) are used in
this investigation as they represent expected emission for typical dust opacity of the
Pathfinder site (0.5, Smith et al, 1997). Note that the Haberle and Jakosky values
were calculated for the VL-I site (latitude 23~ and would not be expected to
differ significantly from the conditions at the Pathfinder site (latitude 19.1 rs).
However atmospheric pressure at the Pathfinder site was about Irnbar lower
(Schofield, 1997).
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The convective heat transfer coefficient is more difficuh to quantify, and
may not be thermally significent. Kieffer et ai, (1977), showed the conductive fluxes
in the absence of wind to be negligible. Jakosky (1979) calculated that, even in the
most extreme~ sensible heat transfer could amount to no more than 3% of
maximum insolation.
The ASIlMET instrument aboard Mars Pathfinder measured windspeeds in
the range 5-8ms. Turbulent convection was also observed in the atmospheric
boundary layer from 0730 to 1645 Local Time as heat built up on the Martian
surface. At other times the atmosphere was thermally neutral atmosphere and heat
transfer was by conduction only. While the actual meteorology of the surface
boundary layer may be complex, the amount of heat transferred from the surface is
negligible, even when convection is active, and this term can be safely omitted.
It is worth noting that at Martian surface atmospheric pressur~ C~ frosts
begin to form at 149K, • matter which may greatly complicate the surface boundary
condition ifsuch temperatures are reached overnight. Frost formation will introduce
• latent heat ofphase change term to the surface boundary condition, u heat is used
up and released during frost condensation and sublimation, Frost introduces • non
linearity in the surface emissivity, as the emissivity of surface C~ frost is about
0.65, rooch lower than that of bare soil, which is normally in the 0.9-1.0 range.
Given that these models are being conducted for relatively low lati~ it is not
however, anticipated that the frost point threshold will be crossed.
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noted that the contrast due to temperature differences between lava tube interior
temperatures (circa 280K) and surface temperatures were not large enough to allow
unambiguous discrimination of lava tubes from surrounding clutter. For the Martian
enviro~ this conclusion also holds true. Lava tube interior temperatures, in the
range 200-300K (depending on geometry and thermal conductivity), win not
represent adequate contrast with surface temperatures which may be only
approximately 50-60K cooler at night, depending on the latitude and surface rock
composition. AI, with the moon, very high resolution multi-temporal thermal
infrared imaging may yield better results, but mapping of linear features, crater
chains and collapse structures in high resolution visible band images would also be
ofconsiderable benefit.
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12.4 CONCLUSIONS
Thermal infrared images are likely to be of only limited utility in mapping of
geothermal anomalies on Mars. Due to the nature of the environment, it is likely
that any geothermal anomaly will have • very pronounced effect on the
geomorphology and local atmospheric water content of the overlying surface long
before it has any direct effect on the surface temperature. Any increase in local
geothermal heat fluxes will have profound environmental effects through melting of
ground ices, long before generating any surface temPerature variation, u can be
seen in series 12.2.3. Only in areas where ground ice is entirely absent might
thermal infrared images be ofuse for detecting geothermal anomalies.
For the detection of evacuated lava tubes on Mars, thermal infrared images,
as they stand today, are likely to be of limited usefulness. High resolution, co-
registered day night thermal infrared image pairs would be required. In practice, as
with geothermal sources, examination of high resolution visible band images is
likely to be more beneficial.
Thermal images are, of course, still of utility for mapping surface material
types. The investigations discussed in this chapter serve to illustrate the point that
'No dataset is an Island'. Consideration of a broad range of data types, I'8Il8ing
from atmospheric water vapour measurements to surface geomorphologic analyses
is of far more benefit to the study of any given phenomenon than isolated
examination of a single datatype. It is also worth noting that, for regions of Mars
without ice, thermal infrared images would be useful in discriminating endogenetic
thermal anomalies, were they of sufficient size relative to the imaging system
resolution and of sufficient flux (c. 10Wm-2) to elevate the surface temper-ature.
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Chapter 13: Conclusions
In Chapter J: Introdl«:tion, we asked the questions: What can we Ieam about
buried geologic heat sources from examining their effect on surface temperature?
The answer to that is a little, but not as much as we might have hoped at the
beginning.
The main question was subdivided into three principle scientific questions:
(i) Under what circumstaoces will a geothermal heat source produce a detectable
temperature change at the surface?
In the case studies examined, there is DO hard and fast rule. However, it am
be said that in all cases the geothermal heat flux required was never less than ~" of
the noontime solar insolation.
(ii) From the surface temperature distribution, can the properties of the geothermal
heat source be constrained by modelling the expected thermal signature and
comparing it with that observed in the thermal infrared image?
Yes, a geothermal source can be constrainecL but only if the other variables
in the physical system Ire exbemely well known. The smaller the~ the
better constrained the source properties can be.
(iii) Can the heat source be readily discriminated in a thermal infrared image from
surrounding surface clutter?
GeothennaJ flux will produce III unambiguous, detectable mange in surface
temperatures if its magnitude is larger than IllY uncertainties in the other factors in
the surface heat beIance equation. h is possible for a heat source to produce a
detectable tetnpellture mange (e.g. lK), which could not be unambiguously
discriminated from surrounding clutter.
When using thermal finite element modelling techniques, we also implicitly raised a
technical question: Does finite element modelling represent .. .tvance 011
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techniques which have previously been applied in this field, and is it useful to apply
it in conjunction with thermal infrared imaging?
For two or three-dimensional modelling, or for temperature dependent
pr~ yes, finite element modelling is strongly advantageous. For simple one-
dimensional models without temperature dependent facton there is no inherent
advantage of finite element models over finite difference models. As the example of
Chapter 11, The Kilauea Lava rube illustrat~ it is most certainly informative to
consider the results of finite element models of geothermal heat sources in light of
Thermal infrared images of such sources.
In the course of the thesis, we also examined the effect of various aspects of
the physical system on the final surface temperature. In tum, the steady state
physical properties, the effect of time varying ftuxes~ and the effect of material
phase changes were considered, and their relative importance quantified.
Across twelve Chapters, several thousand numerical models and three
worlds, these questions have been considered in this thesis and the answers
summarised above are reviewed in this Chapter.
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13.1 EFFECT OF GEOTHERMAL HEAT SOURCES ON
SURFACE TEMPERATURE
The increase in geothermal heat fluxes required to produce a detectable temperature
change at the surface is highly variable from environment to environment. There is
no simple rule to estimate the minimum flux required for a given enviromnent. The
breadth ofcase studies considered in this thesis gives some basis for approximation,
however. Similarly, what is ~detectable' is a non trivial question, dependent OIl
everything from the physical environment to the sensing instrument design. In
general, a temperature contrast of 1 degree is taken as being detectable for most
sensing systems.
In terrestrial examples, (see Chapter 6: Steady su- Models) an
approximate value of 25Wm-2 is required to produce a lee temperature change at
the surface. This figure is derived from the results shown in Figure 6.19, and
requires a temperature of 1()(fC at 10m depth to sustain. This is corroborated by
Chapter 9: The Wamrs Springs ofSouthern Ireland and Chapter 10: The Ki1allea
Lava Tllhe. The geothermal heat flux from the Mallow Warm Spring system is
estimated at about 4Wm-2. As one might expect, the springs do not produce a
detectable temperature change at the surface. In contrast, The Kilauea Lava Tubes
generate peak fluxes of over lkWm-2, and most certainly do produce a temperature
change at the surface.
On the Moon (Chapter 11 LIInoT Thermal Models), an unambiguous
temperature increase requires about 3Wm-2 in regolith (see Figure 11.11). Given the
very low thermal conductivities of lunar regolith, the temperatures required to
sustain this flux ICfOSS any thickness of regolith .-e improbably high, requiring
geothermal gradients in the order of l000Km-1.
On Mars geothermal fluxes of about 10Wm-2 would be required to begin to
elevate surface teillpelature Ibove normal values (see Figure 12.9). Considerable
environmental uncertainties exist for the Martian~ given that only 3 ~points'
of8fOUIld truth exist.
The case studies were selected to give a diverse set of examples, with wide
variety of physical properties and processes Obviously, the exact values for the
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'thresholds' given above will vary considerably from environmem to environment,
and ideally should be derived from models for each specific site of interest.
In all cases, however, the geothermal flux required to produce a detectable
temperature change at the surface can be qualitatively described u 'large'. In
general, it is never less than 2% of the maximum solar insoIatioIl. The value rrust
also be larger than Illy uncertainties in the surface thermal beJance that could be due
to other factors.
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13.2 DERIVING INFORMATION ABOUT GEOTHERMAL
HEAT SOURCES FROM THEIR SURFACE THERMAL
ANOMALY
Deriving qualitative information about the shape and size fX • buried geothermal
anomaly from a thermal infrared image is not difficult, if the heat source is sufficient
to generate III unambiguous surface thermal anomaly. Simple inspection of the
thermal infrared images from the Kilauea lava flow (for example Figure 10.3) can
provide good general information about the shape and spatial exte.- of •
geothermal heat source.
Extraction of quantitative information about a geothermal heat source from
thermal infrared images is much more problematic. Even given • moderately weD
constrained system, as was examined in Chapter /0: TIte Ki/OlleQ Lava Flow, it is
difficult to extract precise quantitative data. For the tubes in the Kilauea lava flow,
it was possible to constrain the physical properties of the lava tube to • munber of
possible solutions, but it was not possible to give III exact solution. The mnnericaI
analysis was, however, very useful in providing support to • quaIitati\Ie analysis of
the lava tube section under consideration. In the cue of the Pu'U'OO lava tube, it
was possible to extract qualitative information about the depth of the lava tube and
its size, and learn about the extent of variations in the material properties of the
basalt.
The principle difficulty in extrICting quantitative information is the
uncertainty in the physical parameters of the system. Unless the system is very well
constrained, • variety of possible geologic configurations may produce • surface
thermal anomaly consistent with that observed in the thermal infrared image. In
essence, this technique shares the fundamental problem of all investigations that
seek to ~invert'measured data to extract information about undertying processes: A
question has only one answer, but an answer may have muy questions.
Finite element modelling ofgeothermal heat sources is howeYa', still useful.
Modelling of the expected surface thermal anomalies from a given source gives •
greater understanding of the relative importance of the differem physical
parameters. An understanding of the relative importance of the different physical
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parameters is useful in identifying what situations the modelling techniques are
appropriate to, and what level ofdata is required.
It is also possible to use the resuhs from finite element models to constrain
the physical system to one of a number of solutions. Insight gained from oomerical
modelling of the system can help to refine and guide qualitative descriptions of the
geothennal system.
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13.3 DISCRIMINATION AND IDENTIFICATION OF
GEOTHERMAL HEAT SOURCES
Consider an ideal thermal image that provides perfect surface kinetic temperature
measurements at as high a resolution as one may choose. Using such a data source
it may still not be possible to detect a geothermal heat source which would, in
theory, provide a detectable temperature change at the surface. While an image may
allow one to detect a variation, it is another matter to be able to identify with
certainty what is causing the variation. A temperature variation may be due to any
number offactors other than a purely endogenetic process.
Figures 11.12 and 11.13 in Chapter II: Umar Thermal Modelling, give an
example ofwhat kind ofconfusion is possible. The two virtual thermal images show
the surface kinetic temperatures from an area of rock outcrop and an area of
elevated heat flow just before dawn. The resultant virtual thermal images are
absolutely identical. The two sources are impossible to distinguish by the thermal
images alone. Figures 11.14 and 11.15, however, show the same virtual scene It
local noon. Here the two images can be clearly discriminated. Similarly, a high-
resolution visible band or radar image would allow the observer to identify areas of
high rock outcrop and eliminate them u potential endogenetic heat sources.
Looking It a single thermal infrared image is tIaJs DOt sufficient to identify
endothermic thermal anomalies. One Jalst consider a wider context of muIti-
temporal images, and visible bend~ and consider the effect of a thermal
anomaly on the enviromnent. Perhaps a thermal anomaly in cryolithosphere will dry
the overbur~ decrease the thermal inertia and make the surface look colder at
night? Perhaps vapour emissions from geothermal heated soils will create cool, near
surface fogs? Seekins thermal anomalies in a thermal infrared image alone is DOt
sufficient.
Chapter 10: TIte Kilawo lDwI TII!JeS, gMs .. example of a best cue
scenario for the discrimination of a buried heat 1OUI'ce. The surface material is
apparently homogeneous. Minor variations exist between basalt flows of different
ages, but there is certainly no variation large enough to be confused with an
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endogenetic thermal anomaly. The multispectral character of the source data also
allows the user to map and identify these small-scale variations in a way that a
simple kinetic temperature map does not allow (see Figure 10. I). Availability of a
topographic map allows the observer to identify aspect related variations in the
image by inspection. The relative simplicity of the surfla\ combined with a small
amount of supporting data, allows endogenetic thermal anomalies to be clearly
discriminated.
In sharp cont~ the thermal infrared image of Mallow Town (Figure 9.3)
shows no such clarity. A profusion of different terrain types and surface boundary
conditions creates a complex image. As it stands, one could easily place the lava
tube system at Kilauea anywhere in the Mallow area and it would be unnoticed in
the Landsat TM thermal band image. At best, it might be mistaken for a roadway.
Once again, supplementary data would be required to identify it. By using the non-
therma1 bands of the sensor system to classify the surface cover~ ODe could
generate anav~ expected kinetic temperature for eIdl cover type, and subtract
this from the observed kinetic temperature. Any variations in the resultant image
could be endogenetic in origin. A much higher resolution image would be required
for this kind ofanalyses, to reduce the area ofmixed pixels.
~ to clearly discriminate an eodogenetic anomaly from surface clutter~
supplementary information about the character of the surface cover is required.
Depending on the environment, visible band images, rooIti-spectrai images, radar
images and topographic data may all be appropriate. If the study area is large
enough that meteorological variation may occur across ~ these factors must also be
known and quantified. Ideally, a study image should contain an area with the same
surface characteristics IS the suspected eodogenetic anomaly, but with normal
endogenetic flux~ to facilitate comparison. The image data must also be of
reasonable resolution for the size of the thermal anomaly being sought. Thermal
anomalies should be of a size comparable to or greater than the sensor pixel size,
unless the surface is highly uniform and the sources are bot enough to facilitate
mixed pixel detection.
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13.4 THE UTILITY OF THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
The finite element method presented a rumber of advantages and disadvantages
over previous published investigations using finite difference or analytical models.
The finite element method affords a oomber ofconsiderable advantages over
the finite difference method. Finite element meshes may be refined to gi\'e increased
accuracy in areas of specific interest, and coarsened in less vital areas to reduce
computational time. The finite element method solves the relevant equations of the
elements for a continuum across each element, rather than just at the nodal points,
as with the finite difference method. Finite element models are also applicable to
certain niche areas., such as phase changes and radiative boundaries, where finite
differences may not be as readily adaptable. In Idditi~ relatively complex
geometries can be analysed, ifrequired.
Analytic solutions, while computationally inexpensi~ are usually highly
inflexible. It may be difficult to develop In analytic equation which takes into
account reasonable complexities of a physical system. Therefore, analytic solutions
require oversimplifications, and the results may be misleading rather than helpful.
Finite element methods allow greater flexibility and • a consequence a more
realistic physical system can be investigated.
In practice, however, the considerable advantages that the finite element
method conveys can be swamped by limitations and uncertainties in the boundary
conditions and physical parameters. At DO point in this thesis was a difficulty
encountered because the model results were not accurate enough. Uncertainty
ranges in the finite element technique were usually an order ofmagnitude below the
uncertainties in the thermal infrared images, and sometimes many orders of
magnitude less than uncertainties in the physical properties of the system. The
principle limitations encountered in performing the analyses were due to the
variables in the physical system being insufficiently constrained.
Several software packages are available ~off the sbeIr, to facilitate finite
element analyses. The software used in this thesis, Ansys, affords major advantages
over other finite element modelling softwlre in terms of ease of use. The Ansys
software IIIows relatively rapid getldation of new~ models with only a
relatively smaD amount of aJStom progI lOaning. Element sizes may be easily
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changed and material properties may be readily modified and made temperature
dependent.
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13.5 THE EFFECT OF THE PHYSICAL SYSTEM ON THE
MODELLED RESULTS
It was found that, in steady state models, the source depth, temperature and size
have a dominant effect on the surface temperature. Figures 6.44, 6.45 show the
marked effect of source depth variation. Figures 6.46 and 6.47 show the strong
linear effect of source temperature variations. Figure 6.50 shows the relatively
marginal effect of heat source geometry, showing how the size, rather than the
shape, is the dominant geometric effect.
In addition to these factors, varying the surface properties has a significant
effect. Certain factors, such as emissivity and bulk atmospherict~ tended
to affect the peak temperature and background temperature equally and tIaJs
produced no net affect OIl the thermal anomaly. Other parameters principally the
convection film coefficient, had a very marked effect OIl the thermal anomaly (see
Figures 6.40 and 6.41). Variations in the physical properties of the rock were
proportionally less important, but could still have significant effects. Figures 6.42
and 6.43 show a correlation between rock thermal conductivity and the expressed
thermal anomaly.
Time dependent variation in the geothermal heat source takes a relatively
long time to propagate to the surface. In the case of refilling of lava tubes, it was
found that it took, at best, 24 hours for an injection of fresh, bot lava into a lava
tube to produce a detectable temperature change at the surface. This is too long to
be of predictive utility in most cases. Detection of such tenlpeIature changes could
be useful in some cases, for example, lava tunaili formation, in conjunction with
observations ofdeformation and gas emission.
Diurnal variations in the surface thermal boundary conditions could be easily
modelled using the finite element method. Analyses carried out for terrestrial, Lunar
and Martian situations found rauIts of finite element models to be in good
agreement both with published measured~ IIId with published results
generated using finite ditfaellce and analytic teebniques.
Phase change IDIIyses carried out in CItapIer 9: PIltDe Change Models for
2 examples, found that the effect of telnpei ature dependent phase changing
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materials was relatively marginal, compared to the effect of "static' factors
considered in Chapter 6: Steady Slate Models.
Studies of a heat source in cryolithosphere (Series 8.1.1) showed • marginal
influence on the peak temperature, at best 1-2 degree reduction. The effect 011
thermal anomaly size was more marked, creating a reduction of 30-4()0~.
The second example of phase change effects on a reactivated lava tube
(Series 8.1.2) had relatively subtle effects. The phase change enabled model showed
a slightly delayed heating curve (due to energy loss in melting tube walls) and a
slightly longer cooling curve (due to release of latent heat of crystallisation).
Obviously, these results are valid only for the circumstances and boundary
conditions considered, however, they can be taken to indicate a more general trend.
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13.6 FURTHER WORK
As with all scientific investigations, this thesis is a work without end, and has in its
course suggested far more avenues of investigation than one could ever hope to
pursue. In addition recent technical advances and new datasets such as the ASTER
dataset (Figure 13.3) or Galileo images (Figure 13.1,13.2) have opened up potential
new areas of investigation, which would not have been available when the thesis
was begun. Some ofthese are briefly outlined here.
FIELD INVESTIGATION OF ACTIVE LAVA TUBES
The work carried out in Chapter /0: TIte Ki/owQ l..awJ Flow could have Ie8d to a
much more precise characterisation of the lava tube system if there was sufficient
supporting data to adequately constrain the model. It would be a most interesting
exercise to investigate the thermal anomaly due to III IdNe lava tube in the Kilauea
system with adequate ground truth. Such a field investigation would involve the
following:
• Systematic sampling of the basalt in a grid, and laboratory measurement of its
thermal properties
• Coring to sample the basalt at shallow depth, to map the thermal properties in
three di~ and determine the degree of anisotropy in the physical
parameters
• Geophysical investigations to map the cross sectional area of ICtive lava in the
lava tube. Shallow seismic investigations to map out layers and porosity
variations in the basalt could also be conducted.
• Measurement of the sensible heat transfer coefficient in the study area using
Eddy Correlation equipment (3-d sonic anemometers and fine wire
thernK>COUpies).
• Monitoring of relative Iunidity, rainfalL and other meteorological factors.
• Systematic high-resolution emissivity mapping of the surface (using a handheld
spectrometer).
• Mapping of the surface roughness, to determine the 8erOdynamic coefficient of
the surface, to facilitate sensible heat fJux calculations
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• Placement ofsoil heat flux plates to quantify background geothermal fluxes.
• Placement of thermocouples It depth within the (solidified) lava flow, to map
out the internal heat distribution
• Measurement of the tempe!ature and value ofoutgassed material from over the
lava tube, to determine if heat transfer by outgassing is important in the system
• Systematic measurement ofsolar insolation during the study period.
• Contemporaneous thermal infrared imaging at high resolution, supplemented by
surface temperature measurements and radiometer transits across the study
area.
Such a systemic instrumentation and quantification of the thennophysical
properties of the physical system would allow comparison of numerical models of
heat flow from the lava tube and the real, measured values, with a much higher
degree ofconfidence than is presently available. This would the facilitate application
ofthe technique to areas with poorer ground control data.
THERMAL MODELLING OF LAVA FLOW COOLING
The cooling and crystallisation of lava 80ws is a very complex process with
considerable non-Iinearities and sharp thermal gradients. Complex processes like
fluid flow, crystallisation and settling are beyond the capabilities of Ansys to model
numerically. It would be an interesting exercise to custom write a finite element
modelling application to address such situations.
THERMAL MODELLING OF GE01HERMAL WATERS
In Chapter 9: TIle W"", Springs ofSottthem Ireland, it was noted that the thermal
effects ofgeothermal groundwater are principally due to heat transfer by convection
and fluid movements in fractures and pore~ rather than by conduction. It
would be an interesting exercise to investigation the movement and effect of
thermal groundwater, using comntereial groundwater modelling software, to assess
ifexisting conceptual models of the underlying hydrothermal systems are consistent
with observed data.
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MARTIAN GEOTHERMAL ANOMALY MAPPING
As noted in Chapter 12: Mars., geothermal heat sources on Mars are likely not to
have a strong thermal infrared signature., due to the effect of the cryolithosphere.
However., it would be an interesting exercise to examine some of the areas noted in
•
the literature as potential geothermal sources. A detailed study of these regions in
high-resolution visible band images could be carried out to look for evidence of
recent collapse~ alases (linear collapse features) and phreatic craters.
THE OUTER LIMITS: THERMAL ANOMALIES OF THE GALllEAN
SATILLITES
A srnaII but interesting thermal infrared dataset from the Galileo Spacecraft.,s
Photopolarimeter-radiometer (PPL) shows some very interesting results from the
moons of Jupiter. While the resolution of the images from the instrument is
generally quite low (kilometer scale) it raises interesting questions about the unusual
thermal geology ofthese exotic worlds.
Images from the Galileo probe in the 1990 confirmed 10 as being the most
volcanically active body known. Recently returned images of 10 show shield
volcanoes and tube fed lava flows. Given that there now exists • small dataset of
moderate resolution thermal infrared images of the surflCe of 10., it would be an
interesting exercise to calculate the expected surface thermal signature from
endogenetic thermal anomalies 011 10., for comparison with other planetary bodies.
Published work examining thermal images ofEuropa from the GaIiIeo probe
(Spencer et II 1999) suggests considerable complexity in the thermal geology of
Europa. Considerable unexplained temperature variations were noted., which could
be due to either endogenetic sources, or complex thermal inertia variations in the
surface ices. Spencer et at did not observe lIlY specific hot spots on Europa., night
side within the resolution of the image. Despite the relatively small dataset and its
low resolution (variable., but kilometer scale)., there may be considerable application
for thermal finite element models. Phase change models may also be useful to model
cryovolcanic processes. Finite element thermal models could be used to investigate
questions such as bow long would • heat influx from • sub-ice volcanic eruption
take to show .. effect 011 the ice surface? Would it show .. effect at all? Wh8t
volume of melting could one expect from differing levels of volcanic Idivity on the
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Appendix A: Symbols Used in the Text
A.I ROMAN CAPITALS
Symbol Meaning ValuelUnits
A Area m2
At,. Cycle temperature amplitude at depth z K
Bi Diot number
BR Bowen ratio
C Capacitance matrix
CD Drag coefficient
C, Constant pressure specific heat Ag-lel
Cv Constant temperature specific heat Jkg-lel
E Energy J
E-. Radiative energy absorbed by the material Wm-2
En. Radiative energy emitted by the material Wm-2
E.- Geothermal heat flux Wm-2
F Radiation shape factor (defauhs to I)
Fo Fourier number
G Soil heat flux Wm-2
Or Grashof number
H Sensible heat flux Wm-2
H Heat flux (unspecified) Wm-2
II. Enthalpy Jm-
3
"-
Heat loss per m oflava tube Wm-l
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I Thermal inertia Jm-2s"
112K-1
J Maximum heat flux at the surface Wm-2
K Permeability
Km. Film Coefficient Wm-2K-1
Ku Eddy Diffusivity for heat m-2s-1
Kv Eddy Diffusivity for water vapour m-2s-1
Kc Effective Conductivity ofa porous medium with
immobile fluid in the pore spaces. Wm-2
K... Linearised Radiation Coefficient Wm-2K-1
[K] Stiflhess matrix
LE Latent heat flux Wm-2
L. Instrument scan rate Lines/second
Lv Latent heat ofvaporisation ofwater 2260kJkg-1
M, Mean atomic mass ofa gas
Mt Spectral radiant exitance per m2of the Sun integrated
across the spectral range. Wm-2
~ Spectral radiant exitance ofan object Wm-2~-1
N. Nussult number
Nt, N2 Shape functions for element
p. Distance ofpixel from the flight tiDe centre m
Pr Prandtl number
Q Net heat transfer Wm-2
Ra Rayleigh munber
Rae Critical Rayleigh munber
R. Molar gas constant 1.31Jrnor1K-1
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Gas constant 287.04
Jkg-1K-1
Ri Richardson number
R. Direct radiance absorbed. Wm-2
Ro' Direct radiance absorbed corrected for aspect Wm-2
~ Background sky radiance absorbed Wm-2
R.t Net radiation flux Wm-2
R Radius ofthe Sun 6.98xl0'm
Ret Along-track resolution m
Rea Across-track resolution m
S Solar constant 1367 ±7
Wm-2
S Radiation shape factor
S... Airspeed ms-I
S. Station elevation m
T1 Initial temperature ·CorK
T. Air temperature ·CorK
T.. Anomaly temperature ·CorK
T.. Bulk temperature of the fluid (atmosphere) -CorK
T. Elevated temperature ofsurface due to endogenetic heat K
T.., Surface temperature ·CorK
T*J Sky temperature ·CorK
T(z,t) Temperature at depth z, time t. -CorK
T. Space node temperature K
T. Tentpaature of 'Space Node' for radiation K
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T.. Temperature of 'Space Node' for convection «»CorK
<U> Average wind speed ms-l
V Volume m3
W Instantaneous vertical windspeed ms-l
Z Height ofmeasurement instruments over reference surface m
'4, Surface roughness
A.2 ROMAN SMALL
Symbol Meaning ValuelUnits
(a) The set of the values of the free variable at each nodal point
c Speed of light in vacuum 2.997xI0·
ms-1
c. Specific heat ofair at constant pressure: 1010 Jkg-l K-l
e, Specific heat capacity ofa material at constant pressure )kg-l K- l
d Distance ofthe Earth from the Sun I.5xlOllm
e Flow thickness m
g Acceleration due to gravity (Earth Surface) 9.8 Irns- l
h Planck's constant 6.626xI0-34 Js
hr Film Coefficient Wm-1c-l
b Instrument height above the surface m
t. Thermal conductivity ofair Wm-1{-l
ke. Boltzmann constant 1.38054xI0-34
JKol
k Thermal conductivity Wm-1c-l
kv Von Kannans constant 0.4
kp Permeability ofporous medium m2
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nq
t
u
•u
z
z
A3GREEK
Symbol
a
P.
•
Number ofcolumns to the flight line centre column
Specific humidity
Humidity ofair
Time
Horizontal windspeed
Effective water vapour content ofthe atmosphere:
(total precipitable water in a cloudless atmosphere)
Zenith angle ofthe sun as a function of time ofthe
day and date ofyear.
Depth
Meaning
Albedo
Atmospheric albedo
Ground albedo
Angle between the surface and the sun on the plane
containing the sun
Coefficient ofvolume expansion
Coefficient of thermal expansion ofAir
Coefficient of thermal expansion ofthe pore fluid
Emmissivity ofsurface
Shortwave emmissivity
vISCOSity of the pore fluid
Viscosity ofair
Atmospheric tnnsmissivity.
Radiation shape factor
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kg kg-I
s
ms-I
gcm-2
Rad
m
ValuelUnits
0«<1
0«<1
0«<1
Rad
0<8<1
0<8<1
O<'t <1
1Cd Thennal diffusivity of the rock m2s-·
lea Thennal diffusivity ofair m2s-·
~ Characteristic length. m
~T/~z Temperature gradient Km-·
aq/~z Humidity gradient
v Kinematic viscosity ofthe fluid m2s-·
J1 Dynamic viscosity of the fluid kgm-·s-·
X Specific heat ratio c,;Cv
~ Solar declination rad
cp Local latitude rad
CD Phase angle rad s·
CD Phase angle ofEarths' rotation 7.292xlO'
rads··
'I' Instrument response
(J Stefan-Boltzmann Constant 5.669x10"
Wm-2K-4
AT Temperature difference ·CorK
A Wavelength m
p. Density ofair. 1.292kgm3
Pr Density of the pore fluid kgm-3
r.,2 System boundary regions
n Energy integraL the Lagrangian Function
PI Surface pressure mbar
t Atmospheric transmissivity (exp(-t'»
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8 Angle between the normal to the surface and the solar
zenith angle
System domain
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rad
ABL
AOI
ASTER
ATI
AVIRIS
AVHRR
CFD
DN
FEA
GOES
HCMM
HVNP
IDL
IRTM
IFOV
MGS
MOC
MODIS
MSS
NASA
NCOC
NIR
Appendix B: Abbreviations and
Acronyms
Atmospheric Boundary Layer
Area of Interest
Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection instrument
Apparent Thermal Inertia
Airborne Visible/Infrared Spectrometer
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
Computational Fluid Dynamics
Digital Number
Finite Element Analysis
Geostationary Orbiting Environmental Satellite
Heat Capacity Mapping Mission
Hawaii Volcanoes National Park
Interactive Data Language
Infra-Red Thermal Mapper
Instantaneous Field Of View
Mars Global Surveyor
Mars Orbital Camera
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectral Radiometer
Multispectral Scanner
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Climate Data Centre
Near Infra Red
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NOAA
RGB
SST
SBL
SHC
TLA
TES
TIMS
TIR
TFEM
TIRS
TM
UV
VTC
National Oceanography and Atmosphere Administration
Red-Green-Blue
Sea Surface Temperatures
Surface Boundary Layer
Specific Heat Capacity
Three Letter Abbreviation
Thermal Emission Spectrometer
Thermal Infrared Mapping Spectrometer
Thermal Infra Red
Thermal Finite Element Modelling
Thermal Infrared Remote Sensing
Thematic Mapper
Ultraviolet
Virtual Thermal Conductivity
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Appendix C: Properties of Selected
Materials
C.I THERMAL PROPERTIES OF ROCKS
Material Thermal Specific Heat Denlity Thermal Thermal SfMIru
Conductivity Capacity Inertia Diffiasivity
K: C: p: I: ~
Wm-IK-I Jkg-IK-I kgm-3 Jm-2S·1 ';(-1 lO-6m2s-1
SandySoil
Dry 0.3 800 1600 620 0.23 Garrett (1992)
t)=O.2 1.9 1260 1800 2076 0.84 Garrett (1992)
t)=0.4 2.2 1480 2000 2552 0.74 Garrett (1992)
Clay Soil
Dry 0.25 890 1600 597 0.18 Garrett (1992)
t)=O.2 1.1 1170 1800 1552 0.52 Garrett (1992)
t)=0.4 1.6 1550 2000 2227 0.52 Garrett (1992)
Ices
Water Ice I 2.5 2100 910 1828 1.3 Garrett (1992)
Water Ice 2.24 2100 920 1.16 Oke (1978)
(O°C,Pure)
Snow Garrett (1992)
Old I 2090 640 1157 0.7 Garrett (1992)
Old 0.42 2090 480 0.3 Oke (1978)
New 0.1 2090 150 In 0.3 Garrett (1992)
New 0.08 2090 100 0.1 Oke (1978)
Water 0.6 4186 1000 1584.8 0.14 Garrett (1992)
Air- 2810 1007 1.292 1684 2.16 Garrett (1992)
Rockl
Granite 3.98 820 2640 2935 1.1 Holman
(max) (1990)
Granite 1.73 820 2640 1935 0.1 Holman
(min) (1990)
Marble 2.94 800 2700 2520 1.035 Holman
(max) (1990)
Marble 2.07 800 2500 2035 0.59 Holman
(min) (1990)
Limestone 1.33 900 2500 1730 0.56 Holman
(max) (1990)
Limestone 1.26 900 2500 1684 0.56 Holman
(min) (1990)
Sandstone 1.83 710 2300 1728.7 1.12 Holman
(max) (1990)
Sandstone 1.83 710 2160 1675 1.19 Holman
(min) (1990)
Krafla 1.356 952 2650 1850 0.57 Tiab and
Geothermal Sigurdssoa
Reservoir (1994)
• Dry air at 2931(, I013.25bPa. Values Ib"ODIIY vaUbIe ICC GIna (1992) Appendix 2.
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C.2 STANDARD MATERIALS
For the purposes of facilitating modeling a series of "Standard Basalts" have been generated using
the general relationships for physical properties of geologic material outlined in Chapter 3: The
Physical Model.
C.2.1 BASALTS
C.2.1.1 BasaltI, Porous Permeable Basah
Density 1080 kgm-3
Vesicularity 6()O1O
Penneability 10-1m-2
Pore Fluid Air
Temperature (K) 273 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400
Thermal Conductivity (1lorizontal) (Wm-I K-1) 0.660 0.581 0.483 0.422 0.383 0.357 0.339
Thennal Conductivity (vertical) (Wm- I K"l) 4.226 4.026 3.758 3.57 3.45 3.373 3.31
Specific Heat Capacity 0k2-1K" I) 321 373 410 428 439 447 452
C.2.1.2 BasaIt2, Solid Impermeable Basalt
Density 2700 kgm-3
Vesicularity 0
Permeability 0 m-2
Pore Fluid Air
Temperature (K) 273 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400
Thermal Conductivity (horizontal) (Wm-I K-1) 2.08 1.812 1.47 1.25 1.11 I 0.934
Thermal Conductivity (vertical) (Wm-' K"') 2.08 1.812 1.47 1.25 1.11 I 0.934
SDCCific Heat r!l..-ritv (.Ib.- l K"I) 800 931 1024 1071 1099 1117 1131
LowRan
•Temperature dependence of basalt thermal c:ordIctivtty at low ranges 15 DOt kDown.
C.2. 1.3 BasaltJ. Solid Permeable Basalt
Density 2700 kgm-3
Vesicularity 0
Permeability 10-1m-2
Pore Fluid Air
lae
Temperature (K) 100 150 200 250 300 350
Thermal Conductivity (horizontal) (Wm-' K-1). 2 2 2 2 2 2
Thermal Conductivity (vertical) (Wm- I K"'). 2 2 2 2 2 2
Specific Heat Caoacitl Ou·IK-') 91 460 650 7fIJ 830 891
..
Temperature (K) 273 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400
Thermal Conductivity (horizontal) (Wm- I K
'
) 2.08 1.812 1.47 1.25 1.11 I 0.934
Thermal Conducti~it\·(vertical) (Wm- 1 K-' ) 6.74 5.88 4.81 4.14 3.7 3.39 3.16
Specific Heat r!l..-rih: (Jk2-1 K-I ) 800 931 1024 1071 1099 1117 1131
C.2.1.4 Basalt4, Porous Impeimelble 8IsIIt
Density 1080 kgm-3
Vesicularity ~~
Permeability 10
Pore Fluid Air
Temperature (K) 273 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400
Thermal Conductivity (horizontal) (Wm-I K-' ) 0.660 0.581 0.483 0.422 0.383 0.357 0.339
Thermal Conductivity (vertical) (Wm- I K"I) 0.660 0.581 0.483 0.422 0.383 0.357 0.339
Specific Heat r!l..-rin; (Jkg1K"1) 321 373 410 428 439 447 452
3SS
C.2.2 LUNAR REGOLInIS
100 130 200
0.7 0.8 1
360 460 560
230 300
1.2 1.5
670 no
100 130 200
888
540 690 840
230 300
8 8
1005 1290
C.2.3 SANDSTONE-ICE MIXTIJRES
Temperature (K) 173 272 274 283 303
100% Sandstone
Thermal Con~~Y~n (Wm-1K-1) 3 3 3 3 3
Enthalpy Om-3) 2.70e+8 4.24e+8 4.28e+8 4.42e+8 4.73e+8
80% Sandstone+200/olce
Thermal Conductivity (Wm-1K-1) 2.8 2.8 2.4 2.4 2.4
Enthalpy Om-'~) 2.55e+8 4.15e+8 4.86e+8 5.4e+8 6.86e+8
5O%Sandstone+5()O.IoIce
Thermal Conductivity (Wm-1K-1) 2.6 2.6 1.61 1.61 1.61
Enthalpv Om-3) 2.31e+8 3.9ge+8 5.72e+8 5.81e+8 6.39+8
C.2.4 MARTIAN SOILS
C 2 4 1 VL I Block...
Temperature (K) 100 150 200 250 300
Density (kgm-3) 1150 1150 1150 1150 1150
Specific Heat CaJ-city 360 460 S60 870 770
I(~-IK-I)
Thermal Conductivity 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
I(Wm- 1 K01)
C 242 VLI Drift...
Temperature (K) 100 150 200 250 300
Density (kgm-3) 1600 1600 1600 1600 1600
Specific Heat CaJ-city 360 460 S60 670 770
I(Jk2- 1K 1)
Thermal Conductivity 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11
I(Wm-1 K01)
C.2.4.3 VL2 Clump
Temperature (K) 100 150 200 250 300
Density (kgm-3) 1400 1400 1400 1400 1400
Specific Heat Caplcity 360 460 560 670 770
I(Jkg-1K1)
Thermal Conductivity 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08
I(Wm-1 K-1)
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C 2 4 4 MP Overall...
Temperature (K) 100 150 200 250 300
Density (kgm-3) 1520 1520 1520 1520 1520
Specific Heat Capacity 360 460 560 670 770
IOkg-1K"1)
Thermal Conductivity 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22
I(Wm-1K"I)
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Appendix D: Description of Instruments
0.1 LANDSAT THEMATIC MAPPER
Band 6 of the Landsat Thematic Mapper (Landsat TM) instrument operates in the
10.4-12.5 JIm bandwidth, at a 120m resolution and is the only channel of interest
for low temperature anomalies aboard the Landsat instrument. The instrument was
flown on both the Landsat 4 and 5 spacecraft. These two Landsat platforms are
identical, and fly 99 minute sun synchronous orbits at 705km. Each satellite can
provide repeat coverage every 16 days. The sun synchronous orbit means that each
overflight is at the same time of day, 11.00AM and 11.00 PM approximately,
depending on the latitude. This means that solar heating of the surface is a
significant factor in interpreting Landsat band 6 images. Landsat is extensively
available from archi~ but u Eosat is a commerciaJ company, it can be relatively
expensive.
Band Wavelength (J.1IIl) Resolution (m)
1 0.45-0.52 30
2 0.52-0.6 30
3 0.63-0.69 30
4 0.76-0.9 30
5 1.55-1.75 30
6 10.4-12.5 120
7 2.08-2.35 30
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D.2 THERMAL INFRARED MAPPING SPECTROMETER
The Thermal Inftared Mapping Spectrometer (TIMS) is a DeadaIus Corporation IR
Multispectral imaging system flown by the U.S. Department of Energy aboard
various~ chiefly the medium altitude Cessna Citation and the high Altitude
ER-2 (paUuconi and Meeks 1985)
Band Wavelength (1Jl11)
1 8.2-8.6
2 8.6-9.0
3 9.0-9.4
4 9.4-10.2
5 10.2-11.211.2-12.2
6 11.2-12.2
Table D2 TlMS 8aDd spr:ci1icatio-.
The system has. 2.5 nod IFOV, but samples data every 2.094 nod. The
system resolution is dependent on the altitude of the flight line. Total swath width is
76.56° (638 pixels). The systems scan rate is variables to 7.3,8.7,12 or 25 scans per
second. The system uses 6 element Mercury-cadmium-telluride detectors and has •
thermal noise level ofabout 0.3-c. Data from TIMS is available from the Eros Data
Centre on 8mm Exabyte tape, or via CD-ROM or FfP from other sources.
Data Formats:
Raw TIMS data uses an &-bit digital oomber. However, it is usually not provided in
raw format. Standard postprocessing using JPL's TIMSCAL software into 16-bit
radiance values is usually carried out. AD TIMS data used in this thesis has been
processed in this way.
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D.3 VIKING
The Viking 1 and 2 orbiters reached Mars in 1976 and carried an extensive suite of
instruments. they performed the first thorough mapping ofthe Martian Surface. For
thermal infrared studies, the Vikings carried an Infra-Red Thermal Mapper (IRTM)
instrument. The instrument IRTM is a 28 channel 4 telescope radiometer operating
on six spectral bands. Spatial resolution was quite low, varying from 170km to 8km
per pixel. The data format is complex, u it is recorded u a series of~ rather
than in a classic raster style image format.
Channels per band Spectral band, ~m Brightness Temperature Designation
7 0.3-3.0 Solar Band
3 6.1-8.3 T,
3 8.3-12.5 T9
7 9.8-12.5 Til
1 14.56-15.41 Tu
7 17.7-24.0 T2D
Table 03: IRTM Band Specifications
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D.4 TERMOSKAN
The TERMOSKAN instrument was flown aboard the ill-fated Soviet Phobos Mars
probes in 1989. Phobos I was lost in transit, but a number of images were acquired
using the instrument aboard Phobos 2 before that craft was also lost.
The TERMOSKAN instrument operated on two bands, a visual band (0.5-
0.95 J.UIl) and an infrared band (8.S-12~). Instrument instantaneous field of view
(IFOV) was 0.9 arcseconds, scan speed I linelsecond and scan angle 6.1°. At an
altitude of 6300 kin this gives a spatial resolution of 1.8k1n per pixel and a swath
width of6S0km (Betts 1994). Data output format is 8-bit.
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Appendix E: The Alpha and Bravo
Models
E.l ALPHA MODEL SCRIPT
/BATCH
ICOM.ANSYS RELEASE 5.3 UP071096 15:24:24 ~1997
linput.menust,tmp "","",tt"," I
1PREP1
linput.~ans .C:\PROGRA-I\ANSYS53\docu\tt"","","tl
'Initial Static 1brnDaI Model
,Initial Setup
, Setup as thermal poblem
KEYW.PR_SET,I
KEYW.PR_STRUC,O
KEYW.PR_llIERM.I
KEYW.PR_ELMAG,O
KEYW.PR_FLUID,O
KEYW,PR_MULTI,O
KEYW,PR_CFD,O
KEYW.LSDYNA,O
IPMETH.OFF
, Setup workplane
WPSTYL, STAT
1PREP1
, Setup elements
ET,I.PLANEn
'Ist Keyopt set is~
KEYOPT.l,l,O
'For Planer axis msymeUry cbIDce keyopt 3 to 0
KEYOPT,I,3,O
DOF
, EstablisbiD& V.-iable ParImdtn
tair=O
thot= I ()()()
thick=IO
, Establishin& MaIerial popertiel
, TheABL
UIMP, I,DENS, , ,1.172.
UIMP.I,KXX" ,2,
UIMP, I,C, , ,1006,
,The SBL
UIMP,2,DENS" ,2100,
UIMP.2,KXX, , ,2,
UIMP.2,C" ,M)(),
,The Rock
UIMP.3,DENS, , ,21OOt
UIMP.3,KXX, , ,2,
UIMP.3,C, . .tm,
,Setup WorkplaDe
wpstyle.0.S,I,-IO.100,0.003.0,0.•5
'Assemble and mesh component by 00iJIPN-
!Create ke}poiJds for model pomeuy
K.,I ,0.-thick,O
k,3.80.-tbick,0
K..S,O,O.O,
K.,6,0,1,O,
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K.7,0,2,0,
K.8,SO,0,0,
K.9,8O,I,O,
K.IO,8O,2,0,
K.II,I,-thick,O,
'Create Lines connecting keypoints
LSTR, I, S
LSTR, ~, a
LSTR, a, 3
LSTR, 3, I
LSTR, ~, 6
LSTR, 6, 7
LSTR, 7, 10
LSTR, 10, 9
LSTR, 8, 9
LSTR, 9, 6
'Create Areas from IiDes
,Area I
FLST,2,4,4
FITEM,2,7
FITEM,2,10
FITEM,2,6
FITEM,2,8
AL.P5IX
,Area 2
FLST.2,4,4
FITEM,2,S
FITEM,2,2
FITEM,2.10
FITEM,2,9
AL.P5IX
,Area 3
FLST.2,4,4
FITEM,2,2
FITEM,2,4
FITEM,2,1
FITEM,2,3
AL.P51X
'Apply LoadI,
'0diDe Mesh puametaI
FLST.2,4,4,ORDE,4
FITEM,2,2
FITEM,2,4
FITEM2,7
FITEM2.l0
LESIZE.P51X.8" ,I.
FLST.2,4,4,ORDE.4
FITEM2,~
FITEM2,~
FITEM,2,8
FITEM2.-9
LESIZE.P51 X.I, , ,I,
FLST.2,2,4,~2
FITEM,2,1
FITEM2.3
LESIZE.P51X.2., ,I,
'Areas Attributes
eM_Y,AREA
ASEL,,,, I
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CM._Yl.AREA
CMSEL,S,_Y
'*CMSEL,S,_YI
AAIT,I,I,I,O,
CMSEL,S,_Y
CMDELE,_Y
CMDELE,_YI
'*CM._Y,AREA
ASEL"" 2
CM._Yl.AREA
CMSEL,S,_Y
!*
CMSEL,S,_YI
AAIT.2.I,I,0,
CMSEL.S._Y
CMDELE,_Y
CMDELE,_YI
'*CM,_Y,AREA
ASEL"" 3
CM,_YI,AREA
CMSEL,S,_Y
!*
CMSEL,S,_YI
AAIT,3, 1,1,0,
CMSEL,S,_Y
CMDELE,_Y
CMDELE._YI
!Meshing Model
FLST,5,3,5.ORDE,2
FITEM,5,1
FITEM,5.-3
CM._Y,AREA
ASEL, , , ,P5IX
CM._YI,AREA
CHKMSIt'AREA'
CMSEL,S,_Y
!*
AMESH,_YI
'*CMDEL,_Y
CMDEL,_YI
CMDEL._Y2
!Refining the Mesh
!Mesh Refinementl
IPREP7
FLST.2,3,4,ORDE,3
FITEM,2,1
FITEM,2,5
FITEM,2,-6
LREF.P51X" ,1,3,1
!Mesh Refinement2
FLST.2,4,2.ORDE.3
FITEM2,81
FITEM,2.83
FITEM2.-85
EREF,P5IX , ,2,0, I
'* 365
!CM._Vl.ELEM
!CHECK.ESEL,WARN
!CMSEL,S,_VI
!CMDEL,_Yl
!.
!Refinement3
1PREP7
FLST.2.11,2,ORDE,7
FITEM2,84
FITEM2.175
FITEM2,-177
FITEM2.190
FITEM2,-192
FITEM2.201
FITEM2.-204
EREF.P51X" .1.1,1
FLST,2,27,2,ORDE,15
FITEM2.84
FITEM2,175
FITEM2.-176
FITEM2,190
FITEM2.-192
FITEM2,201
FITEM2.-204
FITEM2,290
FITEM2.301
FITEM2.345
FITEM.2,348
FITEM2,-353
FITEM2.382
FITEM2,385
FITEM2,-391
EREF.P51X" ,1,1,1
!.
!LoadNodes
!BottomLoed
ISOLU
IZ(X)IM, l.RECf.-O.934710,-0.161647,-0.830661,-0.066064
FLST.2.166, I,ORDE,72
FITEM2.96
FITEM.2.116
FITEM2.306
FITEM.2.569
FITEM2.578
FITEM.2.686
FITEM2.-687
FITEM.2.689
FITEM2,-690
FITEM2.711
FITEM2,-712
FITEM2.714
FITEM.2,-715
FITEM2.865
FITEM2,875
FITEM.2.-876
FITEM.2,1025
FITEM2,1027
FITEM.2,-I028
FITEM2.l030
FI'l"F.M.2,-1035
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FITEM.2.1037
FITEM.2,-1038
FlTEM,2.l040
FlTEM,2,-1044
FlTEM,2,1121
FlTEM,2,1123
FITEM,2.-1124
FlTEM,2,1126
FITEM,2.-1130
FlTEM,2,1132
FlTEM2.1137
FITEM,2,-II40
FITEM,2.1158
FlTEM,2,-1159
FITEM2.l161
FlTEM,2,1169
FlTEM2.-1174
FITEM,2,1191
FITEM2.-1192
FITEM,2,1198
FlTEM2.-1199
FITEM,2,125O
FITEM2.-1263
FITEM,2,1290
FlTEM2.-1301
FITEM,2,1443
FlTEM2.-1452
FITEM2,1454
FITEM2.-1459
FITEM,2,1461
FlTEM,2.1463
FlTEM2,-1471
FITEM2.1473
FITEM2,-1482
FlTEM2,1484
FITEM2,-1489
FITEM2,1491
FITEM,2,1493
FlTEM2,-1501
FITEM,2,1571
FlTEM,2,-1580
FlTEM,2,1582
FITEM2,-1585
FITEM,2,1591
FlTEM2,-1596
FITEM,2,1598
FlTEM,2J601
FlTEM,2,-1606
FlTEM,2J621
FlTEM,2,-1622
FlTEM,2J625
D,P51 X.TEMP,that,
FLST.2,28,I,ORDE,9
FlTEM,2,1
FlTEM2.-21
FlTEM,2.47S
FlTEM,2.481
FlTEM,2,488
FlTEM2.491
FITEM.2,498
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FITEM,2,SOI
FITEM2,511
D,P51X,TEMP,tair,
!Solve
ISTAT,SOLU
SOLVE
/POSTI
PLNSOL.TEMP.,O
!Change window backround to white
IAUTO, I
/REP
ICOLOR.WBAK.WHIT, I
ICOLOR WBAK.BLAC,2
ICOLORWBAK.BLAC,3
ICOLORWBAK.BLAC,4
ICOLORWB~BLAC,S
/REPLOT
!*
!Change contour values
ICVAL, 1,1,05, lO,025,SO, loo,SOO, 1000
/REPLOT
!Define path
LPATH, 24, 22
!*
PDEF..TEMP, ,AVO
PRPATH,TEMP
!*
FINISH
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E.2 BRAVO MODEL SCRIPT
/CLE~START
!BravoBasicLogfile
!LogFile to setup initial bravo model
!WorkplaneSetup
wpstyle,0.05, 1,-10,100,0.003,0,1,,5
!SetupProblem
!SteadyStateThermal
KEYW,PR_SET, I
KEYW,PR_STRUC,O
KEYW,PR_THERM,I
KEYW,PR_ELMAG,O
KEYW,PR_FLUID,O
KEYW,PR_MULTI,O
KEYW,PR_CFD,O
KEYW,LSDYNA,O
/PMETH,OFF
/PREP7
!Definevariables
DEPTH = 10
ROCKEMM=l
!ROCK.K=2
!CONV=2
!Rock
UIMP, I,DENS, , ,ROCKDENS,
!Basaltl
ROCKDENS=1080
MPTEMP, ,273,400,600,800,1200,1400
MPDATA,KXX, I,1,0.66,0.581,0.483,0.422,0.357,0.339
MPDATA,KVY, I, 1,4.226,4.026,3.758,3.57,3.45,3.373,3.31
MPDATA,C, 1,1,321,373,410,428,447,452
UIMP,I,DENS" ,ROCKDENS,
UIMP, I,EMIS, , ,ROCKEMM,
!ElementTypes
ET,I,PLANE55
KEYOPT, 1,1,1
KEYOPT,I,3,0
KEYOPT,I,4,0
KEYOPT,I,8,0
KEYOPT,I,9,0
ET,2,SURFI9
KEYOPT,2,1,1
KEYOPT,2,3,0
KEYOPT,2,4,1
KEYOPT,2,5,1
KEYOPT,2,6,0
!Changed from 5 to 0
KEYOPT,2,8,0
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~1r()~~2~9~1
~1r()PT~2~ II ~O
KE1r()PT,2,12,0
OOF
!.
!Define SBConstant
~1,1,5.67e-8", ,
RM()RE" ,
!.
!Establish Geometry
!.
'Keypoint number,x,y,z
~I,O,O,O,
~4,80,0,0,
K,5,80,-depth,0,
~6,0,-depth,0,
!Lines
1,4, I
~4,5
~5,6
~6,1
!Areas
FLST,2A,4
FITE~2,1
FITE~2,2
FITE~2,3
FITE~2,4
AL~P5IX
!Area Attributes
CM~_Y,AREA
ASEL"" I
CM~_Yl,AREA
CMSEL,S,_Y
!.
CMSEL,S,_YI
AA,-r~I,I,I,O,
CMSEL,S,_1r
CMDELE,_Y
CMDE~_YI
!.
'Create extra nodes
'RadiationNode
N, I ~0,20~0""
!Convection Node (not used)
N~2~10,20,0""
!Mesh Size Controls
FLST~5,2,4,()RDE,2
FITE~5,1
FITEM,5,3
CM,_Y~INE
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LSEL", ,P5IX
CM,_YI,LINE
CMSEL,S,_Y
'*FLST,2,2,4,ORDE,2
FITEM,2,1
FITEM,2,3
LESIZE,P51~1, , , I,
FLST,2,2,4,ORDE,2
FlTEM,2,2
FITEM,2,4
LESIZE,P51~1" ,I,
CM,_Y,AREA
ASEL"" 1
CM,_Yl,AREA
CHKMSH,'AREA'
CMSEL,S,_Y
'*AMESH,_YI
'*CMDEL,_Y
CMDEL,_YI
CMDEL,_Y2
'*'RefineZone
FLST,2, I ,4,ORDE, I
FlTEM,2,1
LREF,P51~ , , I,1,1
FLST,2,1,4,ORDE,1
FlTEM,2,1
LREF,P51X" ,1,1,1
'*'CM,_YI,ELEM
'CHECK,ESEL,WARN
'CMSEL,S,_YI
'CMDEL,_YI
'*'RefineTube
FLST,2, I ,3,ORDE,1
FITEM,2,6
KREF,P51 X, , ,1,3,1
FLST,2,1 ,3,ORDE,1
FlTEM,2,6
KREF,P51X" ,1,3,1
FLST,2,1 ,3,ORDE,1
FITEM,2,6
KREF,P51X" ,1,5,1
FLST,2,1,3,ORDE,1
FITEM,2,6
KREF'p51X, , ,1,9,1
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!*
!CM,_Vl,ELEM
!CHECK,ESEL,WARN
!CMSEL,S, VI
!CMDEL,_YI
!*
!refineline again
FLST,2,1,4,ORDE,I
FlTEM,2,I
LREF,P51 X, , ,1,2, I
!RadiationElements
TVPE,2,
MAT,l,
REAL, 1,
ESYS,O,
ESURF,l,
!Delete SurplusElements
FLST,2,161,2,ORDE,12
FITE~2,6229
FITE~2,-6327
FITEM,2,6329
FITEM,2,-6382
FITE~2,6699
FITE~2,6701
FITE~2,6708
FlTEM,2,671 0
FITE~2,7023
FITE~2,-7024
FlTE~2,7027
FlTE~2,-7028
EDELE,P51X
EDELE, 6328
!Define constant variables
!Radiation
SPACE=270
!Sourcetemp
THOT=1400
Tinit=273
!FilmCoefficient
film=40
Bulktemp=273
!Open Output File
*CFOPEN,Curve,txt,
!Write Fileheader
*VWRITE,
(" Ansys Results File-Temperature Dependant -)
Number=l
*DO,N,l,S
linput,bravol,txt !Input Solution and Output Module
*ENDDO
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!Write footer
*VWRITE
(" End ofFile ")
!Close output file
*cfclos
E.3.2 BRAVOL MODULE
!Solution and Output Module
/PREP7
LSCLEAR,ALL
!Loads
!Uniform initial temperature
FLST,2,5724,1,ORDE,2
FITE~2,1
FITE~2,-5724
IC,P51 X,TEMP,tinit,
!Space Node
FLST,2, 1,1 ,ORDE,1
FITEM.,2,1
D,P51 x.,TEMP,space,
FLST,2,1,4,ORDE,1
FlTE~2,1
SFL,P51x.,CONV,film., ,bulktemp"
FLST,2,213,1,ORDE,55
FlTEM,2,84
FlTE~2,-85
FITE~2,2339
FITEM,2,-2340
FITEM,2,234
FlTE~2,2386
FITE~2,2389
FlTEM,2,2391
FlTE~2,2393
FITE~2,-2398
FITE~2,2428
FITE~2,-2429
FITE~2,2434
FITE~2,-2438
FITE~2,2447
FITEM.,2,-2454
FITEM.,2,2456
FlTE~2,2458
FITEM.,2,-2470
FITE~2,2511
FITEM.,2,-2518
FITEM.,2,2520
FITE~2,2531
FITEM,2,-2534
FITEM.,2,2540
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FITEM,2,2542
FlTEM,2,2545
FITEM,2,-2554
FITEM,2,2563
FITEM,2,2565
FlTEM,2,-2566
FITEM,2,2519
FITEM,2,-2603
FITEM,2,2608
FITEM,2,2610
FITEM,2,2612
FITEM,2,-2650
FlTEM,2,2104
FlTEM,2,-2126
FITEM,2,2130
FITEM,2,2132
FITEM,2,-2131
FlTEM,2,2163
FITEM,2,-2165
FITEM,2,2161
FITEM,2,-2184
FlTEM,2,2803
FITEM,2,-2812
FITEM,2,2815
FITEM,2,-2822
FITEM,2,2829
FITEM,2,-2832
FITEM,2,2831
FlTEM,2,-2838
FlTEM,2,284I
D,P51X,TEMP,thot,
!Solvit
ISOLU
FINISH
ISOLU
ISTAT,SOLU
SOLVE
!Postproc path plot (oft)
!/POST]
!LPATIL 4, 3
!.
!PDEF, ,TEMP, ,AVG
!PRPATH,TEMP
!Define Output Parameters
Temp1=TEMP(4)
temp2=TEMP(83)
Temp3=TEMP(82)
Temp4=TEMP(81)
Temp5=TEMP(80)
Te~~(19)
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Temp7=TEMP(78)
temp8=TEMP(77)
Temp9=TEMP(76)
Temp IO=TEMP(75)
Templl=TEMP(74)
Temp12=TEMP(73)
Temp 13=TEMP(72)
temp 14=TEMP(71)
Temp 15=TEMP(70)
Temp16=TEMP(69)
TempI7=TEMP(68)
Temp18=TEMP(67)
Temp 19=TEMP(66)
temp20=TEMP(65)
Temp21 =TEMP(64)
Temp22=TEMP(63)
Temp23=TEMP(62)
Temp24=TEMP(61)
Temp25=TEMP(60)
temp26=TEMP(59)
Temp27=TEMP(58)
Temp28=TEMP(57)
Temp29=TEMP(56)
Temp30=TEMP(55)
Temp31 =TEMP(54)
temp32=TEMP(53)
Temp33=TEMP(53)
Temp34=TEMP(51 )
Temp35=TEMP(50)
Temp36=TEMP(49)
Temp37=TEMP(48)
temp38=TEMP(47)
Temp39=TEMP(46)
Temp4O=TEMP(45)
Temp41 =TEMP(44)
Temp42=TEMP(43)
Temp43=TEMP(42)
temp44=TEMP(41)
Temp45=TEMP(40)
Temp46=TEMP(39)
Temp47=TEMP(38)
Temp48=TEMP(37)
Temp49=TEMP(36)
temp50=TEMP(35)
Temp51 =TEMP(34)
Temp52=TEMP(33)
Temp53=TEMP(32)
Temp54=TEMP(31 )
Temp55=TEMP(30)
temp56=TEMP(29)
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Temp57=TEMP(28)
Temp58=TEMP(27)
Temp59=TEMP(26)
Temp6O=TEMP(25)
Temp6I =TEMP(24)
temp62=TEMP(23)
Temp63=TEMP(22)
Temp64=TEMP(2I)
Temp65=TEMP(20)
Temp66=TEMP( 19)
Temp67=TEMP( 18)
temp68=TEMP( 17)
Temp69=TEMP( 16)
Temp70=TEMP( 15)
Temp7I =TEMP( 14)
Temp72=TEMP( 13)
Temp73=TEMP(I2)
temp74=TEMP( 11)
Temp75=TEMP( 10)
Temp76=TEMP(9)
Temp77=TEMP(8)
Temp79=TEMP(7)
Temp80=TEMP(6)
TEMP8I =TEMP(3)
!Write paramaters
*VWRITE,number
(" Run Number ", 1F3 .0)
*VWRITE,DEPTH,ROCKDENS,ROCKEMM
(" Depth" F6.0, "DENS ", F6.0, " EMM ", F3.I)
*VWRITE,space,thot,film,bulktemp,
(" SPACE" F5.0, "Too. "F5.0, " Film" F5.0, " bulktemp It, F5.0, )
!Write output
*VWRITE,Temp1,Temp2,Temp3,Temp4,Temp5,
(" Range0-4 ", 5F8.2)
*VWRITE,Temp5,Temp5,Temp7,Temp8,Temp9,
(" Range5-9 ", 5F8.2)
*VWRITE,Temp 10,Temp11 ,Temp12,Temp13,Temp14,
(" Rangel 0-14 ", 5F8.2)
*VWRITE,Temp15,Temp16,Temp17,Temp18,Temp19,
(" Rangel 5-19 ", 5F8.2)
*VWRITE,Temp20,Temp21,Temp22,Temp23,Temp24,
(" Range20-24 ", 5F8.2)
*VWRITE,Temp25,Temp26,Temp27,Temp28,Temp29,
(" Range25-29 ", 5F8.2)
*VWRITE,Temp30,Temp31,Temp32,Temp33,Temp34,
(" Range30-35 ", 5F8.2)
*VWRITE,Temp35,Temp36,Temp37,Temp38,Temp39,
(" Range35-39 ", 5F8.2)
*VWRITE,Temp40,Temp4I,Temp42,Temp43,Temp44,
(" Range40-44 ", 5F8.2)
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*VWRITE,Temp45,Temp46,Temp47,Temp48,Temp49,
(" Range45-49 ", 5F8.2)
*VWRITE,Temp50,Temp51,Temp52,Temp53,Temp54,
(" Range50-54 ", 5F8.2)
*VWRITE,Temp55,Temp56,Temp57,Temp58,Temp59,
(" Range55-59 ", 5F8.2)
*VWRITE,Temp60,Temp61,Temp62,Temp63,Temp64,
(" Range60-64 ", 5F8.2)
*VWRITE,Temp65,Temp66,Temp67,Temp68,Temp69,
(" Range65-69 ", 5F8.2)
*VWRITE,Temp70,Temp71,Temp72,Temp73,Temp74,
(" Range70-74 ", 5F8.2)
*VWRITE,Temp75,Temp76,Temp77,Temp78,Temp79,
(" Range75-79 ", 5F8.2)
*VWRITE,Temp80,Temp81
(" Value 79,80 ", 2F8.2)
!
'Define incrementing variable
FILM=FILM+10
Number=Number+1
FINISH
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Appendix F: IDL Programme Scripts
This appendix lists a selection ofthe IDL programme scripts used for data
processing in this thesis. A Semicolon indicates a comment line.
0.1 KIN
Calculates the kinetic kemperature from the radiance array
;PART 1:Reading In Data
;1.1 Read in TIMS data
;Required input- Signed 16 bit SSQ export file from Imagine, filename inpuI.d8I
;Required alterations to modify, adjust filename and ~ated array sizes
;ArraySizes
A=21
B=51
file = FILEPATH('input.dat',SUBDlR=fidltims'D ;Open FiIep8th
OPENR, lun, file, /GET_LUN ;Assign
LUN
tims1 -tNTARR(A,B)
;Define Array Band1
tims2 =INTARR(A, B)
;Define Array Band1
tims3. INTARR(A,B)
;Define Array Band3
tims4 • INTARR(A,B)
;Define Array BancM
timsS· INTARR(A,B)
;Define Array BandS
tims6 = INTARR(A,B) ;Deftne
Array Band6
READU, tun, tims1,tims2,tims3,tims4,tims5,tims8
;ArraySizes
FREE LUN,lun
;1.2 Read in TlMS lookup tables provided by Ron Alley, R-
Ille = FtLEPATH(lims.lut',SUBDIR=ridttims'D
;Open Filepath
OPENR, tun, file, IGET_LUN
;Assign LUN
1u11 - tNTARR(32767 ,1)
;Define LUT Array Band1
1ut2 =INTARR(32767,1)
lut3 = INTARR(32767,1)
lut4 = INTARR(32767,1)
lut5 = INTARR(32767,1)
1ut6 = INTARR(32767,1)
READU, lun, lut1,1ut2.ltj3,1uI4, lut5,Iul8 ;Reading Arrays
FREE LUN, tun
BYTEORDER, Itj1, 1ut2, 1ut3, ~4, lutS, 1ul8 ;FIip byte order to Intel
;P8f1 2 Convert radiances to Temperatures
;Convert Radiance values in TIMS data to radiant temper8tUfeS
;Band 1
X=O.O
Temp1=FLTARR(A,B)
;Establish temperature array
X:II: tims1(*.i
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Temp1r,-r-tloat(lut1 (X,O»/100
;Band 2
Temp2=FLTARR(A,B)
;Establish temperature array
X =tims2(·,j
Temp2(*, j=ftoat(lut2(X,O»)J100
;Band 3
Temp3=FLTARR(A,B)
;Establish temperature array
X• tlms3(*, j
Temp3(·, j=ftoat(lut3(X,O»/1 00
;Band 4
Temp4=FLTARR(A,B)
;Establish temperature array
X =tlms4(*, j
Temp4(·, j=ftoat(lut4(X,O»)/100
;Band 5
Temp5=FLTARR(A,B)
;Establish temperature array
X=tims5(·, j
Temp5(·, j=ftoat(lut5(X,0»)11 00
;Band 6
Temp6=FLTARR(A,B)
;Establish temperature array
X=tims6(·, j
Temp6(., j=ftoat(lut8(X,0»/100
;Merge all temperature data into a single temperature array
;Waming-May need to code around this array if using larger input MTayS (>285*25818)
TEMPALL=FLTARR(A,B,6)
TEMPALLr,·,O)=TEMP1 (*, j
TEMPALL(*,·,1 )=TEMP2(·, j
TEMPALL(*,*,2)=TEMP3(*,j
TEMPALL(*,·,3)=TEMP4(·, j
TEMPALL(*,·,4)=TEMP5(*,'
TEMPALL(*,·,5)=TEMP6(·,'
;Convert TEMPALL to kelvin-Duh!
TEMPALL(·,*,j=TEMPALL(*,*,j+273
;Radiant Temperatures to Kinetic Temperatures Conversion
;Radiant Temperature
KINTEMP=FLTARR(A,B,8)
EMM =FLTARR(6,1)
;Check Emmisivity array
EMM =[(0.92),(0.92),(0.90),(0.96),(0.96),(0.94)]
;EMM =[(0.94),(0.93),(0.885),(0.965),(0.96),(0.95»)
KINTEMP(·,·,0)=TEMPALL(·,·,0)/(EMM(O)"O.25)
KINTEMPr,*,1)=TEMPALL(*,*,1)/(EMM(1)"O.25)
KINTEMP(·,·,2)=TEMPALL(*,·,2)/(EMM(2)"0.25)
KINTEMP(*,·,3)=TEMPALL(*,·,3)/(EMM(3)AQ.25)
KINTEMP(*,*,4)=TEMPALL(·,*,4)/(EMM(4)"O.25)
KINTEMP(*,.,5)=TEMPALL(*,·,5)/(EMM(5)AQ.25)
;Average the derived kinetic temperatures
TEMPAVG=FLTARR(A, B)
TEMPAVG(·,'=(KINTEMP(*,·,O)+KINTEMPr,*,1)+KINTEMPr,*,2)+KINTEMPr,*,3)+K1N
TEMP(*,·,4)+KINTEMP(·,·,5»16
;Convert Tempavg back to degree C
TEMPAVG(·,j=TEMPAVG(*,j-273
TEMPDIFF=FLTARR(A,B)
TEMPDIFF=KINTEMP(*,·,O)-KINTEMPr,*,5)
;Write output
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fie =FllEPATH('outpul61.dat',SUBDIR=('idltims'D
;Open Filepath
OPENVV, lun, file, ,GET_LUN
;Assign LUN
VVRITEU, lun, TEMPAVG
FREE_LUN,Iun
tvscl,kintemp
;Some output for the talk through...
;Radiant temperatures for Erdas
;flle =FILEPATHCradtemp.dat',SUBDIR=fidltims'D
;Open Filepath
;OPENVV, lun, fie, /GET_LUN
;VVRITEU, lun, TEMPALL(*,·,"
;FREE_LUN,Iun
;Radtemp differences for Excel
file =FlLEPATHCdiff61.dat',SUBDIR=('idIims'D
;Open Filepath
OPENVV, lun, fie, 'GET_LUN
VVRlTEU, lun, TEMPDIFF
FREE_LUN,Iun
;plot,kintemp(10,10,'-293
;Write radiant temperatures
file =FILEPATHCrad61.dat',SUBDIR=ridltims'D
;Open Filepath
OPENVV, lun, file, 'GET_LUN
VVRITEU,lun, TEMPALL
FREE_LUN,lun
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;Assign LUN
;Assign LUN
;Assign LUN
0.2 GEOMETRIC CORRECTION
Performs Geometric Correction and resampling ofimage arrays.
;Geometric correction module
;Read in Kintemp array
;Define Array Size, can delete this if running modules sequentialy
A=21
8=51
;Elevation over target. in metres dummy! Target 880m asI
ELEV=1694
;How many rows from left edge dthe swath is the left edge «the Image?
STARTROW=69
;How many rows from the left edge d the Image is the row containing the main fumarole?
FUM=7
;Read in array, again, can delete this if running modules sequentialy
kintemp=FLTARR(A,B)
file = FILEPATH('output81 .dat',SUBDIR=('IdIims'D ;Open FIIepaIh
OPENR, lun, file, IGET_LUN
;Assign LUN
READU, lun, kintemp
FREE_LUN,lun
;Define Along track Resofution
YRES=8.24
;Calculate Correct Y ordinate
kintempA=FLTARR(3,A,B)
;YVAL=O
VPOs=O.O
PRINT,'oksofar1'
XLOOP, kintem~,kintemp, A. XVAL, XPOS, STARl"ROYJ, PHI, ELEV
PRINT,'oksofarZ
XVAL=O
PHI=O
XPOS=O.O
YlOOP, kintem~, kintemp, B, YPOS, YRES, YVAL
PRINT,'oksofar3'
;For image coregistration
;Set the zerovalue to
Zeroval=kintempa(1,FUM,O)
;Need to ensure that the row containing the fumarole rNIPS in to row forty d outarray
kintempa(1,·,,=Zeroval-kintempa(1,*,'+30
;DefineOutputArray
OUTARRAY=FLTARR(120,540)
;Need to ensure that the row containing the fumarole maps in to row forty d outarray
;Convert position information to integars using BYTE Command in fillet routine
Q=O
V=O
TEX=O
TY=O
FILLET, outarray, 1dntemp8, A. B, Q, V, TEX, TV
PRINT,'oksofar4'
;test output
tvsd,outarray
tvsd,kintemp
;Next Job-need to populate complete 8fT8Y
;Not working yet
;zeros are data points'
;need to delete zeros and then replace, Nan?
N=O
M=O
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BIX=O.O
BIXO=O.O
NIX=O.O
NIXO=O.O
POPULATE2,Outarray, N, M, BIX, BIXO. NIX. NIXO
Outarray = SMOOTH(Oularray. 3)
tvsci,outarray
;Write outarray to a file
tHe =FllEPATHCseg61.dat',SUBDlR=ricltims'D
;Open Filepath
OPENVV, lun, file, IGET_LUN
;120 cols. 540 rows. Standard IDl import
WRITEU, lun, OUTARRAY
FREE_LUN,lun
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;Assign LUN
0.4 POPULATE
Submodule ofgeometric correction programme to populate arrays
PRO Populate2, Outarray, N, M. BIX, BIXO, NIX, NIXO
FOR N=O,498 DO BEGIN
FOR M=O,118 DO BEGIN
BIX=OUTARRAY(M,N)
BIXO=OUTARRAY(M+1,N)
IF BIX NE 0 THEN IF BIXO EQ 0 THEN BIXO=BIX
OUTARRAY(M+1,N)=BIXO
ENOFOR
ENDFOR
FOR M=O,118 DO BEGIN
FOR N=O,428 DO BEGIN
NIX=outarray(M,N)
NIXO=OUTARRAY(M,N+1)
IF NIX NE 0 THEN IF NIXO EQ 0 THEN NIXo-NIX
OUTARRAY(M,N+1 )-NIXO
ENOFOR
ENDFOR
END
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G.S EXTRACTOR
Calculates the median, maximum and anomaly limits.
PRO EXTRACTOR, 8fT8y1fa, 8fT8y2, 8fT8y3, erray4, arrayS, array8, emIY7fe, array8fe,
res
BIG=O.O
BACK=O.O
;00 it for one array, then worry about looping or copying
;Assign a number into the first position of each array.
RES(O,*,j=1
RES(1,*,j=2
RES(2,*, j=3
RES(3,*,~
RES(4,*,j=5
RES(5,*,j=6
RES(6,*, j=7
RES(1,*,j=8
;Slot 0
;Find Background Value for each im8ge-just use median value for each images, into slot 0
RES(O,*,O)=MEDIAN(array1fa)
RES(1,*,O)=MEDIAN(array2)
RES(2,*,O)=MEDIAN(array3)
RES(3,*,O)=MEDIAN(array4)
RES(4,*,O)=MEDIAN(array5)
RES(5,*,O)=MEDIAN(array6)
RES(6,*,O)=MEDIAN(array7fa)
RES(1,*,O)=MEDIAN(array8fa)
;Array1fa
FOR N=O,539 00 BEGIN
;Slot1
;Find Maxim"'" Value d Each Row, into slot 1
ROW=N
RES(O,N,1)==MAX(array1fa(*,N»
TEST=(MAX(array1fa(*,N),I),I)
;SI0t2
;Find Peak Position, slot 2
TEST=[MAX(array1 fa(*,N),I),I)
RES(O,N,2)=1
;Slot3
;Find left position, space 3
Y=I
FOR Y=I,O,-1 DO BEGIN
THRESH=(RES(O,N,O»+1
IF array1fa(y,N) IT THRESH THEN F RES(O,N,3) EQ 1
THEN RES(O,N,3)=Y
ENOFOR
;Slot4
;Right position, space 4
Y=I
FORY=I,119 DO BEGIN
THRESH=(RES(O,N,O»+1
IF array1fa(Y,N) IT THRESH THEN F RES(O,N,4) EQ 1
THEN RES(O,N,4)=Y
ENDFOR
ENDFOR
plot,res<O,*,2)
opIot,res(O,*,3)
opIot,res(O,*,4)
315
Y=O
1=0
TEST=O
THRESH=O
,
;Repeat for each array
;Test sequence outputs
plot, res(1,*,2)
oplot,res(1,*,3)
opIot,res(1,*,4)
;test=fttarr(120,540)
;test(*,300)=array1far,300)-RES(0,300,1)
END
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Appendix G: The Finite Element Method
The following discussion broadly outlines the mathematics of the finite element
method for one dimensional, steady state problems, and is based in its entirely on
Cambell (1996).
G.l THE PHYSICAL MODEL
To construct a finite element model, or indeed any mathematical model, the user must
ftrst define a mathematical formulation of the physical process under investigation,
together with the geometry of the object being modelled and the physical properties of
the component materials. The physical model is continuous, it is not divided into
subregions beyond those required to describe the it adequately. The boundary
conditions must also be known and mathematically represented.
For example, for. one-dimensional conductive problem, the physical process
can be described mathematically by the equations:
~u~x&V~x~ xen
bl(U)=u-u,=O xerl
biu)=kt&U~x-q,=O xer2
Where:
kt Therma1 Conductivity (Wm-IK-I)
u Temperature Function
q Heat source or sink
n The domain of the physical system
r l,r2 The boundaries of tile physical system
G.124
G.225
G.326
Equation G.I describes the temperature within the system. Equation G.2
describes the boundary condition at boundary bl, which has • fixed temperature Up (.
Dirielet boundary condition). Equation G.3 describes the boundary condition at b2,
which has a thermal flux q, (A Van Neumann boundary condition).
By calculus of variations the system equations can be rewritten u integral
equations instead ofas differentials. Rewriting the equations in this form gives:
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n (u)=1 1/2 ~-uqdn-Iuq,dr
G.2 MESH DISCRETISATION
G.4
For finite element modelling a user must break the continuous model into small
mathematically manageable units, or finite elements. The distribution of the function
being modelled (in this study, temperature) can be described by an element shape
function. Element 'meshes' in one, two or three dimensions, can be created, with
values for given physical constants such as conductivity or Youngs' Modulus
transferred onto each element in the mesh. Elements need not be ofuniform size, and
so elements can be made smaller in areas of interest and much larger in less
interesting parts of the problem.
For a one dimensional conductive problem, the set of degrees of freedom (i.e.
variables), for each element is:
G.S
The variable is the nodal temperature. The spatial variation of the temperature
between these nodes can be prescribed by an interpolation function. The values at the
nodes will be known precisely and the values between the nodes estimated by the
interpolation function, which is in this cue linear (see Figure G.l) but may be
quadratic or quartic.
U2(x)
Figure G.l Finite Element Linear Interpolation Function for an element n.
Note that:
u(x)=a1+a2X
Where:
u(x) Value ofvariable (Temperature, K)
al,a2 Constants
x Position (m)
n. Element Domain
G.6
G.7
Equation G.6 describes the interpolated function (heavy line) which is • linear
combination of functions describing the dashed lines. There are two of these
expressions, one for each node. They are sometimes referred to as pyramid functi~
as the functions on each side ofa node will graph as a triangle or pyramid.
Equation G.6 can be rewritten in matrix form:
u(x)= <I x> (:)
Or:
u(x) = <p(x» a
At node 1:
u(XI) = .1-= < 1 XI~ a
At node 2:
u(X2) = I4c =<1 X200:>a
This can itself be expressed in matrix form:
.e= (1 r; L =(cp
1 r; r
1 (1 r; L (cL
a={CT .-~ .e = 1 r; r= ,p
Ifwe substitute G.12 back into G.7 we get:
u(x) = <p(x»(CTI .-
Which can be recast u:
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G.8
G.9
G.I0
G.ll
G.12
G.13
u(x) = NIC(x)alc + N2C(X)a2c
= [NIC(X) N2C(X)] aC
0.14
0.14.1
NI and N2 are the shape functions describing the shape ofthe interpolation function
for a given element
NI (x) = (XI - x) / be
N2 (x) =(X2- x) / he
Finally, ifwe differentiate the equation 0.6
&.t(x)lSx= [8J aC
0.15
0.15.1
0.16
Where [8x] is the derivative with respect to x ofthe shape function in square brackets
in 0.14.1
G.3 MINIMISING THE ENERGY INTEGRAL
Equation 0.4 is an energy integral related to the concept ofthe Lagrangian in classical
mechanics. The system energy integral will be the sum of the element energy
integrals, i.e.:
n (u)=l: Ir(u) 017
Where:
Ir(u)=Io. 112 aTlblT.-D TqdO-InuT qdr 0 18
Now, substituting in the element shape functions from equations O. IS and 0.17
W(u)=Io. 112. eT [8] T [8]. CdO-Io.. cT[N]T q dO-I nacT[N] qdr
0.19
By finding a minimum of the auve of n (u) the true solution to the system can be
found. This can be ~cu1atedby setting the differential equal to zero:
sn (u)lSa~
Thus:
1:Io. [8] T [8] dO. e=l:Ioe [N]T q dO -I r [N] qdr
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0.20
Or:
Which after summation reduces to:
[K]a=f
Which is the finite element equation.
G.4 DERIVATION OF ELEMENT MATRICES
0.21
0.22
After writing the basic finite element equations all that remains is to derive from them
the actual components ofthe matrices.
For the element stiffness matrix [Iq-, remember:
Nte(x) = (Xt-x)/he
N2e(x) =(-xrx)lh-
Let:
Thus:
Nt(x)= Nt(s) = l-S
Nix)= Nis) = S
dNt/dx = lib-
dN2I'dx = llbe
Therefore:
0.23
0.24
0.25
0.26
0.27
But from 0.20
0.21
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[KT =lee [B] T [8] <Ix G.29
G.30
G.31
No S term is present in the equation so the integral vanishes. Multiplying out the
terms gives:
G.32
The boundary conditions and forcing functions for the elements must also be
described. From G.20:
foc = lee [N]T q dO G.33
dO = Aheds
foe = Ab eqJo. [N]T cis
Substituting in the shape functions [N] from G.25 we get:
fl=Ah eqiol (I-S) cis
f2=Ab eq/ol (S) cis
Both ofwhich reduce after integration to:
f. =Aheq/2
Thus
foe = Aheq/2GJ
For the boundaries:
fr = I r£N] q,f
I r<tr= Area A
Therefore:
Which, after substitution reduces to:
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G.3
G.35
G.35
G.36
G.37
G.38
G.39
G.40
G.41
0.42
This produces an element stiffness matrix:
0.43
The loss of the summation after equation 0.21 denotes assembly of the element
matrices, denoted by the superscript e into a global matrix. This assembly is carried
out utilising network theory. The resuhing stiffness matrices will always be sparse
(i.e. most entries will be zero) and symmetric about the diagonal. The complete matrix
equation can them be solved by computer, using anyone of a number of appropriate
algorithms, such as the Gauss-Siedel method.
It should be noted that the above example is for a non-transient problem, that
is, the system is in equilibrium, as the energy functional has been minimised. A more
complex approach, similar in theory, will be required to consider transient modelling.
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